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ABSTRACT
A better understanding of the turbine flow field is needed in order for
turbine designers to increase the efficiency and to improve the performance of
turbines. This has been hampered by the fact the present knowledge of the axial
flow turbine flow field is not adequate. Several of the major areas that need more
investigation include turbine secondary flow, turbine nozzle and rotor wakes and
rotor-stator interaction. In view of this need, the three-dimensional steady flow
field in a turbine nozzle has been investigated experimentally with an emphasis on
the nozzle secondary flow and the nozzle wakes. The two-dimensional unsteady
flow field in a turbine rotor has also been investigated experimentally at midspan
with an emphasis on the interaction of the nozzle wake with the rotor flow field.
The nozzle wake decay upstream and in the rotor passage and the rotor wake decay
characteristics were also measured and analyzed.
The nozzle flow was measured at several axial locations. These
measurements were carried out using a five hole probe, a two-component laser
doppler velocimeter (LDV) and a single sensor hot wire. The static pressure on the
nozzle endwall and vane surfaces were also measured. Based on these
measurements, the nozzle secondary flow is found to be weak at midchord. At the
nozzle exit, two secondary flow loss cores (casing and hub passage vortices)
dominate the flow field. The casing passage vortex is larger in area than the hub
passage vortex, while the hub passage vortex has a higher maximum loss than the
casing passage vortex, which is contrary to the results of linear cascades (where the
casing and hub passage vortices are identical.) Radial inward flow was observed
over the whole passage, which was more pronounced in the wake. The nozzle wake
decay was compared to the decay of other turbomachinery blade wakes. The nozzle
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wake is shown to decay much faster than a compressor cascade wake, an annular
turbine cascade wake or a turbine nozzle wake with a large nozzle-rotor spacing.
This is due to the presence of a rotor in close vicinity. The radial variation of
nozzle wake total velocity defects shows larger velocity defects in the hub and
casing secondary flow regions. These large defects results from the interaction of
the passage vortices and the wake which cause deeper and wider wakes.
The steady and the unsteady flow field in the rotor was also measured at
midspan using a two-component LDV. Measurements were acquired at 37 axial
locations from just upstream of the rotor to one chord downstream of the rotor. The
propagation of the nozzle wake through the rotor passage was captured by this
method. As the nozzle wake enters the rotor passage it becomes bowed because the
convection velocity at midpitch is higher than that near the rotor leading edge. As
the nozzle wake travels further through the passage, it becomes distorted with the
region of the nozzle wake near the rotor suction surface moving faster than the
region near the pressure surface. The region of the nozzle wake near the rotor
suction side continues to move faster than the region near the rotor pressure side,
until the nozzle wake has turned more than 30 degrees from its orientation at the
rotor inlet. It is now spread out along the rotor pressure surface from midchord to
the trailing edge. This in contrast to other measurements of the nozzle wake in the
turbine rotor passage, where at the rotor exit, the nozzle wake still spans the rotor
passage in the pitchwise direction, extending from the pressure to suction surface.
The reason for the difference is that the turbine rotor employed has a much larger
ratio of the suction surface velocity to pressure surface velocity than the other
researchers' turbines, which causes the region of the nozzle wake near the suction
surface to travel much more rapidly than the region of the nozzle wake near the
rotor pressuresurface.Thusthe nozzlewakerotatesabouttheregion of thenozzle
wakenearthepressuresurface,endingup spreadout alongthe pressuresurface.
As thenozzlewake travelsthroughthe rotor flow field, themagnitudeof
thevelocity defectgrows until closeto midchord, after which it decreases.This is
contrary to the common theory that the nozzle wake would continuously decay as it
travels through the rotor passage. Also, the nozzle wake total relative unsteadiness
does not decrease steadily as the nozzle wake travels through the rotor passage.
Instead, it increases and decreases as the nozzle wake travels through the rotor
passage.
High values of relative total unresolved unsteadiness were observed near the
rotor leading edge, which result from an increase in the production of unresolved
unsteadiness due to large mean flow gradients near the leading edge. High values
of relative total unresolved unsteadiness were also observed near the rotor pressure
surface. This increase in unresolved unsteadiness is due to the interaction of the
nozzle wake with the pressure surface boundary layer, along with the concave
curvature effects, which destabilize the flow.
The rotor wake decay characteristics were also analyzed. Correlations are
presented which match the decay of the various wake properties. The rotor wake
velocity defect decays rapidly in the trailing edge region, becoming less rapid in
the near and the far wake regions. The rotor wake velocity defect decays according
to the inverse of the square route of streamwise distance downstream of the rotor.
The decay of the maximum unresolved unsteadiness and maximum unresolved
velocity cross correlation is very rapid in the trailing edge region and this trend
slows in the far wake region. While the interaction of the nozzle wake with the
rotor wake does not influence the decay rate of the various wake properties, it does
change the magnitude of the properties.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The major goals of the axial flow turbine designer are to increase the
aerodynamic, thermal and mechanical performance of the turbine, and to lower
manufacturing effort and cost. To increase the turbine performance, a better
understanding of the flow field is needed. This has been hampered by the fact the
present knowledge of the axial flow turbine flow field, especially the rotor flow
field is not adequate. The flow field is complex being three-dimensional and
unsteady, with the presence of laminar, transitional and turbulent regions near the
blade surface. Some of the three-dimensional effects present include a three-
dimensional boundary layer which can be laminar, transitional or turbulent, shock
wave boundary layer interaction, radial density (or temperature) gradient, non-
uniform entry flow and temperature field, steady and unsteady flow, and leakage
and secondary flows. The three-dimensional viscous flows and turbulence effects
are mainly caused by the three-dimensional boundary layers on blades and wakes,
annulus wall and hub wall boundary layers, shock boundary layer interaction, and
secondary flows in annulus wall and hub wall boundary layers. The presence of a
horseshoe vortex at the leading edge combined with thick blades and high turning
makes the flow field truly complex. There are many other basic problems related to
turbines that remain unresolved, including rotor-stator interaction and its effect on
the flow field, unsteady heat transfer and flow induced vibration.
The other goal of the turbine designer is to lower manufacturing effort and
cost, which means a reduction in the size, weight and number of blades. This
requirement can only be met by reducing the blade row spacing and the number of
stages, which involves increasing the aerodynamic stage loading. Reducing the
2bladeweight alsoresultsin decreasingthe bladeheight. Thusthe aspectratio (the
ratio of thebladeheight to the bladechord)of the bladedecreasescausingan
increasein threedimensionalviscouseffects in theturbineflow field. This
reduction in sizeandweight of theturbine alsoresultsin a decreasinggapbetween
thenozzle androtor, thuscausingan increasein rotor-statorinteractioneffects.
Thus abetterunderstandingof the turbineflow field is essentialfor moreefficient
designof turbines.
1.1 Turbine Flow Field
The turbine flow field is very complex as is described above. Thus it is
useful to describe the axial flow turbine flow field before proceeding. The flow
field in the nozzle is described first. At the center of the blade passage, away from
the blade surfaces and endwalls, no significant viscous effects are taking place.
This region is basically inviscid and is called the inviscid core region. Along the
blade surfaces, a three-dimensional boundary layer develops, which transforms into
a three-dimensional wake downstream of the nozzle. The turning of the endwall
boundary layers inside the nozzle induces three dimensional viscous flow effects
called secondary flows. After the flow exits the nozzle it enters the rotor. The
interaction of the nozzle wakes with the rotor and the interaction of the nozzle and
rotor potential flow fields is called rotor-stator interaction. The rotor flow field is
similar to the nozzle, except that it has the additional effects of the rotor rotation
and the nozzle wake propagation through the rotor passage.
Though the turbine inviscid flow field is understood well, the turbine
secondary flow and wakes along with the turbine rotor-stator interaction are not
completely understood as of yet. A complete description of these turbine flow field
phenomenaandwhy they needto be investigatedfurther is provided below.
1.1.1 Secondary_ Flow
Secondary flow in turbines is associated with the endwall flow and arises
due to the turning of the endwall boundary layer by the blade row. This flow is
highly three-dimensional and contains numerous vortices, including the passage
vortex, the horseshoe vortex, the trailing filament and trailing shed vortices and the
comer vortex.
Figure 1.1 describes the classical secondary flow vortex system of
Hawthorne (1955). It includes the passage, the trailing filament and trailing shed
vortices. A comprehensive review and analysis of classical secondary flow theory
is given by Horlock and Lakshminarayana (1973). The passage vortex is a result of
the flow turning in the blade passage. The deflection of the flow in the inviscid
region generates a cross-channel pressure gradient, from pressure to suction side,
which is balanced by the centrifugal force in this region. But in the endwall
boundary layer, the velocity of the flow decreases, and since the pressure in the
boundary layer is the same as that of the inviscid core flow, the radius of curvature
of the streamlines must decrease near the endwalls in order for the centrifugal and
pressure force to be in equilibrium. Thus a cross flow is generated from the
pressure to suction surface which rolls up into a vortex core to form a passage
vortex. There are two passage vortices in each passage, one at each endwall, which
rotate opposite to each other. The strength of the passage vortex is a function of the
main flow turning, the thickness of the incoming end-wall boundary layer, and the
velocity gradient. Presence of the passage vortex causes over-turning of the flow
near the endwalls and undertuming of the flow away from the wall.
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Figure 1.1. Classical Secondary Flow Model of Hawthorne (1955)
The trailing filament vortices and the trailing shed vorticity compose the
vortex sheet at the trailing edge. The trailing f'dament vortices are generated due to
the stretching of the inlet vortex filaments when passing through the cascade
withdifferent velocities between the suction side and the pressure side. The trailing
shed vorticity is caused by the spanwise change of blade circulation. The trailing
shed vortices are shed all along the blade span, whereas the trailing filament
vortices are confined to the endwall region. Together, these two vortices form a
vortex sheet with the same sense of rotation, but opposite to that of the passage
vortex.
The horseshoe vortex is caused by the roiling up of the inlet boundary layer
as it approaches the leading edge of the blade. It is called this because of its shape.
The physical presence of the blade causes the flow approaching the blade to
decelerate. A direct consequence of this flow deceleration is that the incoming
endwall boundary layer has to negotiate an adverse pressure gradient. Thus, the
inlet boundary layer (and the associated vorticity normal to the freestream) grows
rapidly and separates to form a horseshoe vortex. One leg of the horseshoe vortex
wraps itself around the pressure side of the blade, while the other leg wraps itself
around the suction side. Although the horseshoe vortex is a well known
phenomena, its existence in the turbine flow field has only been realized recently.
According to Sieverding (1985b), Klein (1966) was the first person to identify the
horseshoe vortex in a turbine passage, calling it a stagnation point vortex. (see top
of Figure 1.2). But it was Langston et al. (1977) who first presented a detailed
analysis of the development of the horseshoe vortex. The bottom of Figure 1.2,
from Langston (1980), shows the horseshoe vortex.
The comer vortex is the vortex that rotates in the opposite sense to the
passage vortex and is located right in the endwall/suction side comer. It is caused
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Figure 1.2. Endwall Flow Models by Klein (1966) and Langston (1980)
7by the fact that the overturning of the flow near the endwall is so extreme that the
flow interferes almost at a right angle with the blade suction surface. Sieverding
(1985b) states that this interaction is similar to the one causing the boundary layer
ahead of the leading edge to roll up into a horseshoe vortex. Because it is so small,
it is hard to see, but its existence is often shown by a characteristic reduction of the
overturning near the endwall, as shown in Figure 1.3a. Figure 1.3b shows endwall
limiting streamlines indicating the generation of the corner vortex. The overturning
at the endwall is such that the limiting streamlines interfere at almost a right angle
with the blade suction surface near the position of maximum surface curvature.
The interaction of all these vortices causes the flow in the nozzle passage to
be very complex and highly three-dimensional. Many researchers have conducted
experiments to try to understand the nozzle flow field. Until the late 1970's, most
of this research was limited to surveys of flow conditions upstream and
downstream of the turbine cascade, which is called the "control volume approach".
Since no measurements were made within the blade passage, researchers had to
infer from the inlet and exit measurements the processes occurring inside the
cascade passages. Numerous loss correlations were developed from experiments
using the control volume approach, but since these correlations were not based on
the actual physics of the flow field, there were major discrepancies between the
various correlations. There was no sound basis on which to decide what correlation
to use for the performance of a particular turbine stage. This was strongly criticized
by several researchers including Sieverding (1985a).
Researchers thus realized that only by obtaining a better physical
understanding of the evolution of secondary flow both inside and outside of the
blade passage could accurate predictions of the losses occurring in the turbine be
calculated. Several research programs were started in the mid 1970's to take
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Figure 1.3. Comer Vortex:
(a) Reduction of Overturning Near Endwall Due to Comer Vortex (from
Gregory-Smith and Graves, 1983)
(b) Endwall Limiting Streamlines Indicating Generation of Comer Vortex
(from Belik, 1975)
9detailed measurements of the endwall flow development. Most of this work was
conducted in linear cascades. Sieverding (1985b) gives an excellent review of the
research conducted in turbine cascades in order to provide an understanding of the
basic aspects of secondary flows in turbine cascades. Sharma and Butler (1987)
also present a detailed description of the evolution of secondary flow in a turbine
cascade. From these and other researchers, a description of the flow field in a linear
turbine cascade is presented as follows.
The incoming boundary layer at both endwalls separates at the leading edge
of the nozzle, forming a horseshoe vortex with two counter rotating legs, the
pressure side leg and the suction side leg. This is shown in Figure 1.4. As the
pressure side leg enters the vane passage, it is convected toward the suction surface
of the vane, due to the pressure gradient between the pressure and suction surfaces.
It meets the suction surface near the minimum static pressure point, lifts off the
endwall and grows rapidly as it travels along the suction surface. As the pressure
side leg moves across the passage, it merges with the passage vortex, while
entraining low energy boundary layer fluid from the endwall and blade surfaces.
Most of the fluid from the inlet endwaU boundary layer is trapped in the passage
and horseshoe vortex. Since all of the fluid particles from the inlet boundary layer
have either become part of the passage and horseshoe vortices or been convected
toward the suction side, a new boundary layer starts at the endwall downstream of
the separation line defined by the passage vortex (see Figure 1.5). The suction leg
of the horseshoe vortex follows the contour of the blade suction surface, until it
reaches the point where the pressure side leg of the horseshoe vortex meets the
suction side. At this point, the suction side leg of the horseshoe vortex leaves the
endwall and orbits around the outer edge of the passage vortex, as it moves
downstream. It is hard to detect this downstream of the vane, since it loses intensity
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Figure 1.4. Cascade Endwall How Structure (from Sharma and Butler, 1987)
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Figure 1.5. EndwaU Thre,c-Dimensional Separation and Re,attachment Lines (from
Langson et al., 1977)
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in contact with the passage vortex.
The separation lines on the endwall are shown in Figure 1.5 (from
Sieverding (1985b), based on the endwall ink traces of Langston et al. (1977)). The
flow field is divided into distinct regions through the three-dimensional separation
lines S and the reattachment lines R (stagnation streamline) with the separation
saddle point A at their intersection. The horseshoe and the passage vortices form
behind the separation line S, with the pressure side leg of the horseshoe vortex and
the passage vortex forming behind Sp (starting from A) and the suction side leg of
the horseshoe vortex behind S s.
While this is a good description of the flow in a linear cascade, it is not an
accurate one of the flow in a real turbine nozzle. Important turbine parameters such
as a radial pressure gradient that can be the same order of magnitude as the
pitchwise pressure gradient and radial variation in blade loading, which are present
in an actual nozzle, do not exist in a linear cascade. Also, Boletis and Sieverding
(1984) show that the presence of a downstream rotor causes local changes to the
outlet flow of an annular cascade. Though there have been a few investigations
carried out in annular cascades, most of them have been in configurations where
there is no rotor behind the nozzle such as Yamamoto and Yanagi (1986), Binder
and Romey (1982) and Sieverding, Van Hove and Boletis (1984). Even fewer
measurements have been completed in nozzles with a rotor downstream and they
were all carried out with a nozzle-rotor spacing that is much larger than is found in
modem axial flow turbines, such as the experiments done by Richards and Johnson
(1988) and by Joslyn and Dring (1990). Thus more work needs to be done in
annular turbine nozzles with a downstream rotor and a realistic nozzle-rotor
spacing.
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1.1.2 Turbine Blade Wakes
An understanding of turbine nozzle and rotor wakes are also important for
the efficient design of axial flow turbomachinery used in land, space, naval and
aircraft applications. A major cause of noise and vibration characteristics of
turbomachinery is caused by wakes. Turbine wakes represent a source of loss in
efficiency, since the mixing of the wakes with the freestream dissipates energy.
The three-dimensional characteristics of the wake, the decay characteristics and the
path that it follows is important in the design of the following blade rows. This
information is essential for both the prediction of the aerodynamic and mechanical
performance of a turbine and for building quieter turbomachines. An understanding
of the wake development and its decay is also essential because of the role it plays
in the rotor-stator interaction (see below).
Both the nozzle and rotor wakes are three-dimensional. In the nozzle wake,
shown in Figure 1.6, the radial component results from an imbalance between the
pressure and centrifugal forces within the shear layer. The tangential velocity
decreases as the surface of the nozzle is approached, and thus the centrifugal force
decreases, while the radial pressure gradient remains constant. This imbalance
between the centrifugal and the pressure forces sets up a radial inward flow, which
continues even in the wake. On the other hand, the radial velocity is outward in a
turbine rotor wake due to the centrifugal force. Although there has been extensive
research done on compressor wakes (see Reynolds (1978), and Ravindranath
(1979), for a complete literature survey on compressor wake research), not much
work has been done on turbine wakes. Mee et al. (1990) measured the wake of a
linear cascade at midspan at six axial locations. Sitaram and Govardhan (1986)
reported the wake of a turbine rotor cascade blade at midspan at seven axial
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Figure 1.6. Nozzle Wake Development and Propagation
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locations. Goldman and Seasholtz (1992) measured the wake in an annular turbine
cascade for three axial locations at midspan and Dring et al. (1987) reported wake
data at one axial location in a 1 1/2 stage axial flow turbine with a nozzle-rotor
spacing of 50% nozzle axial chord. Only one of these (Dring et al., 1987) had a
realistic three-dimensional configuration with a rotor downstream. Dring et al.'s
rotor was located at 50% nozzle axial chord, which is much higher than usually
employed in industry. Furthermore, the wake was measured at only one axial
location. The only reported measurement of a wake from a rotating turbine rotor is
also from Dring et al. (1987), and the rotor wake was measured at only one axial
location, too. Thus, there is a need for a comprehensive survey of the wake at
different axial and spanwise locations for a turbine nozzle with a realistic axial
distance between the nozzle and the rotor, and also a need for a survey of turbine
rotor wakes.
1.1.3 Rotor-Stator Interaction
The understanding of rotor-stator interaction is also important for the
efficient design of axial flow turbines. The flow around the blades of a turbine is
highly unsteady. This unsteadiness is caused by the aerodynamic interaction of the
flow between the nozzle and rotor which is called rotor-stator interaction. Rotor-
stator interaction can affect the aerodynamic, structural and thermal performance of
a turbine. According to Dring et al. (1982), rotor-stator interaction can be divided
into two parts. These are potential flow and wake interactions. The potential flow
gradients extend both upstream and downstream of the blade and they decay
exponentially with a length scale of the order of the pitch or chord of the blade
row. If the axial gap between the blade rows is less than a chord (which it is in a
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typical axial flow turbine),then thepotential influencecancauseunsteadinessin
both upstreamanddownstreamof the blades.However, thewake is convected
downstreamandhasa far field rateof decaymuch lower thanthat of the potential
flow. The wake will still be felt severalchordsdownstream.But in most modern
axial flow turbines,which havea rotor-statorspacingcloseto 20 percentof ablade
chord,both thepotential andwakeeffectswill occurtogether.And in the future as
gas turbine designers try to reduce weight, and thus the rotor-stator spacing gets
smaller, these effects will become more prominent.
Even though unsteady flow plays a major role in axial flow turbines,
turbines are designed using three-dimensional steady flow calculation methods
(Sharma et al., 1992). Empirical correlations are used to account for the effect of
the unsteadiness. Because actual models of the loss generating mechanisms in
unsteady flow turbomachinery do not exist, these correlations are based on results
from stationary cascade data and do not represent the actual fluid mechanics in the
flow field (Sharma et al., 1985). Thus these correlations must be multiplied by
some factor to obtain a good estimate of the actual losses that occur in turbines.
Although these correlations have worked well in the design of existing turbines,
they do not represent the true physics of the flow field and are only useful in the
areas from which they were obtained, namely design point predictions and turbines
which are similar to existing designs (Hathaway, 1986). Thus, a more thorough
knowledge of unsteady flow interactions is needed in order to increase both the
design and off-design performance of existing turbines, and to design turbines
which are considerably different than existing turbines. To obtain this knowledge,
good time accurate data from inside the rotor is needed. This knowledge, in turn,
can be used to model the unsteady flow mechanisms that are not currently in
existing design codes.
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Many researchershaveinvestigatedrotor-stator interaction.Greitzer(1985),
Gallus (1987) andSharmaet. al. (1992)provide comprehensivesurveysof
unsteadyflows in turbomachinery.Unfortunately, most of these investigations
have been in isolated airfoils or axial flow compressors. And there should be
significant differences in the unsteady turbine flow field as compared to the
unsteady compressor or isolated airfoil flow field (Sharma et al., 1985). This is
because the flow field is accelerating in a turbine where as in a compressor the
flow field is decelerating and also because the flow turning is much larger in a
turbine than in a compressor thus causing stronger secondary flow in a turbine than
in a compressor. Also there is the added effect of the horseshoe vortex in a turbine
that does not occur in a compressor.
Only four groups have measured the unsteady flow field inside a turbine
rotor; the groups at UTRC (Sharma et al., 1985), Cambridge (Hodson, 1984),
Allison/Calspan (Rao, Delaney and Dunn, 1992) and at DFVLR (Binder et al.
,1985, Binder, 1985 and Binder et al. ,1987). The Cambridge group measured the
flow field at midspan (nozzle-rotor spacing is 50% of nozzle axial chord), the
Allison/Calspan group measured the blade surface pressures at midspan (nozzle-
rotor spacing is 22.5% of nozzle axial chord), the U'I_C group measured the blade
surface pressures and the rotor exit flow field (nozzle-rotor spacing is 65% of
nozzle axial chord), and the researchers at DFVLR used a L2F velocimeter to
measure two components of velocity and turbulence intensity (axial and
circumferential) at four axial planes inside of the rotor (nozzle-rotor spacing is
61% of nozzle axial chord). Three out of the four research groups had a nozzle-
rotor spacing of 50% of nozzle axial chord or greater which is not a realistic
spacing for modem turbine designs. At this spacing the potential flow interactions
will be very small and the nozzle wake will have decayed significantly by the time
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it entersthe rotor passage.Typically, modernturbineshaveanozzle-rotor spacing
of around25% or lessnozzleaxial chord.The only group to take measurements
with a realistic nozzle-rotor spacing (Allison/Calspan), measured only the blade
surface pressures at midspan (and did not measure the flow field between the
blades). Thus there is a need for flow field measurements in a turbine rotor with a
realistic nozzle-rotor spacing that will include both potential flow and wake
interactions.
1.2 Objectives
The objectives of this research are as follows:
(1) To understand the three-dimensional flow field m an axial flow turbine
nozzle with a focus on secondary flow.
(2) To understand the nozzle wake characteristics and to show how the
presence of a rotor in close vicinity affects the decay of a nozzle wake.
(3) To understand the two dimensional unsteady rotor flow field at midspan.
(4) To understand the effects of rotor-stator interaction on the flow field in
an axial flow turbine.
(5) To capture the nozzle wake trajectory through the rotor passage.
(6) To determine the influence of the rotor on the decay of the nozzle wake
in the rotor passage.
(7) To understand the rotor wake characteristics and to show the decay and
profile characteristics.
(8) To understand how the interaction of the nozzle wake with the rotor
wake affects the rotor wake decay characteristics
(9) To generate accurate data for CFD code validation.
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Theultimate goalof this researchis thatit will beusedto build moreefficient
turbines.
1.3 Method of Investigation
The axial turbine flow field has been investigated experimentally. The
nozzle flow field was measured with a two-dimensional LDV, a five hole probe
and a hot wire. The rotor flow field was measured using a two-dimensional LDV.
These measurements were performed in a systematic manner. The turbine inlet
asymmetry was determined first. Next, the performance of the turbine was
measured in order to pick an operating point that was as close to the design point as
possible. Then measurements were carried out inside the nozzle flow field. The
nozzle surface and endwall static pressure were measured, and the nozzle flow field
was investigated at two axial locations. The first location was at midchord using
the LDV and the second just upstream of the trailing edge using a five hole probe.
The LDV was used provide both the mean velocity and the turbulence intensity,
while the five hole probe was used to obtain the total pressure loss in the passage as
well as the three component of steady velocity. The data from the five hole probe
can also be used to calculate the secondary flow vectors and the streamwise
vorticity. Downstream of the nozzle, the flow field was measured also using a five
hole probe. Using the measurements in the nozzle passage and nozzle exit, the
evolution of the secondary flow vortices, and their importance to the flow field can
be determined. The characteristics of the nozzle wake, including its decay rate and
the growth of its width can also be determined. The nozzle exit flow field is also
used to provide the flow field at the rotor inlet and to compare with the LDV
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measurementsupstreamof therotor.
The rotor flow field at midspanwasmeasuredusing a two-component
LDV. The LDV wasusedto measurethe steadyandunsteadycomponentsof the
axial and tangentialvelocity of therotor flow field. The interactionof the nozzle
flow field and therotor flow field canbe measured,including the propagationof
thenozzlewake throughthe rotor passageandits influence on the rotor flow field.
The rotor wake wasalsomeasuredin detail at midspanin orderto determineits
characteristics,including the decayof the velocity defectand unsteadiness.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
2.1 Facility Description
The Axial Flow Turbine Research Facility (AFTRF) of The Pennsylvania
State University is an open circuit facility 91.4 cm in diameter and a hub to tip
radius ratio of 0.73, with an advanced axial turbine blading configuration. The
facility consists of a large bellmouth inlet, a turbulence generating grid section,
followed by a test section with a nozzle vane row and a rotor as shown in Figure
2.1. There are 23 nozzle guide vanes and 29 rotor blades followed by outlet guide
vanes. The bellmouth inlet is housed in an enclosure (not shown) covered with
wire mesh and a thin layer of rubber foam to filter the air prior to entry to the inlet.
A variable through flow is provided by two auxiliary, adjustable pitch, axial
flow fans and an aerodynamically designed throttle. The two fans in the series
produce a pressure rise of 74.7 mm Hg (40" of water) with a mass flow of 10 m 3
per second under nominal operating conditions. The power generated by the
experimental turbine rotor assembly is absorbed by an eddy-current brake which is
capable of absorbing up to 60.6 kw (90 Hp). The speed of the rotor can be varied
between 175 and 1695 rpm with the "dynamic" control system and can be held
constant to _ 1 rpm, with normal fluctuations in line voltage. The eddy current
brake is cooled by a closed loop chilled water cooling system.
The rotor and nozzle vane passages are instrumented with fast response
instrumentation to measure steady (time averaged), unsteady pressures and wall
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Figure 2.1. Schematic and Flow Path of AFIRF
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shear stresses. A window for LDV measurements of the flow field upstream of the
nozzle, in the nozzle passage, in the spacing between the rotor and the nozzle, in
the rotor passage and downstream of the rotor passage is included.
The facility is equipped with two traversing mechanisms. One of the probe
traverse units is mounted directly behind the rotor disk and has provisions for the
radial and circumferential traverses in the rotating frame. It is controlled by a
stepping motor driven by a computer indexer at tangential increments of 0.019
degrees/step to allow accurate measurements of the rotor passage and downstream
flow field. The intra blade radial and tangential surveys are accomplished by a
computer controlled indexer and stepping motor in 0.05 mm steps and 0.0234
degree steps in the radial and circumferential directions respectively. The second
probe traversing unit is mounted on the outside casing of the turbine, and it
provides radial and circumferential traversing at any axial location from one chord
upstream of the nozzle to two chords downstream of the rotor. A probe mounted on
this traversing unit can be positioned to an accuracy of 0.05 mm in the radial
direction, 0.03 degrees in the circumferential direction and 0.5 mm in the axial
direction, allowing for very detailed measurements of the absolute flow field in the
turbine.
The rotating-to-stationary data transmission system, attached to the rotor
shaft ahead of the nose cone, is an integral part of the facility. It consists of a 150
ring mechanical (brush/coin type) slip ring unit, and a specialized ten-channel low
noise/signal ratio mercury slip ring unit. A 32 channel electronic pressure scanner
unit is located in the rotating drum downstream of the turbine rotor. The electrical
signals carrying the pressure information is carried to the stationary frame through
the slip ring assembly. The rotor frequency is accurately determined by using an
optical shaft encoder.
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A completely automateddataprocessingsystemis built aroundacomputer
with a clock rate of 25 MHz. The systemconsistsof a 32bit computerwith 8 Mb
randomaccessmemory,a diskoperatingsystem,510 Mb hard disk storagespace,
andaHP laserprinter. All thedatafrom both stationaryandrotating
instrumentationcanbeprocessedon line.
2.2 Desima Features and Overall Performance Parameters
The overall performance parameters are given in Table 2.1. The principal
aerodynamic and geometric design features of the nozzle vane and the rotor blades
designed by the General Electric Company (Aircraft Engines Group) personnel are
presented in Table 2.2. Provisions exist for changing the vane-blade spacing from
20 percent to 50 percent of nozzle axial chord. All the experiments presented in
this thesis were performed at 20% vane-blade spacing. The actual operation
conditions of the AFTRF are given in Table 2.3. Isometric views of the nozzle
vane and the rotor are shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. A more detailed
explanation can be found in Lakshminarayana et al. (1992). The aerodynamic
design, while not representing any specific current or future GE product, does
embody modem turbine design philosophy. Stage loading flow coefficient,
reaction, aspect ratios, and blade turning angles are all within the ranges of current
design practice. State-of-the-art quasi-3D design methods were used to design the
airfoil shapes. It is felt that the design is fully capable of meeting the intended
research applications.
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Table 2.1
Design Performance Parameters
Total temperature at inlet (°K); TO
Total pressure at inlet (kpa); Po
Mass flow rate (kg/s); W
Specific work
output (kJ/kg); Ah/W
Flow function; W_fT/P
(kg °,f_ m 3 / kN .S)
Speed function (rpm/°,_); N/,fT
Rotational speed; N
Total pressure ratio; Pol / Po3
Total temperature ratio;T03 /To1
Pressure drop (mmHg); Po3 - PoJ
Hub reaction; R
Pitchline reaction; R
Pitchline loading coefficient;
Hub loading coefficient;
Stator Zweifel coefficient
Rotor Zweifel coefficient
Power (kw)
Stator efficiency; rl s
Rotor efficiency; rl r
Total-to-total
Isentropic efficiency; "qrr
DESIGN
289
101.36
11.05
5.49
1.85
77.69
1300 rpm
1.0778
0.981
56.04
0.181
0.3820
3.76
5.27
0.7247
0.9759
60.6
9.9421
0.8815
0.8930
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Table 2.2
The Desima Features of AFTRF
Hub Tip Ratio
Tip Radius
Blade Height
Rotor Blade (tip)
rel. mach number
number
chord
spacing
turning angle
maximum thickness
tip clearance
Nozzle Guide Vane (tip)
number
chord
spacing
turning angle
maximum thickness
Midspan Axial Chord
nozzle
rotor
Auxiliary Fan
pressure rise
mass flow
power
Vane Reynolds Number
based on inlet vel.
based on exit vel.
Blade Reynolds Number
based on inlet vel.
based on exit vel.
0.7269
0.4582 m
0.1229 m
0.240 (max)
29
0.1287 m
0.1028 m
95.42 deg (tip), 125.69 deg (hub)
22 mm
1.27 mm (actual 0.97 mm ave., 1.04 mm max, 0.77 mm min)
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0.1768 m
0.1308 m
70 deg.
38.81 mm
0.1123 m
0.09294 m
74.72 mm Hg
10.39 m 3 per sec. (22,000.0 cfm)
149.1 kw
(3 - 4) x 105
(9- 10)x 105
(2.5 - 4.5) x 105
(5 - 7) x 105
Table 2.3
Experimental Operating Conditions
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Mass flow rate ( ha )
Pressure Drop (Pol/Po3)
Rotational Speed
Nozzle/Rotor gap
tip
midspan
10.53 kg/s
1.078
1300 rpm
0.18C
0.226C
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Figure 2.2. Nozzle Vane Profile
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TIP
Figure 2.3. Isometric View of the Rotor
3O
2.3 Modifications to the AFTRF
The following is a summary of the modifications made to the AFTRF since
its arrival in February 1990.
(1) An intake wooden structure (10' x 10' x 5'), covered with wire mesh and
0.125" thick foam sheet, was designed and built.
(2) An exhaust structure to reduce the noise and recirculate air in the room
was designed and built. The exhaust structure uses very dense acoustic absorbing
material in a wooden frame to reduce the auxiliary fan noise.
(3) A control system for the eddy current brake has been designed and
installed, which is used to monitor the rotor speed and shut down the facility if the
rotor speed increases above a predetermined limit.
(4) Slotted windows and a circumferential traverse have been designed and
built for circumferential traversing. The aluminum window frame contains a
removable Plexiglas window which has a circumferential slot. Three windows have
been built with slots at five different axial locations. More windows can be built if
needed. The slots contain two strips of rubber foam. As the probe moves between
the two strips of rubber foam, the rubber forms a seal around the probe so that air
will not leak through the slot.
(5) A computerized data acquisition system has been added to the facility. It
consists of a 96 channel scanivalve, an IBM compatible personal computer and a
Metrabyte DAS-20 data acquisition board. Software has been written to acquire
and reduce the static pressure and five hole data which uses this equipment setup.
(6) The bearing that is located just downstream of the rotor was replaced by
a bearing that can withstand higher axial loads. Also, a thermocouple was
connected to the bearing and an Omega CN100 six channel monitor was obtained
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sothat thebearingtemperaturecanbeclosely monitored.
(7) The six cylindrical strutsthat hold the slip ring in placehavebeen
replacedwith threeaerodynamicallyshapedstruts.This decreasedtheturbulence
level at the threemeasuringstationslocatedone chordupstreamof thenozzlefrom
4 percentto 1.5percent,which is theturbulencelevel without the strutsin place.
Thesemeasuringstationsaredirectly downstreamof thestruts.
(8) An optical shaft encoderwasconnectedto the turbine shaft.This
encoderenablesLDV andhot wire measurementsto bemadein the rotating frame.
(9) GlassandPlexiglaswindows havebeendesignedandbuilt for LDV
measurementsin both the nozzleand rotor.
2.4 Static Pressure Instrumentation
The Axial Flow Turbine Research Facility is equipped with a large number
of static pressure holes (nearly 500) at carefully selected locations. A list of the
locations is as follows: (a) Static holes for performance measurements on the outer
casing and inner casing of the rig at 4 axial planes. A circumferential average at
each plane will be used for performance calculations, (b) 43 static holes on the
nozzle (hub) endwall in one passage, (c) 43 static holes on the annulus wall of the
same nozzle passage, (d) 154 static pressure holes at several axial and chordwise
locations on both surfaces of the nozzle blades (one passage), (e) 52 static holes on
the hub surface of one rotor passage, (f) 154 static pressure holes at several radial
and chordwise locations of rotor blade on both surfaces (one passage).
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2.5 Five Hole Probe
A five hole probe was used to measure the flow field inside of the nozzle.
The five hole probe is a miniature one, with a probe head diameter of 1.67 nun.
The five hole probe was calibrated so that it could measure flows with a velocity
direction oriented __.30 degrees to the probe tip in both the yaw and pitch directions.
The estimated errors in the five hole probe measurements are given by Sitaram et
al. (1981), and are as follows: wall and blade vicinity effects, Reynolds and Mach
number effects, misalignment of probe, probe blockage effect and turbulence
effects. A detailed description of the error analysis and the accuracy of the five hole
probe is given in Appendix B.
2.6 Hot Wire
A single sensor hot wire was used with a Dantex 55M01 anemometer, to
measure the nozzle inlet turbulence intensity. The length of the tungsten sensor was
9.5 mm and its diameter was 5 microns. The probe calibrations were corrected for
temperature variations using the method of Kristensen (1973). The hot wire
measurement errors are discussed in detail in Appendix C.
2.7 Laser Doppler Velocimeter System
The LDV is a TSI two color, four beam, two-dimensional measuring
system. It consists of a seven Watt Argon-Ion laser tuned to the 488 nm (blue) and
514.5 (green) lines. These beams are then split and one beam of each color is
passed through a Bragg cell where it is frequency shifted. The beams then pass
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througha 3.75X beamexpanderanda 190mm diameter lenswhich focusesthe
beamsto a probevolumewith a length of 0.65mm basedon the 1/e2 intensity
points.Thehalf angleof the intersectingbeamsis 4.95degrees.The greenandblue
beampairs travel downthe sameoptical pathandareusedto measureaxial and
tangentialcomponentsof velocity, respectively.Atomized mineral oil or Roscofog
fluid is usedto seedtheflow. Scatteredlight from theseedparticlespassing
throughthe probevolume is collectedon-axis,i.e. the receiving optics for the blue-
greenlight is locatedon the blue-greentransmittingoptics. On-axiscollection was
usedinsteadof off-axis to improveaccessinto the rotor blade.
TheLDV systemis mountedonanoptical tablewhich is attachedto a
mechanicaltraverse.Thetraversecanmovevertically, parallel andperpendicular
to the AFFRF axis (theaxial andradial directions,respectively)andalso canbe
tilted. The threelinear degreesof freedomplus tilt enablespositioning theprobe
volume very accurately.
The flow in theAFTRF in the nozzleis measuredthrougha curved
Plexiglaswindow, conforming to the insideof thecasingandin therotor through a
fiat glasswindow. Both thePlexiglas andthe glassare3.175mm (1/8 inch) thick.
Thebeamsarealignedthroughthe glassby placing abladesolid surfaceinside the
AFTRF at the probevolume, disconnectingthe photomultiplier and attachingthe
eyepieceto thereceiving optics to seetheprobevolume. Thephotomultipliers are
thenattachedand theBragg cells turnedon. If bothprobevolumesarealigned
correctly aclear sinewavewith thedownmix frequencysetby the frequency
shifter will bevisible on theoscilloscope.
The nozzle,rotor andendwallswerepaintedwith a high temperaturefiat
black paint to reducereflections.Both regular fiat black andfluorescentorange
paint were tried, but the laserbeamsburntoff thesepaints.
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The LDV systemis free to acquirevelocity measurementswhenevera seed
particle crossesthe LDV probevolume. In therotor flow field, this resultsin the
randomacquisition of manyvelocity measurementsduring everyrotor revolution.
Thus,anoptical shaftencoderhasbeenattachedto the turbine shaft. This encoder
divides one revolution of the rotor into 6000 counts and since there are 29 rotor
blades, this comes to 206.9 counts per rotor passage. One rotor passage is then
divided into 50 measurement windows, each which have 4.14 counts and is 1.72
mm in length at midspan. Each velocity measurement is tagged with the angular
position of the rotor by means of the optical encoder.
Since a two dimensional LDV is used for measurements in the AFTRF,
only the properties in the axial and tangential directions are measured. In order to
reduce the reflections of the laser beams from the glass or Plexiglas window on the
receiving optics, the LDV system is offset in the tangential directions by 7.6
degrees. This causes the tangential velocity to be in error by a small amount (< 1%)
which was considered acceptable.
There are two methods that can be used to acquire the data inside the rotor.
The first method is for data to be recorded only when a measurement window is
enabled. The advantage of this method is that the data is for only one measurement
location which makes post processing easier. The disadvantage is that since LDV
data is acquired only at one measurement window at a time, the AFTRF will have
to run a long time to complete the measurements in an entire rotor passage.
The second method is to take the data at all the rotor locations at once,
tagging each of them with the appropriate rotor location using the encoder. Then
after the measurement is done, the data is sorted according to rotor shaft location.
The advantage of this method is that the measurements at all the tangential
locations in a blade passage will be acquired at once, thus shortening the time it
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takesto completethemeasurementsin the rotor passage.The disadvantageis that
morepostprocessingof the dataneedsto bedone(becausethedatahasto sorted
accordingto rotor shaftlocation). The secondmethodwill beusedsincespeedin
acquiringthe datais more important thanspeedin postprocessingthe data.
To processthedata,two counter-typesignalprocessors(onefor each
channel)are interfacedwith a IBM PCcompatiblecomputer.The signal from the
photomultiplier tube is fed into thecounterthroughthefrequencyshifter. In the
counter,the signal is passedthroughabandpassfilter to reducenoise(andthe
pedestalif not frequencyshifted).The countermeasuresthetime a particle takesto
crosseight fringeswith aresolution of onenanosecond.To validate the signal,the
transit time for crossingfive andeight fringesis comparedandwhenthe two agree
within a selectedpercentage,thedatais acceptedasa valid signal.The signal is
thendigitized andsentto a buffer whereit is held. If a valid burst from theother
channelis receivedwithin apreselectedtime interval (typically 50 _tsecin the
nozzleand 10 lasecin therotor) themeasurementis then sentto thecomputerand
stored.If not the measurementis rejectedandtheprocessstartsagain.
Atomized mineral oil wasusedasseedingin thenozzle.TSrs six jet seeder
is usedto atomizetheoil. The atomizedoil hasanaerodynamicmeandiameterof 1
_tm(TSI, 1987).A 25.4mm (oneinch) diametertube is connectedto the atomizer
andis positioned0.9m (threefeet) upstreamof theAFTRF bellmouth intake (1.5
m (five feet) upstreamof thenozzle). The seedingtubecanbemovedradially and
circumferentially in orderto optimize thedatarateeachtime theLDV probe
volumeis moved.Atomized mineral oil wastried in the rotor also,but the window
becamecoveredwith oil very quickly (within 1minute) and it becameimpossible
to takemeasurements.A Roscofog machinewasusedto seedtheflow in the rotor.
The seedparticlesexiting the fog machinehaveanaerodynamicmeandiameter
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andstandarddeviation of 1.1and 1.9 lain,respectively(Wiedner, 1988).The fog
machineproducesahigh datarateanddoesnot dirty the window soquickly.
2.8 LDV Data Analysis
The data analysis procedure is based on the methods of Strazisar (1985) and
Suder et al. (1987). The LDV does not measure the instantaneous velocity V(t)
continuously as a hot wire does; instead it measures discrete samples of V(t). For
each measurement position, the data at all the rotor shaft locations will be acquired
at once, tagging each of them with the appropriate rotor location using the encoder.
Then after the measurement is completed, the data are sorted according to rotor
shaft location. In the stationary frame of reference, the rotor shaft positions can
represent values of time, thus the instantaneous velocity V(t) can be represented by
the discretized instantaneous velocity Vi, which is the velocity at one particular
rotor shaft position during a given rotor revolution. The instantaneous velocity is
than decomposed in the following manner,
m
V(t) = V_ = V +V_v +Q_,, + V' (2.1)
where V is the time-average velocity, V,_v is the revolution periodic velocity
(temporally fluctuating component), V_v is the revolution aperiodic velocity
(passage to passage average) and V' is the unresolved velocity. The revolution
periodic velocity can further be subdivided as follows:
_'_ = Vb + '_',,v (2.2)
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where Vbis thebladeperiodic velocity and Vbis thebladeaperiodicvelocity. The
time averagedvaluedescribesa steady-stateflow field which is the samein each
bladeof a bladerow. Theperiodic componentis causedby the relative motion
betweentheblade rows. Theaperiodicvelocity resultsfrom different numberof
nozzleor rotor bladesin eachstage.In a singlestageturbomachine,the aperiodic
velocity shouldbe zero (providedthereareno differencesin eachbladepassage
dueto manufacturingtolerancesandbladeinstallation).
Sincethe flow field in turbomachineryisnot stationary,ensembleaveraging
is neededto decoupletheperiodic unsteadyvelocity from theunresolvedvelocity.
The ensemble-averageof thevelocity for eachmeasurementwindow canbe
calculatedaccordingto theequation
V = (2.3)
n i--l
where V is the ensemble-averaged velocity, V i is the instantaneous velocity
measured at a particular measurement window during a given rotor revolution and
n is the total number of measurements at that measurement window. The
unresolved velocity for each measurement window can also be calculated as
V' = V i - V (2.4)
and the corresponding variance as
:/v,-v/j
V ,2 = (2.5)
(n-l)
The level of unresolved unsteadiness in each measurement window is
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determinedby thevariance.
The time-averagedvelocity V is obtainedby averagingall theensemble-
averagedvelocities in eachmeasurementwindow asfollows,
= 1 _ (2.6)V- NW _1
whereNW is the total numberof measurementwindows.The time-averaged
velocity is a time averageof all measurementsacquiredat afixed point in space.
To find the revolution periodic and aperiodiccomponents,first a time-averaged
velocity over onebladepassagemustbe found which is
= 1 2.,r_VVb-- NWB j=l (2.7)
whereNWB is thenumberof measurementwindows in one bladepassage.The
revolution periodic velocity is thenobtainedfrom theequation
_¢,_,= V-_b (2.8)
andthe revolution aperiodicvelocity is
"_',_v= Vb--V (2.9)
The bladeperiodic velocity canthenbe found by averagingtherevolution periodic
componentfor eachbladepassageoverall thebladepassagesasfollows
NB
1 _V,_v (2.10)
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whereNB is the total numberof blades.The bladeaperiodiccomponentis then
calculatedas
Qb--_" -_¢b (2.11)
This velocity decompositionis shownin Figure 2.4 (which is describedin more
detailbelow).
A programwaswritten to decomposethevelocity into thevarious
components.In orderto verify that the programworks correctly a sampleinput was
tested.The sampleinput, S, is composedof
S= 0.5+0.5sin29x+0.2 sinx (2.12)
wheresin 29xhasaperiod of onebladepassageand sinx hasaperiod of one
revolution.S canbethought of asthe ensemble-averagedvelocity for each
measurementwindow. The input and output to theprogramis presentedin Figure
2.4.The figure showsthat theprogram successfullydecomposedthe test input, S,
into its various components.
Using this programto decomposethemeasureddatain the rotor, the rmsof
thetotal aperiodicunsteadinessis found to be low. Thetotal aperiodicunsteadiness
is equalto
_rr=Q_v +_ b (2.13)
Therms of the total aperiodic unsteadiness is less than 1.0% of the pitchwise
averaged relative velocity everywhere in the rotor flow field. This demonstrates the
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periodicity of the flow field between the individual rotor passages of this turbine.
Thus all ensemble-averaged velocity components can be spatially phase-locked
averaged as follows
NRB
(]j = i=__.._z._.__ (2.14)
N_
where G represents either the ensemble-averaged velocity or variance, the subscript
i determines the particular rotor passage and j is the measurement window location
relative to the i'th rotor passage and N_ is the number of rotor blades. Since the
passage to passage variation in velocity is very small, calculation of the phase-
locked average velocity and ensemble averaged velocity are done simultaneously.
After the data is acquired, they are placed into the appropriate measurement
window. The window from individual blade passages are then overlaid so that an
"average" rotor blade passage is obtained. The ensemble-averaged velocity and
variance is then calculated for each bin in the "average" blade passage. This is done
to increase the number of measurements in each window, since the bin count
(number of measurements in each window) is low in certain bins in a few blade
passages such as bins in the blade boundary layer and wake center just downstream
of the rotor. This increases the number of measurements that the ensemble-
averaged velocity and variance is derived from, thus reducing the error. Since all
results from now on are phase-locked averaged, the superscript w will be dropped
hereafter.
The aperiodic velocity components are small and can be neglected and thus
equation 2.1 reduces to
V(t)= V+V+V' (2.15)
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where V is the time-averaged velocity (the subscript b is dropped since V b = V
when Vb = 0 ) and V¢ is the periodic velocity (_'b = V_v when _'b = 0 ). The
decomposition for this "average" rotor blade passage is shown in Figure 2.5. From
the above velocity decomposition, the axial, tangential and cross velocity
correlations (both periodic and unresolved) can be computed, and are discussed in
more detail in Chapter 6.
2.9 LDV Measurement Errors
The error in locating the probe volume is +/- 0.03 degrees in the
circumferential direction, +/- 0.2 mm in the radial direction and +/- 0.25 mm in the
axial direction. Errors in the measurement arise due to fluctuations in the flow field
and random noise in the photomultiplier tube signal, statistical or velocity bias and
angle bias, among others. The LDV measurement errors are discussed in detail in
Appendix D.
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CHAPTER 3
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF FLOW PROPERTIES AT DESIGN AND
OFF DESIGN CONDITIONS
The overall performance of the AFTRF is discussed in this chapter. The
overall performance consists of determining the pressure drop across the turbine
stage at various corrected mass flow rates. These quantities were determined from
a radial survey of the flow properties at both upstream of the nozzle and
downstream of the rotor. The performance was measured before other
measurements in the AFTRF were taken so that the experimental operating point
could be selected. The axisymmetry of the inlet flow field of the turbine is also
discussed in this chapter. A five hole probe was used for both the performance
measurements and to determine the inlet flow velocity profile axisymmetry while a
single sensor hot wire was used to measure the inlet turbulence intensity. The
performance measurements were obtained using five hole probe radial surveys
taken one chord upstream of the nozzle and two chords downstream of the rotor.
The inlet flow field axisymmetry was found using radial surveys by both the hot
wire and five hole probe taken at three equally spaced circumferential locations one
chord upstream of the nozzle.
3.1 Nozzle Inlet Flow Field
In order to check for the flow axisymmetry upstream of the nozzle and to
determine the turbulence intensity profile upstream of the nozzle, a single sensor
hot wire probe and a miniature five-hole probe were used to measure the radial
distribution of axial turbulence intensity and mean velocities at three tangential
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locations (120 degreesapart)at the inlet. The axial velocity, presentedin Figure
3.1,is found to benearly identicalat theselocations,beingwithin 0.68% of each
otherat midspan,thusconfirming theaxisymmetricnatureof the flow. The axial
turbulenceintensity, shownin Figure3.2, is nearly constantat around0.75 to 1.5
percent,exceptnearthehub andcasing.The staticand stagnationpressureprofiles
areshownin Figure 3.3.The stagnationpressurewasnearlyuniform, with the
exceptionof locationsinside thewall boundarylayer.The staticpressurewasalso
uniform radially. The static pressuremeasuredby the five hole probeis compared
to the staticpressuremeasuredby staticpressuretapson the casingandhub
endwalls.The agreementis good,which givesconfidencein theaccuracyof the
staticpressuremeasurementsby thefive hole probe.The axial, tangentialand
radial velocity profiles areshownin Figure 3.4. The freestreamvelocity was29.0
rn/swith a Reynoldsnumberof 3.5x 105basedon abasicnozzlevanechord at
midspan.Thewall boundarylayerswere turbulent,with athicknessof
approximately5% bladespanat thehub and 10%bladespanat thetip. (The
displacementand momentumthicknessesfor the hubwall boundarylayer were
0.80mm and0.66mm, respectively,while for the casingboundarylayer, the
displacementand momentumthicknesseswere 1.15mm and 1.02ram,
respectively.)Thesefiguresalsoshow thatthe radial andtangentialvelocities are
almost negligible upstream of the nozzle.
3.2 Overall Performance
In order to determine the overall performance of the turbine, radial surveys
of flow properties were measured one chord upstream of the nozzle and two chords
downstream of the rotor. The performance measurements were carried out at five
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different mass flows at the corrected design speed of (1300 RPM), using a
miniature (1.67 mm) five hole probe. The choice was limited, due to series
operation of two downstream axial flow fans. The five-hole probe data included
large number of radial stations, with close intervals inside the hub and annulus wall
boundary layers. Hence the mass flow calculated includes the blockage due to the
annulus and the hub wall boundary layers. The pressure drop coefficient (loading
coefficient) is mass-averaged based on the local axial velocity at exit given by
t
WV_32re'dr
= h (3.1)
t
Vx_ 2ra'dr
h
The mass-averaged pressure drop coefficient is shown plotted against
corrected mass flow in Figure 3.5. As expected, the loading coefficient varies
linearly with an increase in the mass flow and the measured loading coefficients
near the design mass flow are very close to the design value. The facility will be
operated at m = 10.5 kg/s during the research phase of the program. The mass-
averaged pressure drop coefficient is closely matched at the design and the
operating conditions.
3.3 Rotor Exit Measurements
The radial distribution of total and static pressures, total, axial, radial and
tangential velocities, and rotor exit flow angle at design conditions were measured
two chords downstream of the rotor blade row using a five hole probe. Figures 3.6
through 3.8 show the experimental data measured close to the design point
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rh = 10.5kg/s). Theseresultsarecomparedwith thedesigndistribution at rh =
11.0kg/s, which is closeto theoperatingcondition.
The radial distribution of stagnationpressuredrop coefficient (loading
coefficient, W) andthe staticpressuredrop coefficient (Ws)areshowncompared
with valuesat thedesignpoint in Figure 3.6. Theexperimentalvaluesarehigher
designasalsois the massaveragedloading coefficient presentedin Figure 3.5. The
cumulative effectof nozzleandrotor secondaryflow nearthehub wall resultsin
higher loading coefficient in this region. Theleakageflow andthe resulting
undertuming is responsiblefor lower loadingcoefficient in thetip region (H >
0.95). The undertumingis prevalentin 5% of thespanfrom the tip. The secondary
flow, which overturnsthefluid, hasa major effect in increasingthe pressuredrop,
reachinga maximum valueat H = 0.90.The minimum pressuredrop occursnear
the midspan,while the maximumpressuredrop occursnearthe hub and the
endwall region. Hence,this flow is dominatedby the hub andthe annuluswall
secondaryflows and thetip leakageflow. Thepresenceof losscore in the hub
region,which movesradially outwardresultsin lower loading coefficient (due to
higher losses)away from thehub wall. This is evident from the loading coefficient
distribution away from thehub and theannuluswalls. Theprofile boundary layer
losses arealso substantialin theseregions.
The radial variation of axial, absolutetangentialandradial velocities are
plotted in Figure 3.7.The radial velocities arenegligibly small at this far
downstreamlocation.The presenceof a losscore resultsin lower axial velocity in
the hub region, andflow accelerationin other radial location (e.g.H=0.3 to 0.7).
The presenceof secondaryflow and wall boundarylayer result in low velocities in
the hub andtip regions.Theselosscore regionstend to increaseflow blockage
giving rise to accelerationof theflow nearthe midspanregion. Similar
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distributions havebeenreportedby JoslynandDring (1990)andBoletis and
Sieverding(1991). The tangentialvelocity distribution showssimilar trend. Near
thehub wall (from H = 0 to 0.05) theeffect of thewall boundarylayer is evident.
Higher tangentialvelocitiesareobservedin the region0.04< H < 0.4. The
tangentialvelocitiesarecloseto designat mostother locations,with the exception
of the tip regions.The effect leakageflows areclearly in theregionH > 0.95,
wherethetangentialvelocitiesare lower.
Thesedistributions areconsistentwith angledistributions (absoluteflow),
shownin Figure 3.8.The pitch anglesarevery small. The overturning of theflow
nearthehub wall andunderturningin regionsaway from thehub wall is evident
from Figures3.7 and3.8. The overturningregion is confined to 0.04< H < 0.3 in
the hub region. Substantialdeviation from thedesigndistribution of yaw angle is
evident from Figure 3.8. Theyaw anglesshow substantialoverturning in regions
0.04< H < 0.3, underturningin themiddle third of the bladeandunderturning in
regionsH > 0.8. Hence,four distinct regionscanbe recognized.
(1) 0 < H < 0.04:This is the innerregionof hub wall boundarylayer, wherethe
flow is nearlyaxial, with boundarylayer type of distribution.
(2) 0.04< H < 0.3: This is the secondaryflow and thelosscoreregion, with
largeoverturning (reachingpeakvaluenearH = 0.1).The axial velocities
are low, tangentialvelocities arehigh andtheyaw anglesare largein this
region.The radial velocitiesaresmall.
(3) 0.3 > H < 0.7: This is the inviscid coreregion. The axial velocities are
higher, thetangentialvelocitiesarecloserto thedesignand theoutlet angles
aresmaller in this region.
(4) 0.7 < H < 0.95: This region seemsto be influencedby secondaryflow. The
changesin outlet angle,axial velocity andtangentialvelocitiesarenot as
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largeasthosenearthe hub. But the fact that the flow is overturnedwith
respectto thedesignindicatesthepresenceof secondaryflow in this region.
(5) H > 0.95: This region is dominatedby tip leakageeffect, with appreciable
underturning,low tangentialandaxial velocities.
Theseexit flow distributions areconsistentwith themeasurementsby
Joslyn andDring (1990)and Boletis andSieverding(1991)measuredat the exit of
a turbine stage.
3.40ff-Desima Measurements
The AFTRF was run at four off-design conditions; one at a mass flow rate
of 5.21 kg/s, the second at a mass flow rate of 5.38 kg/s, the third at a mass flow
rate of 9.72 kg/s and the last at a mass flow rate of 10.35 kg/s. Figures 3.9 and 3.10
present the radial distribution of the velocities and flow angles two chords
downstream of the rotor at the lowest mass flow rate ( m = 5.21 kg/s). The
spanwise distribution of the properties upstream of the nozzle are not presented
since they are similar in shape to the design condition except that their magnitude
is less. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show that the flow properties at the off-design
condition have a much smoother spanwise variation than those at the design
conditions. This results from the decrease in strength of the secondary flow
vortices which occurs due to two factors. The first reason is that at this off-design
condition the incidence angle entering the rotor is negative, which can be seen in
the velocity triangles presented in Figure 3.11 for both the off-design and design
conditions at midspan. Since the flow enters the rotor at negative incidence, it
experiences less turning as it passes through the rotor, which results in a decreased
secondary flow strength. The second factor which causes a decreased secondary
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Figure 3.11. Velocity Triangles (Velocities in m/s)
(a) Design
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flow vortex strengthis thedecreasein Reynoldsnumbercomparedto that at
design.HodsonandDominy (1987) statethat a decreasein Reynoldsnumber
increasesthe rateof decayof the secondaryflow regions,thuscausingthe
secondaryflow vortices to besmallerat agiven distancedownstreamof the rotor.
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CHAPTER 4
NOZZLE PASSAGE FLOW FIELD
The nozzle passage flow field measurements were carried out in order to
obtaining a better physical understanding of the evolution of secondary flow inside
the blade passage. The flow field in the nozzle was measured using a variety of
measuring techniques. The static pressure on the nozzle pressure and suction
surface along with the hub and casing endwalls was measured using static pressure
taps. The flow field near midchord (X/C = 0.56) was measured using a two
component LDV in order to capture both the velocity and the turbulence intensity.
A miniature five hole probe was used to measure the flow field near the nozzle exit
(X/C = 0.935), so that the both the losses and secondary flow velocities and
streamwise vorticity could be characterized. These measurement locations are
shown in Figure 4.1. Measurements at X/C = -1.0, 1.025 and 1.09 were also taken
and are described in Chapters 3 and 5, respectively.
4.1 Vane Surface and Endwall Static Pressure Distribution
Figure 4.2 shows the vane static pressure distribution at nine spanwise
locations on the nozzle pressure and suction surfaces where Xt. is the local axial
distance from the nozzle leading edge and C L is the local axial chord. The pressure
is normalized by the inlet axial velocity at midspan one chord upstream of the
nozzle leading edge. The variation in static pressure from the tip to midspan is
much smaller than the variation from midspan to the hub. This is reflected in the
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nozzle vane shape variation presented in Figure 4.3. The variation of the vane
shape is small from the tip to midspan of the vane, while it is larger from the
midspan to the hub. The pressure distribution away from the endwalls (H=0.10 to
H=0.90) is rather well balanced and agrees with the design values (not shown). The
pressure distribution near the tip (H = 0.90 to H = 1.0) shows the maximum
departure from the design (not shown). The suction peak occurs earlier than design
and this is probably caused by the presence of secondary flow and the associated
vortex. The distribution on the pressure side is well behaved with very little
departure from design. The flow near the pressure surface is mostly inviscid, due to
insignificant boundary layer growth. Further interpretation of this data will be
given later.
Figure 4.4 compares the experimental static pressure distribution with the
static pressure distributions computed using MacFarland's (1981) panel code and
the quasi-three-dimensional inviscid code of Katsanis (1977). The panel code
matches the experimental data well at H = 0.30 and H = 0.50. At these locations the
panel code distribution matches the experimental data exactly on the pressure side
but on the suction side the measured flow accelerates less rapidly than the
computed flow up to about XL/Ct = 0.70 and H = 0.5. Good correspondence
between the computed and experimental distributions at H = 0.3 and 0.5 are to be
expected since the turbine nozzle secondary flow does not have a major influence
at midspan. At other spanwise locations where the secondary flow affects the flow,
the comparison between the computed and the experimental pressure distribution is
not so good. The agreement between the data and Katsanis' code is excellent at
midspan and at H = 0.10 and 0.30, while the agreement deteriorates near the outer
wall. In general, the three-dimensional inviscid code due to Katsanis shows better
agreement with the data than the panel code. Hence, some of the departure between
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the designandthe measureddatais causedby the inviscid effects.
As explainedlater, the staticpressureincreaseslinearly from hub to tip.
This increasein static pressureis balancedby a decreasein total velocity (with
increasingradius).Later observationsindicatethat is indeedtrue. Hence,the static
pressurewasalsonormalizedby thetotal velocity at theexit of thenozzle (Figure
4.5). The pressureside distributions collapseto nearlyconstantvalues.The suction
side showsa spanwisevariation from XL/C L= 0.05 to 0.8. This variation is due to
the spanwisedifferencesin loading, thethree-dimensionalinviscid effectsandthe
secondaryflow effectsthat exist nearthe endwalls.
Contour plots of the casingandhub wall staticpressurecoefficients based
on inlet dynamic headareshownin Figures4.6aand4.6b,respectively.The cross-
channelpressuregradientsexist overmostthe endwall for both the hub andcasing.
Sjolander(1975) found that the shearstresstrajectoriesin theendwall regionswere
essentiallyparallel to the pressuregradient,indicating thatthe energyof the fluid is
sosmall that the inertial effectsareunimportant.Thus, theendwall pressure
gradientis indicative of the directionof theendwall shearstressandconsequently
the direction of theflow. Accordingly, the crosspassageflow extendsover most of
the hub and casingwalls. The minimum static pressureregionon the hub (Cp= -13)
occursat X/C = 0.8 (downstreamof thethroat), while theminimum pressure
region on thecasing(Cp= -9.5) occursat X/C = 0.5 (upstreamof the throat). (The
throat is locatedat X/C = 0.71along the suctionsurfacefor the hub and at X/C =
0.68 on the suction surfacefor the casing.)Grazianiet al. (1980)show that this low
pressureregion is the locationwherethepassagevortex lifts off the endwall
surfaceandbegins to grow rapidly whenapproachingthenozzlesuction surface.
Contour plotsof staticpressureon the nozzlepressureand suction surfaces
arepresentedin Figures4.7aand4.7b, respectively.Theflow field is two-
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dimensional over the whole pressure surface which is demonstrated by the
relatively constant pressure coefficient values in the spanwise direction. The static
pressure varies slightly from the leading edge to midchord. Downstream of
midchord, the pressure decreases rapidly and the pressure gradient is perpendicular
to the trailing edge over most of the span, with a slight deviation from this
direction near the tip. Since the trailing edge is not radial but has a radial lean (see
Figure 4.1), the flow moves in a slightly radial direction, but is still two-
dimensional. This demonstrates that the flow field is two-dimensional over most of
the pressure surface with radial inward flow over most of the span and an increase
in radial inward flow at the nozzle trailing edge/casing comer.
The flow field on the suction surface of the nozzle can be divided into three
regions. The first region occurs from the leading edge to X/C = 0.40. The flow
field is two-dimensional over the whole span in this region, with the flow
accelerating rapidly from the leading edge to X/C = 0.40. The second region is a
three-dimensional region and starts at the hub wall at X/C = 0.80. As shown in
Figure 4.6b, the cross passage pressure gradient drives the flow and thus the
passage vortex toward the suction surface. The passage vortex meets the suction
surface at X/C = 0.80 where the low pressure region occurs (Cp= -13) and then
travels up the suction surface and toward the trailing edge. The path of the hub wall
passage vortex (HPV) along the suction surface is shown in Figure 4.7b. The
position of the passage vortex at the trailing edge was determined from the flow
field measurements in the trailing edge region discussed later.
The third region on the suction surface is also three-dimensional and
begins at X/C = 0.5 at the casing wall. The flow behavior is similar to that of the
hub wall region with the flow and the casing passage vortex traveling toward the
suction surface as shown in Figure 4.6a. The passage vortex meets the suction
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surfaceat the low pressurepoint (Cp= -9.5), which occursatX/C = 0.50 andthen
thecasingpassagevortex (CPV) sweepsdown the suctionsurfacetoward the
trailing edge,following thepathshownin Figure 4.7b.The positionof the passage
vortex at the trailing edgewasdeterminedfrom theflow field measurementsin the
trailing edgeregion.Oneinterestingfeatureof this flow field, is that contrary to
whatoccursin a linearcascade,the casingpassagevortex intersectsthe suction
surfacefartherupstream(X/C = 0.50 ) than the hub passage vortex intersects the
suction surface (X/C = 0.80). Since the passage vortex grows much more rapidly
after it intersects with the suction surface, leaves the endwaU and starts moving up
the suction surface, this indicates that the casing passage vortex would cover a
larger area than the hub passage vortex. This is demonstrated later in this chapter.
4.2 Flow Field Near Midchord (X/C = 0.56)
The flow field near midchord (X/C = 0.56) was measured using a two
component LDV in order to capture both the velocity and the turbulence intensity.
These measurement were taken from hub to tip and blade to blade. Since the nozzle
axial chord decreases from hub to tip and the LDV measurement plane is at a
constant axial distance downstream of the leading edge of the nozzle, the
measuring location as a percent chord decreases from hub to tip (XL/CL= 0.61 at H
= 0.05 and XL/CL= 0.52 at H = 0.95). X/C = 0.56, which is the percentage chord at
midspan, will be used to define this axial plane. The third component could not be
measured at this location because of limited access.
The LDV measurements at X/C = 0.56 are shown in Figures 4.8 through
4.11. The blank areas in the contour plots represent regions where data could not
be taken due to limited access in the nozzle. Figure 4.8 shows a comparison of total
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velocity derived from LDV, five hole probe and the vane static pressure at
midspan. The tangential distance is normalized by the distance between the
pressure and suction sides where S - 0 is the pressure surface and S = 1 is the
suction surface. Both the LDV and five hole probe data matches the velocity
profile quite well. This data shows a weakly nonlinear variation from pressure to
suction surface and is similar to the data presented by Goldman and Seasholtz
(1992). This excellent comparison between various types of measurements
indicates that error in five hole probe and LDV data is negligibly small.
Total velocity contours are presented in Figure 4.9. The total velocity
variation follows the usual inviscid trend and is in agreement with Yamamoto and
Yanagi's (1986) data. In addition to the inviscid flow field, one can observe the
development of the endwall boundary layers, which are rather thin. This is because,
according to Sharma and Butler (1987), all the inlet boundary layer fluid particles
have either become part of the passage vortex or been swept toward the suction
side, which results in a new endwall boundary layer being formed in the nozzle
passage downstream of the separation line defined by the passage vortex (see
Figure 1.5).
The yaw angle contours, presented in Figure 4.10, show a rather well
behaved flow with a +_2 degree variation at most locations. (The design mean flow
angle is 40 degrees at this axial location.) As expected in inviscid flow, the turning
angle near the suction surface is higher than that near the pressure surface. There is
a region of high underturning in the comer formed by the casing and suction side.
The angle in that location is 28.5 degrees. This is due to the passage vortex. The
overturning region associated with this vortex could not be observed due to
constraints imposed by the LDV measurement limitations. The secondary flow
seems to be rather weak and it is in the early stages of development. This is also
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confirmed by theturbulenceintensity contours(Figure 4.11)which showthat the
maximum turbulenceintensity in this region is aboutthree-fold comparedto one
percentat the inlet. No evidenceof secondaryflow is seenat thehub. This also
correspondsto the nozzleendwalland surfacestaticpressurecontourspresented
earlier (Figures4.6a,4.6b and4.7b).Thesestatic pressurecontoursshowedthat
while thecasingpassagevortex hastraveledacrossthepassageandmet the suction
surfaceat midchord (whereit beginsto grow rapidly), thehub passagevortex is
still beingconvectedacrossthepassageanddoesnot intersectwith the suction
surfaceuntil fartherdownstream.Thusthe hub passagevortex shouldstill be rather
weak andhardto detect.In addition to the secondaryflow phenomenon,onecan
observethe increasedturbulenceintensity both in thehub and in the tip endwall
boundarylayer regions in Figure 4.11.
4.3 Flow Field Near Trailing Edge (X/C = 0.935)
Near the trailing edge, the flow field was surveyed with a five hole probe. A
five hole probe was employed to facilitate stagnation pressure loss evaluation as
well as to measure the blade endwall flows more thoroughly. The axial plane
position is parallel to the trailing edge and ranges from XL/CL= 0.93 at the hub to
0.94 at the tip. The axial plane position will be defined by the axial distance at
midspan, X/C=0.935. Data were taken at 23 spanwise locations, clustered near the
endwalls, and 40 to 55 tangential locations clustered near the vane surfaces.
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4.3.1 Stamaation and Static Pressures
Figure 4.12 shows the stagnation pressure loss coefficient tFtoss. The two
high loss regions located in the comer formed by the suction surface and the
annulus wall as well as the suction surface and the hub wall show that the
secondary flow is fairly well developed here. These high loss regions are
associated with the passage vortex caused by the secondary flow. High losses occur
in the core region and the maximum loss coefficient observed is 1.33 near the tip
and 1.86 near the hub. The tip loss core is located farther from the casing than the
hub loss core is from the hub, which results from the radial inward velocities that
exist in both the freestream and the vane boundary layer. This is also the cause for
the loss core near the hub to have a higher loss coefficient than the loss core near
the tip. This is consistent with the measurements made slightly downstream of the
trailing edge (Chapter 5) at X/C = 1.025. A comparison of the losses in the two
axial planes show that the loss contours are very similar in the tip and the hub
regions, indicating no major redistribution of the losses as the flow progresses from
X/C = 0.935 to X/C = 1.025.
Another noticeable feature of this flow field is that the casing passage
vortex covers more area than the hub passage vortex. This results from three
reasons. The first is the radial inward velocities cause the hub passage vortex to be
pushed against the hub, which causes it to be compressed, while the casing passage
vortex moves away from the casing. The second reason can be found in the
discussion of the nozzle endwall and surface static pressure contours presented
earlier (Figures 4.6a, 4.6b and 4.7b). These static pressure contours showed that the
casing passage vortex travels across the passage and meets the suction surface
farther upstream than the hub passage vortex does. Since the passage vortex begins
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to grow rapidly after it intersects with the suction surface, the casing passage
vortex has a larger area due to the longer distance it has traveled between the
endwall/suction surface intersection point and this measuring location. The third
reason is that the casing inlet boundary layer is larger than the hub wall boundary
layer, which also results in the larger extent of the casing passage vortex.
The static pressure contours at this location are given in Figure 4.13. The
most striking feature is the strong radial pressure gradient that exists over the
whole span. In the corner formed by the annulus wall and the suction surface there
is a low pressure region (static pressure coefficient is 2.2) indicating the presence
of the secondary flow vortex. A similar patch can be seen near the hub surface as
well.
4.3.2 Velocity and Flow Angles
Figure 4.14 shows the total velocity contours. The total velocity increases
from the tip to the hub due to the existence of the radial pressure gradient discussed
earlier. A low velocity region is observed near the corner formed by the suction
surface and hub and casing walls. This is the region of intense mixing of secondary
flow and wall and blade boundary layers.
One of the more interesting features of this flow field is the yaw angle
shown in Figure 4.15. Most of the total flow turning has taken place by this
location and the maximum overturning of about eight degrees occurs at H = 0.85
close to the suction side. The maximum underturning region is about four degrees.
This is observed slightly below (H = 0.80) and a little farther from the suction side
than the overturning region. This over and underturning of the flow is characteristic
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of a vortex. Otherwise, the flow is well behaved with an angle variation of four
degrees across the entire passage at midspan. A similar secondary flow region is
observed near the hub. The maximum overturning of about three degrees and a
similar magnitude of undertuming close to the suction side can by seen. This seems
to indicate a conventional secondary flow pattern both in the hub and tip region. In
addition, the flow very close to the walls, across the entire passage is overturned
slightly.
The magnitude of radial velocity can be discerned from the radial flow
angle distribution shown in Figure 4.16. Negative values of radial flow angle
indicate that flow is toward the hub over most of the passage. There are two
regions with much higher and much lower radial flow angles than the rest of the
flow. They are located in the suction surface hub and casing wall corners. Near the
casing the maximum radial flow angle is -68 degrees and the minimum is one
degree, while near the hub the maximum radial flow angle is -37 degrees and the
minimum is six degrees. These high and low radial flow angles are another
indication of the presence of secondary flow vortices.
4.3.3 Secondary_ Flow Vectors
The secondary flow velocity vectors in the r-0 plane, shown in Figure 4.17,
are derived from the measured data. The primary flow angle at X/C = 0.935 was
taken from the measured flow angle at the midspan at the respective tangential
position, since the flow at midspan was not affected by the secondary flow, while
downstream of the nozzle the primary flow angle was set equal to the design exit
angle (70.0 degrees). Using this procedure, the secondary velocities were derived
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÷ vo
: (_V')me_ure. d -- (_Z)d_igr,
(4.1)
where V is the radial velocity and V n is the velocity normal to the streamwise
direction (estimated as indicated above). Strong radial inward flow can be seen to
occur over most of the passage at X/C = 0.935 (Figure 4.17). Since there is radial
inward flow over most of the passage, the secondary flow phenomena is obscured.
In order to perceive the secondary flow more clearly, the radial velocity at midspan
((Vr),_) is subtracted from the velocity vectors. Figures 4.18a andand at midpitch
b show the secondary flow vectors with (Vr)_a subtracted from them. At
X/C=0.935 (Figure 4.18a), the passage vortex (clockwise) can be clearly seen near
the suction surface/casing comer. Since the pressure side leg of the horseshoe
vortex has the same direction of rotation as the passage vortex, this vortex could be
a combination of the passage vortex and the pressure side leg of the horseshoe
vortex. Other researchers such as Langston (1977) and Sieverding (1985b) believe
that the pressure side leg of the horseshoe vortex merges with the passage vortex
and the results here do not show otherwise. There is no evidence of the suction side
leg of the horseshoe vortex near the casing (which would rotate opposite to the
passage vortex).
Radial inward flow exists in the vane boundary layers caused by the
imbalance of the centrifugal force and the pressure gradient inside the boundary
layer. The tangential velocity decreases as the surface of the blade is approached,
and thus the centrifugal force decreases, while the radial pressure gradient remains
constant. This imbalance between the centrifugal and the pressure forces sets up
radial inward flow, which continues even in the wake. This radial inward flow is in
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the same direction as those induced by the casing passage vortex close to the
suction side and thus it augments the passage vortex. At the hub, on the other hand,
there is evidence of a passage vortex, but it is much weaker than the vortex near the
casing. The radial inward flow in the suction surface boundary layer near the hub is
in the opposite direction to those caused by the passage vortex, and thus the radial
inward flow seems to overshadow those induced by the passage vortex. This is
shown more clearly in Figure 4.18b which is an enlargement of the secondary
velocity vectors near the hub/suction side comer. The passage vortex in this figure
is labeled P. Above the passage vortex, there seems to be a weak vortex rotating in
the opposite direction. This could be the suction side leg of the horseshoe vortex
and it is labeled Hss in this figure.
4.3.4 Streamwise Vorticity
The components of vorticity in the axial, tangential and radial directions are
given by:
_V_ /)(rV o)
fo x = _ (4.2)
r_O r_r
OV_ OVr (4.3)
foe- Dr _x
OVa OVx (4.4)
O)v- 3x r_)O
The streamwise vorticity is then given by:
cos = fox cost_p + foesin t_p + for sin 3' (4.5)
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where czp is the primary flow angle and _/is the radial flow angle. The streamwise
vorticity is normalized by C/V x 1- The primary flow angle is determined as
indicated above. The streamwise vorticity derived from the data at X/C = 0.935 is
shown in Figure 4.19. The tangential and radial components of the vorticity
involve axial gradients and since at X/C = 0.935, measurements were not made at
an axial plane inside the vane close enough to this location to determine the axial
gradients, another method had to be used to estimate the axial gradients. Gregory-
Smith et al. (1988) have developed a method, which was extended for
compressible flow by Niehuis et al. (1990), to estimate the axial gradients. Using
their method, the axial gradients can be estimated as follows. Consider the Navier-
Stokes equation for a compressible fluid with constant viscosity, which is
(4.6)
Nondimensionalizing this equation gives
(4.7)
where the superscript * represents the nondimensional variables. Assuming high
Reynolds number flow, the viscous terms become very small and can be neglected.
Converting back to dimensional form yields
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[09 VV 2 )]=p --_--+ _- Vx(VxV =-Vp
Substituting the definition of vorticity which is
(4.8)
(4.9)
d) = VxV (4.10)
into equation (4.9) and assuming steady flow yields
[-VV2 ]p[ =-Vp (4.11)
Solving equation (4.11) for the components of vorticity in the radial and tangential
directions yields
=_J_=l F!c)P ÷ 10V2+v_¢o_ ]co, v, LprOO ir
(4.12)
_ 1[1.__ .+ IOV 2 ]toe = Vx LP Or 2 Or _Vecox (4.13)
Thus, with the radial and tangential vorticity now known, the streamwise vorticity
can now be solved. The streamwise vorticity is normalized with respect to inlet
axial velocity and vane chord at midspan. Since to derive equations (4.12) and
(4.13), the viscous terms of the Navier-Stokes equations were dropped, the
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streamwisevorticity presentedin Figure4.19 shouldbe looked atqualitatively, not
quantitatively.
The passagevortex nearthecasingat X/C = 0.935 is shownclearly in
Figure 4.19.The largepositive vorticity (magnitudeof 30.0) in the suction
surface/casingcomercorrespondsto the passagevortex. Nearthe hub wall/suction
surfacecomer, a largenegativevorticity region (magnitudeof- 14.1)corresponds
to the passagevortex also.The largepositivevorticity regionabovethe passage
vortex could possiblycorrespondto thesuctionsideleg of thehorseshoevortex.
The vorticity is zero in thefreestreamgiving confidencein this methodto calculate
vorticity correctly.
Six criteria areusedto determinethe existenceof a vortex in a flow field.
Thesearehigh total pressureloss,low staticpressure,high vorticity, over and
underturningof theyaw angle,positiveand negativeradial flow anglesand vortical
motion in the secondaryflow vectors.A vortex existswhen thesesix flow
phenomenaoccur at the sameposition in the flow field. The existenceof the
passagevortices at both the hub andthecasingof X/C = 0.935is conf'trmedsince
theyboth meetall six of thecriteria. On theotherhand,the existenceof the suction
side leg of thehorseshoevortex is moredoubtful. Thereis no evidenceof its
existencein the casing/suctionsidecomer.While in the hub/suctionside comer
thereis a region of high positive vorticity which could correspondto the suction
side leg of the horseshoevortex, theothercriteria arenot met.Thus, its existence
cannotbeprovenconclusively.
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CHAPTER 5
NOZZLE EXIT FLOW FIELD
The nozzle exit flow field measurements were carried out with the
following objectives:
(1) To obtain a better physical understanding of the evolution of secondary
flow downstream of the blade passage.
(2) To determine the characteristics of the nozzle wake, including its decay
rate and the growth of its wake width.
(3) Measurement of the flow field upstream of the rotor was needed for the
analysis of the rotor flow field measurements presented in Chapters 6 and 7.
The flow field downstream of the nozzle was measured using a miniature
five-hole probe, with a probe head diameter of 1.67 mm. The exit flow is measured
at 50 to 80 tangential locations across the one passage and at 21 radial locations at
X/C = 1.025 and 1.09, and at midspan at X/C = 1.007, 1.01, 1.12 and 1.16. Figure
4.1 shows the measurement planes at X/C = 1.025 and 1.09. For the following
plots, the tangential distance is normalized by the nozzle pitch, where S = 0 is the
wake center at midspan at X/C = 1.025. The positive values of S are on the
pressure side of the wake and the negative values of S are on the suction side. The
pitchwise extent of the plots is a little less than one blade pitch for both X/C =
1.025 and X/C = 1.09.
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5.I Total Pressure Loss and Static Pressure Drop
The contours of total pressure loss coefficient (Wins s) are shown for X/C =
1.025 and X/C = 1.09 in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. There are two high loss regions, one
near H = 0.10 and the other near H = 0.80 for both axial locations. These two high
loss regions are caused by secondary flow vortices and their dissipation. The
maximum loss regions occur close to the suction surface. Furthermore, the tip loss
core is located further from the casing than the loss core near the hub wall, which
results from the radial inward velocities that exist in the wake and in the free
stream region. Comparing the loss at both the tip and hub between these two axial
locations and X/C = 0 935, one can see that the peak loss coefficient increases
slightly between X/C = 0.935 and X/C = 1.025 and then decreases dramatically at
X/C = 1.09. This can be seen more clearly in Figure 5.3, which presents the peak
total pressure loss coefficient ((W, os s)_,_ ) in both the hub and tip secondary flow
regions as a function of axial distance. The dramatic decrease between X/C = 1.025
and X/C = 1.09 results from the interaction of the passage vortex and the wake, the
interaction of the passage vortex and the freestream flow and also the decay of the
passage vortex as it travels downstream of the nozzle.
On the other hand, the size of the passage vortex remains basically the same
between X/C = 0.935 and 1.09. Figure 5.4, which presents the maximum width of
the hub and casing passage vortices as a function of axial distance, shows this more
clearly. The maximum width of the passage vortex, L s, is defined as the maximum
pitchwise width of the passage vortex from the wake center (for the data
downstream of the nozzle) or the nozzle surface (for X/C = 0.935) to the edge of
the passage vortex (where Wt.oss = 0.2). In contrast, while the width (pitchwise
extent) of the secondary flow loss regions has not changed between the two axial
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locations, the width of the loss region outside of the secondary flow loss region has
increased. The circumferentially mass-averaged total pressure loss coefficient for
X/C = 1.025 is given in Figure 5.5. The two loss peaks can be seen clearly in this
figure. The peak near the hub is larger in magnitude but smaller in radial extent
than the one near the casing. The reasons for the larger extent of the loss region at
the casing was discussed in section 4.3.1 of this thesis. The larger magnitude of the
hub loss region is a result of the radial inward flow inside the wake which causes
the low momentum fluid in the wake to move toward the hub. Both Yamamoto and
Yanagi (1986) and Hunter (1982) report similar distributions in their annular
nozzle cascades.
At midspan, the secondary flow effects are absent and the mass averaged
loss coefficient is the profile loss coefficient for the vane, which is 0.05. This is
close to the value of 0.06 predicted from the correlation by Kacker and Okapuu
(1982) which is shown in Figure 5.5. The area averaged total pressure loss
coefficient (_F) is calculated to be 0.077 at X/C=1.025 and 0.0818 at X/C=I.09.
The losses increase as flow travels downstream of the rotor due to mixing of the
wake, the decay of the vortices and the growth of the endwall boundary layer. The
secondary flow loss is the loss calculated by the subtracting profile loss from the
total loss. The mass averaged secondary flow loss coefficient measured in this
nozzle is equal to 0.0262. This is less than the value of secondary flow loss
coefficient predicted from the correlation by Dunham (1970) which is 0.0503.
There are two mare reasons for this difference. The first is that Dunham's formula
overestimates the secondary loss parameter for low-aspect ratio blades. Kacker and
Okapuu (1982) have derived a correlation for low aspect ratio blades to include the
dependence on aspect ratio. Substituting Kacker and Okapuu's aspect ratio
dependence formula into Dunham's secondary loss prediction yields a value of
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0.0361for the secondarylosscoefficient which is muchcloser,but still higher than
themeasuredvalue. The secondreasonfor this differenceis that the secondary
flow losscorrelationsweredevelopedfrom cascadelossdatatakenbetween0.7
and 1.0chorddownstreamof theblade,andthus include the additional lossesdue
to mixing, decayof thesecondaryvorticesandboundarylayer growth. Moore and
Adhye (1985)measuredthe lossesat threeaxial planes(from X/C=I.1 to X/C=I.4)
downstreamof aturbine cascade.Extrapolating their data,thenozzle secondary
flow lossesare found to increaseby 30% from trailing edgeto 0.70chord
downstream.Applying this correctionto Dunham'scorrelation resultsin a valueof
0.0253which is within 2% of the measuredsecondaryflow losscoefficient
(0.0262).
Contoursof staticpressurelosscoefficient for X/C = 1.025and 1.09are
given in Figures5.6 and 5.7 andthemassaveragedistribution of static pressure
losscoefficient is given in Figure 5.5.The massaveragedexperimentalvaluesare
comparedto the designvaluesthat werecalculatedusing atwo-dimensional
throughflow analysisthat solvedthecircurnferentially-averagedequationsof
motion in the meridional planeusinga streamlinecurvaturetechnique(see
Lakshminarayanaet al., 1992).Thepresenceof strongradial pressuregradientis
evident in thesefigures. The staticpressuresaregenerally lower in secondary
vortex regionsandhigher in thewake regions. (Higherstatic pressurecoefficient
indicateslower static pressure.)While the radial variation in static pressureis
similar for both X/C = 1.025andX/C = 1.09,the pitehwisevariation is not. The
pitchwisevariation of staticpressureis much smallerand smootherat X/C = 1.09
thanat X/C = 1.025,dueto the rapiddecayof thewake static pressure.Detailed
interpretationof the static pressureacrossthe wakeis discussedlater in this
chapter.
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5.2 Velocity and Flow Angles
The circumferentially mass-averaged velocities at X/C = 1.025 are shown
plotted in Figure 5.8. The total and tangential velocity plots show a decrease in
velocity near H=0.1 and 0.8, which is due to the hub and tip wall secondary flows.
The axial velocity profiles show a decrease near the endwalls, due to the presence
of the wall boundary layers. The total, axial and tangential velocities are in
agreement with the design values near midspan region, while deviating from the
design values in the secondary flow regions near the endwalls.
Contour plots of the yaw angles (o0 at X/C = 1.025 and 1.09 are shown in
Figure 5.9 and 5.10, respectively. The flow is underturned on the pressure side of
the wake and overturned on the suction side of the wake away from the endwalls.
This is because the suction surface blade angle is higher than the design exit flow
angle (70 degrees) and the pressure side blade angle is lower than the design exit
flow angle at the trailing edge. This over and undertuming of the flow decreases as
the flow travels downstream of the trailing edge from a value of 6 degrees of both
over and underturning at X/C = 1.025 (midspan) to 2 degrees of both over and
underturning at X/C = 1.09 (midspan), which is a result of mixing of the wake. The
maximum undertuming occurs near H = 0.1 and H = 0.8. This local underturning
of the flow is caused by secondary flow vortices. In the core region of these
vortices at X/C - 1.025, undertuming as high as 25 degrees is observed at H = 0.80
while near the hub the maximum underturning is 15 degrees. There is an
overturning of 11 degrees near the suction side of the wake at H--0.80 and of 8
degrees near the hub wall also at this axial location. This phenomena is as expected
from secondary flow theories and this overturning and undertuming of the flow
located next to each other is another indication of the presence of vortices at these
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locations.BetweenX/C = 1.025and 1.09,there is a dramaticdecreasein maximum
over andunderturningin the secondaryflow regions.The maximum overand
underturning in thecasingsecondaryflow region decreasesby 8 and20 degrees,
respectively,betweenX/C = 1.025and 1.09,while at thehub the peakvaluesof
over andunderturningdecreaseby 3 and 8 degrees,respectively.This results from
the secondaryflow vortex decaywhich is causedby theinteractionof the
secondaryflow vorticeswith the nozzlewakeand freestreamflow. The mass-
averagedyaw angles,presentedin Figure 5.11, showstheoverturning nearthe
casingandnearthe hubendwall due to secondaryflow andvortices.The closest
measurementat the casingendwall is 4.5%of the spanfrom the casing,while the
closestmeasuremento thehub is 3.0%from the hub.As one movesaway from the
endwallsthe flow becomesunderturnedachievingdesignflow near20% of span
from thehub and30% of spanfrom the casing.The larger underturnedregion near
the casingis dueto thelarger secondaryflow region nearthecasing.This is
consistentwith predictionsfrom secondaryflow theoriesandmeasurementby
others.The experimentalvaluesof yaw anglematchthedesignvalueswell nearthe
midspan,while deviating from designin the secondaryflow regions,which is
expected,sincethedesigncodeis two-dimensional.
The contoursof radial flow angles(_/)at bothdownstreamlocationsare
shownin Figures5.12and5.13,respectively.The flow is directedtoward thehub
overmost of the passagein the inviscid region. This is dueto the radially inward
leanof the nozzletrailing edge(seeFigure 2.2). Binder andRomey (1982), who
havea radially inward leanof their nozzletrailing edge,also seeradially inward
flow over most of the spanjust downstreamof the trailing edgeof their annular
nozzlecascade.At X/C = 1.025,very high negativeradial flow anglesor pitch
angles (-66 degrees)occurat H=0.83 nearthe suction sideof thewake,while
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positive angles occur at S= -0.25, at the same radial location. Also at the same axial
location, high negative radial flow angles (-25 degrees) occur at H=0.13 and S=0
degrees while positive angles (21 degrees) occur closer to the hub. This is another
indication of the presence of vortices, since local high and low radial flow angles
occur across a vortex. Just as in the yaw angle, the difference between the
maximum and minimum radial flow angle decreases between X/C = 1.025 and
1.09 by 21 degrees in both the hub and casing secondary flow regions. This results
from the secondary flow vortex decay. The mass-averaged radial flow angles at
X/C = 1.025 are shown in Figure 5.11. The radial flow angles are negative over
most of the span, reaching zero at the casing. The negative radial flow angles at the
hub are due to the slot which separates the rotating hub from the stationary hub,
which is located just downstream of this location.
5.3 Secondary Flow Velocity
The secondary flow velocity vectors are shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15, for
X/C= 1.025 and 1.09, respectively. The secondary flow vectors in the r-0 plane are
derived from the measured data and the design flow angle (70 degrees) using
equation (4.1), as described previously. The presence of strong radial inward flow
in the wake can be seen. Strong radial inward flow at the wake center near the
casing is caused by the passage vortex (clockwise) which augments the radial
inward flow of the wake. The passage vortex can be seen clearly, near H=0.8 at
X/C=1.09, while at X/C=1.025 the radial inward flow is so strong that the vortical
motion cannot be seen. Since the pressure side leg of the horseshoe vortex has the
same direction of rotation as the passage vortex, this vortex could be a combination
of the passage vortex and the pressure side leg of the horseshoe vortex as discussed
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earlier. There is no evidence of the suction side leg of the horseshoe vortex near the
casing (which would rotate opposite to the passage vortex). Very close to the
passage vortex, there is a vortical motion in the counterclockwise direction on the
pressure side of the wake (This will be called the counter-rotating vortex). This is
formed by the interaction of the passage vortex with the wake.
The radial flow is directed inward over almost the whole inviscid flow field.
This is because of the radial inward lean of the nozzle trailing edge, discussed
earlier, which causes this flow movement toward the hub. The overturning on the
suction side and the underturning on the pressure side can be clearly seen at the
wake center. The radial inward flow is stronger in the wake than in the freestream,
resulting from an imbalance of the centrifugal force and the pressure gradient close
to the surface of the blade, which was described earlier. This radial inward flow is
in the same direction as those induced by the casing passage vortex and thus it
augments the casing passage vortex. At the hub there is also evidence of the
passage vortex at X/C=1.025. But the radial inward flow in the wake near the hub
is in the opposite direction to those caused by the passage vortex, and thus the
radial inward flow seems to counteract those induced by the hub passage vortex.
This is similar to interaction of the radial inward flow of the suction surface
boundary layer at X/C = 0.935 and the passage vortices. The strong radial inward
flow of the suction surface boundary layer, observed at X/C = 0.935 (Figure 4.18)
seems to have disappeared at X/C = 1.025. In fact, the flow on the suction side of
the wake near the hub has reversed direction and is moving radially outward. This
is a result of the rotating hub that is located just downstream of this location. The
rotation of the hub is toward increasing S in this figure. The hub wall boundary
layer is highly skewed and undergoes sudden perturbation as shown in Figure 4.1.
At X/C=I.09 the hub passage vortex seems to have dissipated while the casing
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passagevortex remainsstrong.This is alsoaresult of the interaction of the hub
passage vortex with the rotating hub which is located just downstream of this
location (see Figure 4.1). This interaction causes the hub passage vortex to
dissipate. The radial inward flow at the hub is due to the gap between the stationary
and rotating hub which is at this location.
Comparing the secondary flow vectors at X/C = 0.935 (Figure 4.18) with
those at X/C = 1.025, no dramatic change in secondary flow is observed at the tip.
The pitchwise and spanwise position of the passage vortex relative to the wake
center remains the same as one travels from X/C = 0.935 to X/C = 1.09. This is in
contrast to the results of Moore and Adhye (1985) where the passage vortex in
their turbine cascade migrates toward midspan and toward the middle of the
passage as it progresses downstream. The secondary flow at the hub, however,
undergoes a dramatic change going from X/C = 0.935 to X/C - 1.09. This is a
result of the rotating hub which interacts with the secondary flow at the hub.
The diameter of the passage vortices in the AFTRF nozzle are much smaller
than the diameter of the passage vortices in other turbine cascades. The maximum
pitchwise distance of the AFTRF passage vortices downstream of the nozzle are
25% of the nozzle pitch (0.25S). This is in constrast to the rotor cascades of others
such as Langson et al. (1977), Moore and Adhye (1985), and Gregory-Smith et ai.
(1988) whose maximum pitchwise width of the passage vortices are 100% of the
blade pitch. This is also in constrast to the nozzles of Hunter (1982) and Sieverding
et al. (1984) whose maximum pitchwise width of the passage vortices are 100% of
the blade width, also. The rotor cascade's passage vortices are larger because the
rotors have a much larger turning (120 degrees) compared to the AFFRF nozzle
(70 degrees). The other researcher's nozzles have larger passage vortices due to the
larger nozzle inlet boundary layers.
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5.4 Streamwise Vortieity
Even though the isocline angle plots and the secondary flow vector plots are
useful in identifying vortices, they have their limitations. The isoclinal angle plots
cannot determine the sign of the vortex, while the secondary flow vectors can
change depending on what the primary flow is defined to be. A more logical
approach in identifying both the vortices and their sign is to examine the strength
of the streamwise vorticity. But this method has its problems, too. The scatter in
experimental data can cause unrealistic gradients and thus false levels of vorticity.
But, usually the biggest problem is that the axial distance between the data points is
much larger than the radial and tangential distances between the data points, thus,
the streamwise vorticity cannot be found explicitly since it would involve gradients
of velocity in the axial direction. But in this experiment the axial distance between
the measurement planes is small (7 ram) and comparable to the tangential distance
(1 mm) and average radial distance (5 mm) between the data points.
The components of vorticity in the axial, tangential and radial directions are
given by equations 4.2 through 4.4 and the streamwise vorticity is calculated from
equation 4.6 The primary flow angle is set equal to the design exit flow angle (70.0
degrees).
The contour plots of streamwise vorticity (osC/Vz,) at X/C = 1.025 and X/C
= 1.09 are given in Figures 5.16 and 5.17, respectively. The existence of a strong
casing passage vortex is clearly seen in these figures. The large positive vorticity
(peak magnitude of o3sC/Vz = 17 at X/C = 1.025 and _sC/V_ = 18 at X/C = 1.09)
near the casing corresponds to the passage vortex. At the hub, the passage vortex is
revealed by the presence of large negative vorticity. The magnitude of peak
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vorticity at the center of the vortex at X/C = 1.025 (o_C/Vx, = -15) is similar in
magnitude to the peak vorticity at the casing, which demonstrates that the hub
passage vortex is similar in strength to the casing passage vortex at X/C = 1.025.
The magnitude of peak negative vorticity at the hub decreases by 33% from
X/C=1.025 to X/C=I.09 which agrees with the secondary flow vectors that the hub
passage vortex is decreasing in strength as it moves downstream of the nozzle
trailing edge.
At X/C = 1.025, there are two negative vorticity regions near the casing.
The larger (in area) of the two (peak magnitude of o_ C_./Vx,= -7) is due to the
counter-rotating vortex (which is caused by the interaction of the passage vortex
and the wake). The smaller negative vorticity region (peak magnitude of _sC/Vx_ =
-11) located just below the casing passage vortex, possibly could be the suction
side leg of the horseshoe vortex. At X/C = 1.09, there is only one negative vorticity
region near the casing. This vortex is also due to the interaction of the passage
vortex with the wake. The small negative vorticity region seen at X/C = 1.025,
seems to have disappeared. It is possible that this vortex has either merged with the
large negative vorticity region between the two axial planes or has been dissipated
by its contact with the casing passage vortex.
Near the wake center from H=0.7 to H=0.1, there is a positive vorticity
region which corresponds to the over and underturning regions in the wake. There
is a positive vorticity peak at H = 0.1, which is caused by the interaction of the
passage vortex and the wake. The peak magnitude of this positive vorticity
decreases from 03sC/V = 25 at X/C = 1.025 to 03_C/V_, = 11 at X/C = 1.09. This is a
also a result of the interaction of the flow near the hub with the rotating hub.
Comparing the streamwise vorticity upstream of the trailing edge (X/C =
0.935) which is presented in Figure 4.20 with the vorticity at X/C = 1.025, the
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magnitudeof the casing passage vortex has decreased by half (from o_sC/Vx, = 30
to 17). This is due to the interaction of the passage vortex and the wake, the
interaction of the passage vortex and the freestream flow and also the decay of the
passage vortex as it travels downstream of the nozzle. On the other hand, the
negative vorticity region associated with the hub passage vortex has not changed
very much in strength between X/C = 0.935 (o_sC/Vx, = -14) and X/C = 1.025
(o_sC/Vx, = -15). Whereas at X/C = 0.935, the negative vorticity region corresponds
to only the hub passage vortex, at X/C = 1.025 the negative vorticity region results
from both the hub passage vortex and the interaction of the endwall flow with the
rotating hub.
The streamwise vorticity was also calculated using the method of Gregory-
Smith (1988), discussed in Chapter 4, which approximates the axial velocity
gradients with an inviscid form of the Navier-Stokes equations.
The pitch-averaged vorticity (_sC/Vxl) plots are shown in Figure 5.18 for
X/C=1.025 and 1.09. Outside of the secondary flow regions the pitch-averaged
vorticity is positive due to the over- and under-turning regions in the wake. A large
positive vorticity region occurs at H=0.1, which is a result of the vortex formed by
the interaction of the passage vortex and the wake. Moving closer to the hub, the
vorticity becomes negative due to the existence of the passage vortex. The
maximum negative vorticity occurs next to the hub and is a result of the interaction
of the flow with the rotating hub. The variation in vorticity is not as large near the
casing as it is near the hub, because the passage vortex and the counter-rotating
vortex are side by side (at the same radial location) near the casing instead of at
different radial locations as they are near the hub. The high positive vorticity at
H=0.85 is due to the passage vortex.
The experimentally derived pitch-averaged secondary vorticity is compared
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to the theoreticalsecondaryvorticity of SquireandWinter (1951) (derivedusing
classicalsecondaryflow theory) in Figure 5.19.The experimentalpitch-averaged
secondaryvorticity _is definedas
KI_ = _ - o_. (5.1)
where K1 is the pitch-averaged streamwise vorticity at each radii and _. is the
pitch-averaged streamwise vorticity at midspan. The secondary vorticity of Squire
and Winter (m_,) is calculated as follows:
co=. = 2coo,( = (5.2)
where too, is the vorticity at the nozzle inlet, a_ is the inlet flow angle and ot2is the
mass-averaged exit flow angle. The agreement between the theoretical vorticity
and the experimentally derived vorticity is good at the hub, while at the casing
Squire and Winter's formula over predicts the secondary vorticity. This is
somewhat unexpected, since the experimental secondary vorticity _ at the casing
only contains the vorticity due to the secondary flow, while at the hub _ contains
both the vorticity due to secondary flow and due to the rotating hub. Therefore it
must be just fortuitous that the prediction of the secondary vorticity matches the
experimental secondary vorticity at the hub. Thus one can conclude that the
theoretical secondary vorticity does not correctly predict the actual secondary flow
vorticity in a turbine cascade. This is expected, since one of the assumptions in
deriving Squire and Winter's secondary vorticity is that the turning angle (or 2 -a_)
is small and this is violated in turbine cascades. The experimentally derived
secondary vorticity was also compared to the secondary vorticity derived by Came
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and Marsh (1974), but this vorticity is similar to that of Squire and Winter's and
thus it is not shown.
Comparison of the peaks in streamwise vorticity with the total pressure loss
contours (Figures 5.1 and 5.2) shows that the peak total pressure loss does not
occur at the peak vorticity location, but occurs somewhere between the positive
and negative vorticity peaks. This is contrary to the results of linear cascades where
the loss peaks coincide with the vorticity peaks (vortex centers), (see Gregory-
Smith et al. (1988), and Hodson and Dominy (1987)). The interaction between the
secondary flow vortices and the wake causes the accumulation of the low
momentum and energy endwall boundary layer fluid into these two locations.
The six criteria that are used to determine the existence of a vortex in the
flow field were described in Chapter 4. A vortex exists when these six flow
phenomena occur at the same position in the flow field. The existence of the
passage vortices at both the hub and the casing are confirmed since they meet all
six criteria. On the other hand, the existence of the suction side leg of the horseshoe
vortex is more doubtful. There is no evidence for its existence at the hub. While at
the casing there is a region of high negative vorticity at X/C= 1.025 that could
correspond to the suction side leg of the horseshoe vortex, the other criteria are not
met. Thus its existence cannot be proven conclusively, and has probably decayed
by the time it has reached the nozzle trailing edge. This is in agreement with the
findings of other researchers, both experimental (Gregory-Smith et al., 1988) and
computational (Ho and Lakshminarayana, 1994), who found that the suction side
leg of the horseshoe vortex had decayed by the time it had reached the trailing
edge.
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5.5 Nozzle Wake Characteristics
An understanding of turbine nozzle wakes are important for the efficient
design of axial flow turbomachinery. A major cause of noise and vibration
characteristics of turbomachinery is caused by wakes. Turbine wakes represent a
source of loss in efficiency, since the mixing of the wakes with the freestream
dissipates energy. The three-dimensional characteristics of the wake, the decay
characteristics and the path that it follows is important in the design of the
following blade rows. This information is essential for both the prediction of the
aerodynamic and mechanical performance of a turbine and for building quieter
turbomachines. An understanding of the wake development and its decay is also
essential because of the role it plays in the rotor-stator interaction.
5.5.1 Nozzle Wake Static Pressure
The static pressure variation across the wake for different radii at X/C =
1.025 is shown plotted in Figure 5.20. Starting from the pressure side, the static
pressure coefficient decreases sharply until the wake center, after which it increases
rapidly across the suction side of the wake. A decrease in static pressure
coefficient W s indicates an increase in static pressure as this is an accelerating flow.
A hump at the suction side wake edge (A) has been caused by the over-turning on
the suction side, while the dip in static pressure coefficient on the pressure side
wake edge (B) is caused by the under-turning on the pressure side of the wake.
The strong radial pressure gradient is evident with the static pressure
decreasing more than 35% as one goes from the tip to the hub. The static pressure
variation across the wake is as high as 20-25% of the value in the freestream. This
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is consistentwith themeasurementsof LakshminarayanaandDavino (1980) who
found similar staticpressuregradientsacrossthe wakeof a compressorinlet guide
vane.
The existence of pressure gradients across the wake has been explained for
a compressor rotor blade by Ravindranath and Lakshminarayana (1980), and can
be comprehended by examining the equation of motion in a streamwise (s) and
normal (n) coordinate system. The equation can be approximately written as
p3n R c
where n is the direction normal to the streamline, V s is the streamwise velocity, R c
is the radius of curvature of the streamline and (v') is the turbulent fluctuation in
the n direction. It is clear from the above equation that in addition to the centrifugal
force, the gradient of turbulent intensity in the n direction has a major influence on
the pressure gradient _p/_)n. The static pressure gradient is caused by the flow
curvature, velocity change, turbulence intensity and possibly separated flow in the
trailing edge region.
5.5.2 Total Velocity
Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show the total velocity profiles for X/C=1.025. The
plot indicates that the suction surface boundary layer is thicker than the pressure
surface boundary layer. Several interesting observations can be made. The wake at
H=0.98 is well behaved. The influence of interaction between the wake and the
secondary flow can be seen in the wake data at H=0.870 to H=0.810. The two
distinct troughs from H=0.870 and 0.840 indicate that the wake and secondary
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flows are still distinct and they are likely to merge as the flow progresses
downstream. The region near H=0.810 is the location of the strongest secondary
flow/vorticity and here, there is clear evidence of interaction between the wake and
vortex resulting in a thick shear layer on the suction side. The region from H=0.766
to 0.150 has a well behaved wake and the secondary flow/vortex interaction with
the wake is again evident below this region. In general, the wake defect is higher in
the secondary flow regions.
5.5.3 Nozzle Wake Decay Characteristics
A knowledge of the rate of decay for the wake defect is necessary for an
understanding of the rotor-stator interaction. The decay of the velocity defect is
influenced by many phenomena, including the pressure gradient, turbulence
intensity, curvature and viscous effects. The endwall secondary flow and passage
vortices also have an effect on the wake decay. The velocity defect plotted in
Figure 5.23, is based on the maximum and minimum velocity in the wake, plotted
against Z/cosct o, where Cto is the local value of the vane outlet angle. This
corresponds approximately to the streamwise distance downstream of the nozzle.
The authors' data at rnidspan is compared with data from other sources.
Goldman and Seasholtz (1982), (1992) did their measurements in an annular
cascade, while Dring et al. (1987) measured the wake behind the nozzle with a
rotor-stator spacing of 50% of nozzle axial chord. Sitaram and Govardhan (1986)
did their measurements in a linear turbine rotor cascade. Ho and Lakshminarayana
(1994) computed the flow field in a linear turbine rotor cascade. Raj and
Lakshminarayana (1973) measured the wake behind a linear cascade of compressor
blades and developed a correlation. They found that the wake from a compressor
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cascade decays slower than that of a flat plate, cylinder or a symmetrical airfoil.
They attributed this to the fact that the wake edge velocity decelerates in a
compressor cascade, thus causing an adverse pressure gradient, which causes the
wake to decay slower.
The nozzle wake decays rapidly close to the trailing edge and less rapidly
farther downstream. This can be seen more clearly in Figure 5.24, which shows the
nozzle wake at midspan for several axial locations downstream of the nozzle.
Lakshmmarayana and Davino (1980) state that the rapid decay rate close to the
trailing edge is due to pressure gradients, high turbulence intensities and wake
centerline curvature. The wake data from Dring's cascade and Goldman's cascade
decay slightly faster than Raj's cascade. This is because the wake edge velocity
decay is almost zero for the turbine nozzle and rotor cascades (Figure 5.25), hence,
the streamwise pressure gradient in the edge of the wake is zero. And according to
Hill et al. (1963), wakes in an adverse pressure gradient will decay slower than
wakes in the presence of zero pressure gradient. In addition, the wake in the
presence of favorable pressure gradient is found to decay faster. Also, the
increased loading on the nozzle vanes compared to Raj and Lakshminarayana's
compressor cascade could cause an increase in the wake decay rate.
The data from the AFTRF nozzle, on the other hand, have a much more
rapid decay rate than the compressor cascade wake or Goldman and Seasholtz's
turbine nozzle cascade. This is due to the presence of the rotor downstream at a
very small rotor-stator axial spacing (rotor-stator spacing is 20% of the nozzle axial
chord). The relative motion between the rotor and the stator causes periodic
variations in the potential flow field around the blades. This unsteadiness causes
the wake to decay faster than the wake of a cascade with no rotor behind it. The
nozzle wake is also affected by the favorable pressure gradient in the rotor, which
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causes it to decay faster. Even though the nozzle of Dring et al. (1987) has a rotor
downstream, the rotor-stator spacing is much larger (50% nozzle axial chord) than
that of the AFTRF nozzle. Thus the potential flow interaction will have less effect
on the nozzle wake in Drmg's et al. (1987) case. Ho and Lakshminarayana's turbine
rotor cascade (computed) also decays faster than the compressor wake or Dring's or
Goldman's nozzles. This is due to the fact that the loading on the rotor was much
higher than on the nozzles, since the rotor turning is 110 degrees while the turning
is around 70 degrees for all the nozzle data shown in Figure 5.23. Sitaram and
Govardhan's turbine rotor wake decays a little faster than Ho and
Lakshminarayana's rotor cascade since their loading is higher (rotor turning is 120
degrees for Sitaram and Govardhan's cascade).
The decay of maximum (absolute) radial velocity (Figure 5.26) normalized
by the maximum velocity in the wake is constant from the trailing edge until
Z/coso_ o = 0.30, and then decreases slightly. The magnitude is similar to the radial
velocity decay of a compressor stator reported by Lakshminarayana and Davino
(1980). Figure 5.27 shows the radial variation of total velocity defect at the
centerline at X/C = 1.025 and X/C = 1.09. Caution should be used in interpreting
this data. Since the wake belongs to different blade sections with varying in
boundary layer growth, the variation of defect in the radial direction should not be
interpreted as the decay rate. The variation of wake defect with spanwise distance
is clearly seen from this plot. There are two regions where the wake defect is larger
than the others, one centered around H=0.1 and the other centered around H=0.8.
This is the region where the secondary flow vortices are located, and the
interaction of these with the wake results in deeper and wider wakes. Thus the
wake defect will be larger at these locations. The wake decay between X/C=1.025
to 1.09 is almost constant from the hub to H=0.6 and then increases until the
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maximum decay rate is reached at H=0.8. This is due to effect of the two counter-
rotating vortices at this location.
The variation of the semi-wake width at midspan with streamwise distance
is shown in Figure 5.28. The semi-wake width is defined as the width of the wake
at half the defect of total velocity. The semi-wake width grows rapidly close to the
trailing edge and more gradually farther downstream. This growth is due to the
exchange of momentum, mass and energy on both sides of the wake. The variation
of the maximum static pressure difference ( W d ) across the wake at midspan is
shown vs. streamwise distance in Figure 5.28. The value of Wd decays to 50
percent its value within a streamwise distance of 10 percent chord. This rapid
decay is caused by the intense mixing and high turbulence intensities that occur
close to the trailing edge (see Ravindranath and Lakshminarayana (1980)). The
decay rate levels off as the wake moves downstream of the trailing edge reaching a
value of 28 percent of its value at the trailing edge within a streamwise distance of
40 percent of chord. Most researchers assume that the static pressure is uniform at
the trailing edge, both inside the wake and in the free stream. This assumption is
not valid in view of the data shown in Figures 5.28 and 5.20.
5.6 Mass-Averaged Properties
The circumferentially mass-averaged total pressure loss profiles at various
locations from upstream of the nozzle to downstream of the nozzle are shown in
Figure 5.29 (The properties upstream of the nozzle inlet for all the following
figures are a single radial traverse). The stagnation pressure profile at the nozzle
inlet shows the boundary layer thickness to be approximately 10% at the hub and
15% at the tip. At X/C=0.935, 1.025 and 1.09, the upstream boundary layer profile
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losseshave beensubtracted,hence,thoserepresentthe lossesoccurringwithin the
nozzlepassage.At all threeaxial locations,therearetwo losspeaks.The peaknear
the hub is larger in magnitudebut smallerin radial extent than the onenearthe
casing.The larger inlet casingboundarylayer resultsin the larger extentof the
secondaryflow regionnearthecasing.The larger magnitudeof thehub lossregion
is a result of theradial inward flow of the boundarylayer andwake which cause
the low momentumfluid in the boundarylayer andwake to move toward the hub.
The mass-averagedstaticpressurecoefficient is shownin Figure 5.30.The
radial staticpressuregradientat the locationsX/C = 0.935to X/C = 1.09is nearly
constantfrom hubto tip andis consistentwith the velocity distributions shown
later.
The mass-averagedtotal velocity is shownin Figures5.31.The boundary
layer profile is clearly visible upstreamof the nozzle inlet. At X/C = 0.935to X/C
= 1.09,thetotal velocity profiles showa sharpdecreasein velocity nearH = 0.10
and amoregradualdecreasein velocity nearH = 0.80,which is dueto thehub and
tip wall secondaryflow. The total velocity predictedby Katsanis'codeis compared
with thetotal velocity measuredat X/C = 0.935 andX/C = 1.025.The agreementis
excellent.
Themass-averagedyaw angle is given in Figure 5.32.The yaw is derived
from the massaveragedtangentialvelocity andthemassaveragedaxial velocity.
At the nozzle inlet (X/C = -1.0), the yaw angleis aboutzeroeverywhere.The yaw
anglesat X/C = 0.56show thepresenceof weak secondaryflow. From X/C =
0.935to X/C = 1.09,theyaw angleshowsoverturning at the casingandhub
endwaUs.As one moves away from the endwalls, the flow becomes underturned,
achieving design flow near 30% span. This is consistent with the predictions from
secondary flow theories and measurements by others. The largest overturning is
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about five degrees, and this is much smaller than those reported by others for rotor
cascades. The yaw angle at X/C = 0.935 and 1.025 is compared to Katsanis'
inviscid code predictions. The agreement is very good everywhere except very
close to the hub. The prediction even captures the overturning at the casing. This
demonstrates the usefulness of using an inviscid code in turbomachinery design.
Figure 5.33 shows the area-averaged stagnation pressure loss for the PSU
AFTRF and two other turbine cascades. In order to compare the losses between the
three turbine blades, the stagnation pressure loss for all three are normalized by the
inlet dynamic head. The AFTRF nozzle follows the same trend as the other turbine
blades, increasing as one moves downstream. The large increase in losses going
from X/C = 0.935 to X/C = 1.025 is partly due to separation that occurs at the
vane's trailing edge and partly to the fact that the vane surface boundary layer
could not be completely measured close to the wall (thus giving a lower area
averaged loss), while downstream of the nozzle the losses in the entire wake could
be measured. The loss growth downstream of the nozzle trailing edge is caused by
the mixing of the flow downstream of the vane and by turbulence mixing.
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CHAPTER 6
STEADY AND UNSTEADY FLOW FIELD AT ROTOR MIDSPAN
The flow around turbine blades is highly unsteady. This unsteadiness is
caused by the aerodynamic interaction of the nozzle and rotor flow fields and is
called rotor-stator interaction. Rotor-stator interaction can affect the aerodyn_c,
structural, thermal and acoustic performance of a turbine and is important for the
efficient design of axial flow turbines. According to Dring et al. (1982), rotor-stator
interaction can be divided into two parts. These are potential flow and wake
interactions. The potential flow gradients extend both upstream and downstream of
the blade and they decay exponentially with a length scale of the order of the pitch
or chord of the blade row. If the axial gap between the blade rows is less than a
chord (which it is in a typical axial flow turbine), then the potential influence can
cause unsteadiness in both upstream and downstream of the blades.
However, the wake is convected downstream and has a far field rate of
decay much lower than that of the potential flow. The wake will still be felt several
chords downstream. But in most modem axial flow turbines, which have a rotor-
stator spacing close to 20 percent of a blade chord, both the potential and wake
effects will occur together. And in the future as gas turbine designers try to reduce
weight, and thus the rotor-stator spacing gets smaller, these effects will become
more prominent.
Even though unsteady flow plays a major role in axial flow turbines,
turbines are designed using three-dimensional steady flow calculation methods
(Sharma et al., 1992). Empirical correlations are used to account for the effect of
the unsteadiness. Because actual models of the loss generating mechanisms in
unsteady flow turbomachinery do not exist, these correlations are based on results
from stationary cascade data and do not represent the actual fluid mechanics in the
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flow field (Sharmaet al., 1985).Thus thesecorrelationsmustbemultiplied by
somefactor to obtain a goodestimateof the actuallossesthat occur in turbines.
Although thesecorrelationshaveworked well in the designof existing turbines,
they donot representthe truephysicsof the flow field and areonly useful in the
areasfrom which they wereobtained,namelydesignpoint predictionsand turbines
which aresimilar to existingdesigns(Hathaway,1986).Thus, amore thorough
knowledgeof unsteadyflow interactionsis neededin orderto increaseboth the
designandoff-designperformanceof existingturbines,andto designturbines
which areconsiderablydifferent thanexisting turbines. To obtain this knowledge,
good time accurate data from inside the rotor is needed. This knowledge, in turn,
can be used to model the unsteady flow mechanisms that are not currently in
existing design codes. Thus, a better understanding of unsteady flow interactions
can lead to an improvement in the ability to predict the performance of turbines
and to corresponding improvements in the actual performance of turbines.
6.1 Measurement Procedure
Figure 6.1 shows the LDV measurement locations in the rotor.
Measurements have been acquired at 37 axial measurement locations from just
upstream of the rotor (Xr/C,= -0.088) to one chord downstream of the rotor. Table
6.1 lists these locations. Each measurement location is at midspan. Since a two-
dimensional LDV was used for measurements in the rotor, only the velocities in
the axial and tangential directions are measured. To account for the nonuniformity
of the rotor absolute inlet flow field, measurements were made at six tangential
locations in the absolute frame equally spaced over one nozzle pitch. These six
tangential locations represent six different relative positions between the nozzle
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Figure 6.1. Rotor LDV Measurement Locations
Table 6.1
Axial Measurement Locations in the Rotor
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Xr/C r Xr/fr
-0.088 0.992
-0.063 1.004
-0.042 1.014
-0.021 1.024
-0.011 1.035
0.000 1.066
0.010 1.116
0.040 1.170
0.091 1.220
O. 142 1.270
0.194 1.320
0.297 1.370
0.398 1.420
0.502 1.470
0.604 1.527
0.706 1.640
0.808 1.800
0.911 1.987
0.962
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and therotor (labelednozzle/rotor locations 1through6) or if viewed from the
nozzleframe of reference,six different time resolvedpositionsof the rotor in
relation to thenozzle.
As discussedin the LDV dataanalysissection(section2.6), eachrotor
passageis divided into 50 measurementwindows, which meansthat thereare
measurementsat 50circumferential locationsacrosstherotor pitch. The velocity is
thenensembleaveragedat eachmeasurementwindow accordingto the following
equation
V=I£vi (6.1)
AI i=l
where V is the ensemble averaged velocity, V_ is the instantaneous velocity
measured at a particular rotor measurement window and n is the total number of
measurements in that measurement window. The unresolved velocity for each
measurement window can also be calculated as
V'= V, - V (6.2)
and the corresponding variance as
(6.3)
(n - 1)
The level of unresolved unsteadiness in each measurement window is determined
by the variance.
Since the flow field between the rotor passages was demonstrated to be
periodic (see section 2.6 in this thesis), all the ensemble average velocity
componentswere spatiallyphase-lockedaveragedasfollows
NRB
Z Gj.m
_j __ m=l
N_
(6.4)
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where G represents either the ensemble averaged velocity or variance, the subscript
m determines the particular rotor passage and j is the measurement window
location relative to the m'th rotor passage and N_ is the number of rotor blades.
The successive application of equation (6.4) results in a description of the flow
field at 50 equally spaced shaft positions across a representative rotor passage
(Figure 2.10). Since all results presented from now on are spatially phase-locked
averaged, the superscript u will be dropped hereafter.
For the LDV measurements in the rotor, the instantaneous velocity, V i , is
decomposed as follows
bM
V i = V+V+V' (6.5)
where V is the time averaged velocity, V is the periodic velocity and V' is the
unresolved velocity component as calculated in equation (6.2). The decomposition
for the phase-locked averaged rotor blade passage is shown in Figure 2.10. The
time averaged velocity V is obtained by averaging all the ensemble averaged
velocities in each measurement window as follows,
= 1 _V (6.6)
V- NW j=,
where NW is the total number of measurement windows. The time averaged
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velocity is a time averageof all measurementsacquiredat a fixed point in space.
The periodic velocity is thenobtainedfrom theequation,
V = V- V (6.7)
From theabovevelocity decomposition,theaxial, tangentialand crossvelocity
correlations(both periodic andunresolved)canbecomputed,also.
Figure 6.2 showsthe rotor inlet velocity triangles.The velocity defect in the
nozzlewake producesaslip velocity in the relativeframetowardsthe rotor suction
surface.A moredetaileddiscussionof this phenomenonis provided later in this
chapter.
6.2 Cycle Average Properties
The cycle averaged values are obtained by averaging the ensemble averaged
properties in each rotor measurement window for one nozzle/rotor location over
the six nozzle/rotor locations as follows:
(6.8)
where G represents any flow parameter (such as velocity or unresolved
unsteadiness), the superscript ... stands for cycle averaged property, N NRP is the
number of nozzle/rotor positions (6), the subscript j represents the individual
measurement window location in the rotor passage, and the subscript k = 1 to 6
denotes a particular nozzle/rotor position. All the rotor flow field contour plots
presented in this thesis are for one ensemble averaged rotor blade pitch which is
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doubledsothat two rotor pitchesareshownin the contourplots. Sincethe LDV
wasorientedat 7.6 degreesto thecircumferential direction (in orderto reduce
reflectionsfrom the laserbeamon the casingwindow from saturatingthe
photomultipliers), thereis ashadowregion on the bladesuctionsidewhereno
measurementscould beobtained.
The cycle averagedLDV dataat the farthestmeasurementlocation
upstreamof the rotor (X r/C = -0.088) wasmassaveragedoverone rotor pitch and
comparedthe massaveragedfive holeprobedataclosestto this location (X r/C r= -
0.080 or X/C = 1.16).The agreementis excellentwith theabsolutetotal velocity
being0.98% of eachother (V/U m=1.6119for the five hole probe and
(r/U m=1.6278for the LDV) andthe absoluteflow anglesbeingwithin 0.30% of
eachother (_=70.42 degreesfor the five hole probeand _ =70.63 degreesfor the
LDV). In Chapter6, the superscript_ representsmass-averagedproperties,in
orderto differentiate mass-averagedfrom ensembleaveragedproperties.(The
comparisonof LDV andfive hole probedatais presentedin section6.4 of this
thesis.)
6.2.1 Relative Total Velocity_ and Total Unresolved Unsteadiness
The cycle averaged relative total velocity normalized by mean rotor speed
(Urn) is presented in Figure 6.3a. (The bar over the velocity and angle notation in
the figures in Chapters 6 and 7 represents ensemble averaging.) This figure shows
the flow acceleration from the pressure to the suction surface of the blade. The
velocity accelerates gradually on the suction side from the leading edge to Xr/C r =
0.80, after which it levels off and becomes fairly uniform until the trailing edge. On
the pressure side the velocity change is fairly gradual from the leading edge to the
trailing edge. The effect of the leading edge on the flow field is clearly shown with
165
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the flow decelerating as the leading edge is approached. The relative total velocity
decelerates to a value of W/U m = 0.2 just upstream of the leading edge. This can
be seen more clearly in Figure 6.3b which presents an enlargement of the flow field
near the rotor leading edge. Downstream of the blade, the rotor wake decays to
negligible values within half a chord length downstream of the blade. The rotor
wake thickness is small. The rotor wake is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7 of
this thesis. Figures 6.4a, b and c show the blade-to-blade cycle averaged velocity
profiles at three axial locations inside the rotor passage compared to the design
blade surface velocity. Extrapolating the measured velocity to the blade surfaces,
the design velocity matches the measured velocity well near the rotor leading edge.
At midchord and near the trailing edge the match is not as good due to the
boundary layer on the blade surfaces, which causes the measured velocity to be
lower near the blade surface than the design velocity (The design velocity was
calculated using an inviscid code.)
The cycle averaged relative total velocity vectors are presented in Figure
6.5. The measured velocity vectors follow the rotor blade contour almost
everywhere, except near the leading and trailing edge. The potential effect can
clearly be seen at the leading edge, while the over and underturning of the flow
field on the suction and pressure side, respectively, at the trailing edge can also be
seen clearly.
The cycle averaged relative total unresolved unsteadiness is shown in
Figure 6.6. The total relative unresolved unsteadiness is defined as follows:
_/(U'2 +_-) / 2
Tu, = W x 100% (6.9)
where
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where V is the ensemble averaged velocity, V_ is the instantaneous velocity
measured at a particular rotor measurement window and n is the total number of
measurements at that measurement window. The relative total unresolved
unsteadiness is then cycle averaged using equation (6.8). The relative unresolved
unsteadiness is low inside the rotor passage and high in the rotor wake. The highest
level is observed at the leading edge. This is demonstrated more clearly in Figure
6.7 which is a blade-to-blade profile of cycle average total relative unresolved
unsteadiness just upstream of the rotor leading edge. Figure 6.8 shows the total
cycle-averaged unresolved unsteadiness at the leading edge with the total
unresolved unsteadiness (Tu t) normalized by the mean rotor speed instead of the
local relative velocity. The total unresolved unsteadiness is defined as follows:
+v")/:
Tu, = U,. x 100% (6.12)
The total unresolved unsteadiness is then cycle averaged using equation (6.8).The
high levels of total unresolved unsteadiness are still visible at the leading edge.
This demonstrates that the increase in relative total unresolved unsteadiness at the
rotor leading edge shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 is not only due to low relative
velocities, but also due to an increase in the absolute magnitude of the velocity
fluctuations. This is in contrast to measurements made at the leading edge of a
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rotor cascade by Priddy and Bayley (1988), who showed that the absolute
magnitude of the velocity fluctuations slightly decreased as the leading edge was
approached. But it agrees with the results of Hobson and Shreeve (1991), who
measured an increase in the absolute magnitude of the velocity fluctuations at the
leading edge of a compressor cascade. This can be explained by examining the
turbulent kinetic energy equation, which is,
_k _k _ v/_ bk] bU i
I II m IV v
(6.13)
where term I is the rate of change of kinetic energy (k), term II is the convection
term, III is the diffusion term, IV is the production term and V is the dissipation.
The kinetic energy is a measure of the intensity of the velocity fluctuations. As the
leading edge is approached, the large increase in mean flow velocity gradients
cause an increase in production term which overshadows the dissipation, diffusion
and convection terms. Thus, the total unresolved unsteadiness should increase as
the leading edge of the blade is approached. In addition, the total unresolved
unsteadiness is observed to be higher near the pressure side. This is because the
unresolved unsteadiness in thin shear layers is highly sensitive to streamline
curvature in the plane of the mean shear. The unresolved shear stress and
unsteadiness are increased due to curvature when the angular momentum of the
flow decreases in the direction of the radius of curvature.
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6.2.2 Axial Velocity and Relative Flow Angle
Figure 6.9 and 6.10 show the cycle averaged axial velocity and relative flow
angle contours, respectively. The potential effect of the blade is seen to have a
large effect on the axial velocity upstream of the leading edge, which is shown
more clearly in Figure 6.11, which is a blade-to-blade cycle averaged axial velocity
profile just upstream of the leading edge. The deceleration of the flow field in the
presence of the stagnation point at the rotor leading edge and the acceleration away
from it are dramatically illustrated in this figure. The axial velocity in the
stagnation region is 30% of the free stream value at this location. Inside the
passage, the axial velocity increases almost linearly from the pressure to the
suction side. The relative flow angle shows the characteristic large change in flow
angle for a turbine rotor, with the flow being turned around 110 degrees in the rotor
passage. The effect of the leading edge on the flow field is also evident by the large
change of flow angle at the leading edge. The blade-to-blade profiles of the cycle
averaged relative flow angle presented in Figures 6.12a and b show that the rotor
leading edge has a significant effect on the flow field even 9% of the rotor axial
chord upstream of the leading edge, with the change in flow angle being 18 degrees
across the passage at this location. This effect increases as the rotor leading edge is
approached with the change in angle increasing 35 degrees just upstream of the
rotor leading edge.
6.2.3 Unresolved and Periodic Unsteady Velocity Correlations
Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show the cycle averaged unresolved unsteady
velocity cross correlations for both the turbine coordinate system (u'v') and
streamwise-normal coordinate system (u_v_). The unresolved velocity correlations
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are defined as follows:
v,)(v0,-v0)
u'v'= Uz_ x 100%
(6.14)
v:v_(cos_ [3- sin2 [_) + fu'2 - v'2)cosl3 sin 13
" ' x 100% (6.15)
UsV n -- W 2
where
Xv0,-Vo)
and the subscript i represents instantaneous velocity, the superscript-- represents
the ensemble averaged velocity m each rotor measurement window and 13is the
relative flow angle. The unresolved unsteady velocity cross correlations for both
the turbine coordinate system (u'v') and streamwise-normal coordinate system
pV pu, , ). are then cycle averaged using equation (6.8). The unresolved cross
correlations are zero almost everywhere except at the leading edge and near the
pressure surface of the rotor and in the rotor wake. This trend is expected since the
production of the unresolved velocity cross correlations is brought about by
velocity and turbulence intensity gradients. While the axial-tangential unresolved
cross correlation is negative in the rotor wake, the streamwise-normal unresolved
cross correlation is positive on the pressure side of the wake and negative on the
suction side of the wake. The positive and negative streamwise-normal velocity
cross correlation distribution about the wake center results from opposite gradients
of streamwise mean velocity about the wake center.
The cycle averaged periodic velocity correlations are presented in Figures
6.15, 6.16 and 6.17. The periodic velocity correlations are defined as follows:
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where the subscripts p and q correspond to the axial and/or tangential velocity
components. The periodic velocity correlations are then cycle averaged using
equation (6.8). All three show high levels of periodic unsteadiness at the rotor
leading edge, near the pressure and suction surfaces and in the rotor wake. The
high level of periodic unsteadiness at the leading edge is a result of the large
potential effect of the rotor blade on the flow field, while the high levels near the
blade surfaces is a result of the large velocity change across the rotor pitch. The
rotor wake periodic unsteadiness decays fairly rapidly, decaying to negligible
values within one half chord downstream of the rotor.
6.3 Rotor Time Resolved Flow Field Including Nozzle Wake Propagation
through the Rotor
To understand the propagation of the nozzle wake through the rotor, one
needs to look at the flow field in the rotor at different relative positions of the rotor
with respect to the nozzle. This will show of the chopping the nozzle wake and its
transport through the rotor, and is accomplished by looking at the rotor flow field
at the six different nozzle/rotor blade locations measured (as shown in Figure 6.1).
There are several criteria that can be used to identify the nozzle wake in the
rotor passage. Compared to the free stream flow field outside of the wake, the wake
has a velocity defect, higher unresolved unsteadiness, a variation in flow angle
across the nozzle wake, and higher shear stress. These criteria will be used in this
section to determine the presence and propagation of the nozzle wake through the
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rotor passage.
The level of the interactionbetweenthenozzleandrotor flow field canbe
determinedby examining theratio of the time it takestherotor to traverseone
nozzlepitch versusthe time it takesfor fluid particlesto travel through therotor.
bladepassage.This is called the reducedfrequencyandit is given by
Cr/V (6. 17)
S/Um
where £2 is the reduced frequency, C r is the rotor axial chord, V x is the axial
velocity at theinlet to the rotor and S is the nozzle pitch. This ratio determines the
number of nozzle wakes in each rotor passage at any instant in time. For the
turbine in this investigation, the reduced frequency is 1.5, which means that there
should be one and a half nozzle wakes in each rotor passage for each nozzle/rotor
blade location, which is demonstrated in the following paragraphs.
6.3.1 Relative Total Unresolved Unsteadiness
Figures 6.18a through 6.18f show the relative total unresolved unsteadiness
at the six different nozzle/rotor locations. They represent six different "snapshots"
of the rotor flow field, and since these six different locations are equally spaced
over one nozzle pitch, they can be viewed sequentially from nozzle/rotor location
one to location six and then back to one again. Examining position 2 first,a region
of increased unresolved unsteadiness upstream of the rotor leading edge can be
seen as compared to the cycle averaged relative total unsteadiness upstream of the
rotor presented in Figure 6.5. This is the nozzle wake. Moving to position 3, the
nozzle wake enters the rotor passage, and is subsequently chopped into individual
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segmentsby the rotor blades.The nozzlewake is bowedbecausethe convection
velocity at midpitch is higher thanatthe rotor leadingedge.Theseindividual
segmentsof thenozzlewake cannow move independentlyof eachother resulting
in amismatchbetweensegmentsthat wereoriginally part of the samenozzlewake
by the time they reachthe rotor exit. There is alsoincreasedunresolved
unsteadinessnearthepressuresurfaceof the rotor blade,just downstreamof the
point wherethe nozzlewake interactswith therotor pressuresurface.This increase
in unresolvedunsteadinessis a result of the interactionof the nozzlewake with the
rotor pressuresurfaceboundarylayer which, alongwith the concavecurvature
effectsdiscussedearlier, destabilizestheflow.
At position 4, thenozzlewake is becomingdistortedas it travelsthrough
therotor passage,with the regionof the nozzlewakenearthe rotor suction surface
moving fasterthan the regionnearthe pressureside.This distortion of thenozzle
wake is dueto the largedifferential in theconvectionvelocity betweenthe pressure
andsuction surface,especiallyat the leadingedge.Moving to positions5 and6, the
distortion of thenozzle wakeis continuing with thenozzlewake turning clockwise
in the rotor passage. Continuing onto positions 1 and 2, the nozzle wake has turned
more than 30 degrees from its orientation at the rotor leading edge and it is now
parallel to the rotor pressure surface. At position 3, the nozzle wake is stretched
along the rotor pressure surface. Thus, it can not be easily identified in the rotor
passage since it is close to the rotor pressure surface where is cannot be measured
by the LDV. This is in contrast to other measurements of the nozzle wake in the
rotor passage (Hodson, 1984 and Binder et al., 1985) and computations (Hodson,
1985 and Korakianitis, 1992) who show that at the rotor trailing edge, the nozzle
wake stills spans the rotor passage from the pressure to suction surfaces. The
reason for this can be found by looking at the blade surface velocity distributions.
In both Hodson's and Binder's turbine rotors the difference between the pressure
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and suction surface velocities is much less than the difference between the pressure
and suction surface velocities for the AFFRF rotor. (Korakianitis (1992) calculates
the flow in Binder's turbine rotor, while Hodson (1985) calculates the flow in his
own turbine rotor.) At midchord, the suction surface to pressure surface velocity
ratio of the AFTRF turbine rotor is twice that of Hodson's and Binder's turbine
rotors suction to pressure surface velocity ratios. This large difference between the
pressure and suction surface velocities in the AFTRF turbine rotor causes the
region of the nozzle wake near the rotor suction surface to travel much more
rapidly than the region of the nozzle wake near the pressure surface. Thus by the
time the region nozzle wake near the rotor suction surface has reached the rotor
trailing edge, it has rotated so that it hugs the pressure surface. In Hodson and
Binder's turbine rotors, the difference between the pressure surface and suction
surface velocities is not as great, thus the nozzle wake does not turn as much and
by the time it reaches the rotor trailing edge it still spans the rotor passage from the
pressure to suction surface.
Using an averaged convection velocity along the _ rotor pressure
surface between X/C=0.50 and X/C=I.0 (where the nozzle wake is located at
position 2) to calculate the distance the nozzle wake moves between each position,
the nozzle wake should be completely inside the rotor wake after six nozzle/rotor
locations. Thus six nozzle/rotor locations from position 2 is position 2.
This is confm'ned by examining the flow field downstream of the rotor. It
can be seen that the flow field is not the same at every nozzle/rotor position, but
changes from one position to another. Sharma et al. (1985) also noticed this
phenomena downstream of their rotor. Measuring the flow field at 10% axial chord
downstream of a rotor with a three sensor hot wire, they showed that there are two
distinct flow fields downstream of the rotor which they called the minimum and
maximum interaction between the nozzle and rotor wakes. The maximum
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interactionoccurswhen the nozzlewake is directly insideof therotor wake while
the regionoutsidethewake showslow total unsteadiness.Theminimum
interactionoccurswhen theupstreamnozzlewakesare in betweenthe rotor wakes,
which is shownby thehigh total unsteadinessin this region.A similar featurecan
be seenin theAFTRF rotor flow field just downstreamof therotor (from the
trailing edgeto onehalf chord downstream).The maximuminteraction occursat
position 2 with high relative total unsteadinessin the rotor wake (maximum
relative total unsteadinessof 16%at X,/C r= 1.12) and low total unsteadiness in
the region between the wakes (relative total unsteadiness of 4% at X,/C r = 1.12).
This low relative total unsteadiness region occupies more than 60% of the rotor
pitch at 10% axial chord downstream of the rotor trailing edge.
The minimum interaction occurs at position 5 with the low relative total
unsteadiness region between the wakes (Tu,= 4%) occupying only 15% of the
rotor pitch at Xr/C , =1.10. At this location the maximum relative total
unsteadiness in the rotor wake is 12% as compared to 16% at the maximum
interaction. This is because the nozzle wake is located in between the rotor wakes
at position 5, causing higher relative total unsteadiness in between the rotor wakes
while at position 2 the nozzle wake is located in the rotor wake, thus causing
higher relative total unsteadiness in the rotor wake.
Blade to blade profiles of total unresolved unsteadiness for nozzle/rotor
positions 4 and 1 are presented in Figures 6.19a and 6.19b, respectively, at five
typical axial locations in the rotor passage. The total unresolved unsteadiness is
normalized by U,, here, so that the magnitude of the unsteadiness at different axial
locations can be compared. While near the leading edge (X,/C, =0.01 and 0.04) the
unresolved unsteadiness increases from 6% outside the nozzle wake (S r=1.2) to
10% inside the nozzle wake (Sr=l.0), near the trailing edge (X,/C_ = 0.706) the
unresolved unsteadiness increases from 2.5% outside the nozzle wake (S_ =0.7) to
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Figure 6.19. Blade to Blade Profiles of Total Unresolved Unsteadiness (Tu,)
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10%inside thenozzlewake (St= 0.9). This demonstrates that the unresolved
unsteadiness in the nozzle wake does not decay significantly in the rotor passage.
This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.
6.3.2 Relative and Absolute Total Velocity
Figures 6.20a through 6.20f show the relative total velocity in the rotor at
the six nozzle/rotor positions. The location of the nozzle wake in the rotor can be
identified by the region that has a lower total velocity than the cycle averaged total
velocity shown in Figure 6.3. Using this criteria the nozzle wake can be identified
at nozzle/rotor position 2, upstream of the rotor leading edge at the same location
as the increased relative total unsteadiness shown in Figure 6.18. Examining the
successive nozzle/rotor locations, this velocity defect is located at the same
location as the higher relative total unsteadiness. This gives added conf'trmation
that the nozzle wake is located at these positions. Downstream of the rotor trailing
edge, one can see the flow field is not the same at every nozzle/rotor position, but
changes from one position to another, similar to the total unsteadiness plots. At the
maximum interaction position (position 2), the free stream flow field outside of the
rotor wakes has a uniform velocity over almost 70% of the rotor pitch at
Xr/C r =1.10. At this position the nozzle wake is located in the rotor wake (in the
region from the rotor trailing edge to one half chord downstream). On the other
hand, at the minimum interaction position (position 5), the free stream flow field at
X_/C r = 1.10 covers only 28% of the rotor pitch. At this position the nozzle wake
is in between the rotor wakes. Also, the free stream velocity is lower at the
minimum interaction position (from the trailing edge to Xr/C r = 1.50) than at the
maximum interaction position thus providing added evidence that the nozzle wake
is located between the rotor wake at the minimum interaction position.
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Blade-to-bladeprofiles of absolutetotal velocity for nozzle/rotorpositions4
and 1arepresentedin Figures6.21aand6.21b at five different axial locationsin
the rotor passage.The profiles areplotted over two rotor bladepitches.Theseaxial
positions representthe locationof thenozzlewake in the rotor passage.The nozzle
wake is just downstreamof therotor leadingedgeat nozzle/rotorposition 4 (see
Figure 6.18), while it spanstherotor passagefrom X r/Cr= 0.2 to 0.8 at position 1.
The velocity defectandwakewidth variesover the rotor pitch at eachlocation.
Both thewake width andthe velocity defectgrow largerasonemoves from the
rotor pressureto the suctionside,which resultsfrom the nozzlewake acting like a
negativejet anddrawing the low momentumfluid from the rotor pressureside
boundarylayer to the suction side.The addition of this low momentumboundary
layer fluid to thenozzlewakecauseits defectandwidth to increase.
6.3.3 Relative Flow Angle
The relative flow angle is presented in Figures 6.22a through 6.22f. Starting
with nozzle/rotor position 2, an overturning of the flow angle is associated with the
regions that correspond to the nozzle wake as identified by the relative total
unsteadiness and velocity. Flow overturning in the rotor is identified by a lower
relative flow angle (or higher negative angle), since a lower angle indicate more
turning of the flow in the rotor. This overturning in the nozzle wake results from
the slip velocity toward the rotor suction surface shown in Figure 6.2. This causes
the nozzle wake to act like a negative jet drawing fluid from the rotor pressure side
to the suction side.
Figure 6.23 presents the relative flow angle in the nozzle wake upstream of
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the rotor, that was measured by the five hole probe. Close to the nozzle trailing
edge, there is a large change in angle across the wake, which decreases as the wake
travels downstream. At the closest measuring location to the rotor (X r/C r -- -0.08),
overturning in the nozzle wake still exists, with the flow being overturned by 4
degrees at this location. When the nozzle wake is at the rotor leading edge, the
overturning in the nozzle wake causes the flow to enter the rotor at a negative
incidence. Both Hodson and Dominy (1987) and Tremblay, Sjolander and
Moustapha (1990) observed that at negative incidence a large separation bubble
occurs on the pressure side of the blade. This separation bubble causes the losses to
increase in the blade passage thus causing a decrease in performance. Thus the
nozzle wake passing through the rotor blade is detrimental to the turbine
performance.
The blade to blade profiles of relative flow angles in the nozzle wake at
positions 4 and 1 are presented in Figures 6.24a and 6.24b, respectively. The
overturning m the nozzle wake, which results from the nozzle wake acting as a
negative jet, is seen clearly. The overturning in the nozzle wake at position 4 is
greater than the overturning in the nozzle wake at position 1. This results from the
decrease in the slip velocity (the negative jet) in the nozzle wake as the nozzle
wake travels through the rotor passage.
6.3.4 Unresolved Velocity Cross Correlations
The axial-tangential cross component of the unresolved velocity correlation
for each nozzle/rotor position is shown in Figures 6.25a through 6.25f. The
unresolved velocity cross correlation in the nozzle wake is higher than in the
surrounding fluid. These higher velocity cross correlation regions are located in the
same regions as where the nozzle wake was identified using the relative total
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unsteadiness, relative total velocity and relative flow angle, thus providing added
confidence for the existence the nozzle wake. The unresolved velocity cross
correlation starts out being negative in the nozzle wake at position 2. (The nozzle
wake is located upstream of the rotor blade at this position.) At position 3, the
velocity cross correlation changes sign in the region of the nozzle wake near the
pressure surface, with this region being positive while the region of the nozzle
wake near the suction surface is negative. Continuing on to the next locations, the
turning and the distortion of the nozzle wake can be seen. These figures show that
as the nozzle wake travels downstream through the rotor passage it thins out near
the rotor pressure surface and thickens near the rotor suction surface. This is due to
the nozzle wake acting like a negative jet as discussed in the previous paragraph.
Examining positions 1 and then 2, the nozzle wake is seen to have elongated and
thinned out considerably. This is a result of two reasons. The f'n-st is an inviscid
phenomena which was discussed by Smith (1966), and is due to the fact that
vorticity must be conserved in the nozzle wake, thus as the wake length grows, the
wake width must become smaller. The second is a result of the large variation in
convective velocity across the rotor pitch. Since the velocity is faster along the
rotor suction surface than near the pressure surface, the region of the wake near the
suction surface moves faster than the region near the pressure surface. Thus the
wake stretches, becoming narrower and longer.
Downstream of the rotor trailing edge, one can see the flow field is not the
same at every nozzle/rotor position, but changes from one position to another,
similar to the total unsteadiness and relative velocity plots. For the region just
downstream of the trailing edge at the maximum interaction (position 2), the
unresolved velocity cross correlation is high in the near rotor wake (at Xr/C r =1.04
it is a maximum of -3.0) and is low (zero) in the free stream region outside of the
rotor wake. This low unresolved velocity cross correlation region takes up over
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60% of the rotor pitch at X r/Cr =1.12.The minimum interactionposition (position
5) hasa maximum unresolvedvelocity crosscorrelationthat is lower in therotor
wake (maximum unresolvedvelocity crosscorrelation of -2.0 at Xr/C r=1.04)and
ahigher unresolvedvelocity crosscorrelation in theregionbetweentherotor wake
(maximum unresolvedvelocity crosscorrelationof 0.40at X,/C r=1.12) as
comparedto the maximum interactionposition. The low unresolvedvelocity cross
correlation (u'v'= 0) occupiesonly 25% of thebladepitch at Xr/C r=1.1. This is
becauseat the maximum interactionposition, thenozzlewake is insideof the rotor
wake, thuscausinghigherunresolvedvelocity crosscorrelationsin the wake and
outsideof the rotor wake theunresolvedvelocity crosscorrelationsare low, while
at the minimum interaction position thenozzlewake is locatedin betweenthe rotor
wake, thuscausinghigherunresolvedvelocity crosscorrelationsin theregion
betweenthe rotor wake.
Figures6.26a and6.26b showthebladeto bladeprofiles of unresolved
velocity crosscorrelation in thenozzlewake at positions4 and 1,respectively.The
increasein unresolvedvelocity crosscorrelationin the nozzlewake is easily
identifiable. Outside thewake thecrosscorrelation is zero,while inside the wake it
hasa valueof 0.5% which is constantin thenozzlewake asit migratesfrom the
rotor leadingedgeto the trailing edge. As with the total unsteadiness, this shows
that the unresolved velocity cross correlation does not decay any significant
amount in the rotor passage. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.
6.3.5 Axial and Tangential Components of Unresolved Velocity Correlations
The axial and tangential components of the unresolved velocity correlations
are given in Figures 6.27a through 6.27f and 6.28a through 6.28f, respectively. The
axial and tangential components of the unresolved velocity correlations are defined
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Figure 6.28 (Cont.). Unresolved Velocity Correlation (v-_v') at the Six
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asfollows:
(v,-
• ' x 100% (6.16)
v v; = m
where the subscripts p and q correspond to the axial and/or tangential velocity
components. The nozzle wake and its propagation through the rotor passage can be
clearly identified by the higher unresolved velocity that occurs in the nozzle wake
as compared to the surrounding fluid. Starting from position 2, where the nozzle
wake is upstream of the rotor, and continuing onto the successive positions, it can
beseen that where the nozzle wake interacts with the rotor leading edge an increase
in the magnitude of the velocity fluctuations occur for both the axial and tangential
components of unresolved velocity correlations.
Another interesting feature is the increase in the tangential component of
the unresolved velocity correlation in the nozzle wake at rotor midpitch (shown in
Figure 6.28). At position 2 (where the nozzle wake is located upstream of the
rotor), the maximum tangential component of the unresolved velocity correlation is
1.75. Continuing onto positions 3 and 4 where the nozzle wake moves into the
rotor passage, the maximum tangential component of the unresolved velocity is 2.0
and 2.5, respectively. Binder et al. (1987) and Hathaway (1986) also notice this
feature. While Hathaway does not provide an explanation for this feature in his
compressor, Binder attributes this increase in random velocity fluctuations within
the chopped nozzle wake segments at the turbine rotor leading edge midpitch to the
cutting of the secondary flow vortices by the rotor resulting in the vortices breaking
down. While this is a plausible explanation for the increase in random velocity
fluctuations in Binder's turbine, it is not a correct explanation for this phenomena
in the present turbine. This is because the nozzle secondary flow vortices were
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locatedat midspanin Binder'saxial flow turbine, which washis measurement
location,while for thepresentturbinethereareno nozzlesecondaryflow vortices
at midspan(the measurementlocation).The increasein fluctuating velocity canbe
explainedby looking at thenozzlewake asanegativejet drawing fluid from the
rotor pressureto the rotor suctionsurfaceasdiscussedearlier.This movementof
low momentumfluid towardthe suctionsurfacecausesthehigh momentumfluid
in the freestreamto move in anoppositedirection to replacethe migratedwake
fluid. This interactioninducestwo counter-rotatingvortices,oneon either sideof
thenozzlewake.The generationof thesevorticescausesan increasein the velocity
fluctuations. Moving on from position4 to position 5 the maximum tangential
componentof unresolvedvelocity correlationin the nozzlewake decreasesandthis
decreasecontinuesasthenozzlewake travelsdownstreamin therotor until
position 2 wherethemaximumtangentialcomponentof the unresolvedvelocity in
thenozzlewake is 0.50%.
The flow field downstreamof therotor trailing edgeshowsdifferent
featuresat eachnozzle/rotorlocation dueto the nozzlewake interactionwith the
rotor wakes.As with the previousproperties,the maximum interactionposition
occursatnozzle/rotor position2 (for thenearwake region).The unresolved
unsteadinessis low betweentherotor wakesandhigh in therotor wakessincethe
nozzlewake is locatedinsideof the rotor wake at this position. The minimum
interaction for thenearwakeregionoccursat nozzle/rotorposition 5. Comparedto
the maximum interactionposition theunresolvedunsteadinessis lower in the rotor
wakeandhigher in betweentherotor wakes,sincethe nozzlewake is locatedin the
freestreamregion betweenthe rotor wakes.
6.3.6 Periodic Velocity Correlations
22O
The periodic velocity correlations include the variation of velocity across
the passage caused by potential and viscous effects. This is substantial even in the
absence of the nozzle wake. This quantity is useful in evaluating the average
passage equations used in industry for prelimary design (see Suder et al., 1987).
The effect of the nozzle wake on rotor relative mean flow is also captured in this
correlation.
The axial and tangential components of the periodic velocity correlation are
presented in Figures 6.29a through 6.29f and 6.30a through 6.30f, respectively. The
periodic velocity correlations are about five times higher than the unresolved
velocity correlations in the rotor. This is due to the large variation of the rotor flow
field in the pitchwise direction which is a steady flow field phenomena in the
relative frame and can also be seen in the cycle averaged periodic velocity
correlation presented in Figures 6.15 and 6.16. One can also see that while the
nozzle wake can be identified in the tangential component of periodic velocity
correlation plots, it cannot in the axial component of periodic velocity correlation
plots. The reason for this is that the axial velocity has a much larger pitchwise
variation in the rotor blade passage than the tangential velocity, thus the nozzle
wake is obscured in the plots. Comparing the tangential component of the periodic
and unresolved velocity correlations in the nozzle wake, it is clear that their
magnitudes are similar. This can be seen clearly at positions 4, 5 and 1. Inside the
nozzle wake at position 4, the maximum tangential component of unresolved
velocity correlation ( v'v" ) is 2.5 while the maximum tangential component of
periodic velocity correlation ( _ ) is 3.0. Inside the nozzle wake at position 5,
('_-_)_._x = 2.25 and _(-_)_ = 3.0. And at position 1, (-_7_)_ = 1.0 and _(-_)m_x =
1.0 inside the nozzle wake. Thus both the tangential component of the periodic and
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unresolvedvelocity correlationshaveanequalimpacton thenozzlewake
propagationthrough therotor.
Figures6.3la through6.3If showthe axial tangentialcrosscomponentsof
the periodic velocity correlationsfor all six nozzle/rotorpositions. In contrastto the
plotsof unresolvedvelocity crosscorrelationsshownin Figures6.25athrough
6.25f, thenozzlewake cannotbe identified in all theperiodic velocity plots. Since
the periodic velocity crosscorrelationsareanorderof magnitudegreaterthan the
unresolvedcrosscorrelations(dueto the largepitchwise variation in theflow
field), theeffect of thenozzlewake would behard to discernin theregionswhere
thereare largevaluesof periodic velocity crosscorrelations.When thenozzle wake
is in theareaswherethe periodic crosscorrelationsaresmall, the nozzlewake can
beseen.At nozzle/rotor locations4, 5, 6 and 1, anincreasein periodic cross
correlationsoccursin theregionwherethepreviousplots identified the nozzle
wake.The magnitudeof theperiodic crosscorrelationsin thenozzle wakeis
similar to the magnitudeof the unresolvedcrosscorrelationsin thenozzle wake,
alsoproviding addedproof that theperiodic andunresolvedvelocitieshave an
equalimpacton thenozzlewake propagationthroughthe rotor.
6.3.7 Unsteady Velocity Vectors
The unsteady velocity vector field at the six different nozzle/rotor locations
are presented in Figures 6.32a through 6.32f. The axial and tangential components
of the unsteady velocity vector is calculated first as follows:
Vx,,_ k =Vx,-_ (6.18)
Wo°_ =Wok-W o (6.19)
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where k is the nozzle/rotor location, -- stands for the ensemble averaged velocity
at each nozzle/rotor location and ... represents the cycle averaged velocity. These
two components are then combined to form to unsteady velocity vector using the
equation:
W,,_,_r _ =_xv_.__,, +O_Wo....,,, (6.20)
Since the cycle averaged velocities were only averaged over six positions, the
unsteady velocity vectors should be looked at qualitatively, not quantitatively.
At position 2, the nozzle wake was identified upstream of the rotor leading
edge by the relative total unsteadiness and shear stress plots, among others.
Examining this region upstream of the rotor leading edge at position 2, the
unsteady velocity vectors are seen to be moving from the pressure to the suction
surface, which is a result of the slip velocity in the nozzle wake, discussed earlier
(see Figure 6.2). Proceeding onto positions 3, 4 and 5 the slip velocity in the nozzle
wake continues, causing the nozzle wake to act as a negative jet drawing fluid from
the pressure to the suction surface, as discussed earlier. The two counter-rotating
vortices on either side of the nozzle wake can be seen also. As the nozzle wake
propagates through the rotor passage the counter-rotating vortex that is upstream of
the nozzle wakes decays faster than the counter-rotating vortex that is downstream
of the nozzle wake. At nozzle/rotor position 6, the upstream vortex has decayed
and is not visible anymore. The nozzle wake is parallel to the rotor pressure surface
and the downstream vortex is still strong, drawing fluid upstream along the
pressure surface into the nozzle wake. Moving onto position 1, the downstream
vortex has decayed considerably and by position 2 it is not visible anymore.
6.4 Mass-Averaged Properties
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The mass-averaged properties are obtained by circumferentially mass-
averaging each property over one rotor blade pitch as follows:
Sr
S QV xrdo
t_- o (6.21)
S V_rd0
0
where Q is any property, the superscript n represents mass-averaging, r is the
radius (midspan), 0 is the tangential distance, V x is the local axial velocity and S r
is the rotor pitch. The mass-averaged cycle averaged relative total velocity is
presented in Figure 6.33a. The data measured with the LDV is also compared to
the mass-averaged relative velocity derived from the five hole probe in the nozzle
wake. The comparison between the data derived from the two measuring
techniques is excellent, being within 1.0% of each other at X,/C_ = -0.08. The
velocity is fairly constant from the nozzle trailing edge (which occurs at X,/C_ = -
0.27) through the rotor passage to about X,/C r ---0.40 after which it accelerates
rapidly, with an almost linear velocity distribution, until trailing edge. Just
downstream of the blade the velocity drops rapidly until Xr/C r =1.05 after which is
decreases gradually until 1.0 chord downstream of the trailing edge.
The mass-averaged relative velocity for each nozzle/rotor location is shown
in Figure 6.33b. The position of the nozzle wake can be identified by a dip in
velocity. Using this method, the propagation of the nozzle wake through the rotor
passage is clearly shown in this figure. At position 2, the nozzle wake is located
upstream of the rotor leading edge. Continuing on to position 3, the nozzle wake
has traveled downstream into the rotor passage. At position 3, the nozzle wake has
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movedto X,/C r= 0.05,while atposition 4, thenozzlewake hastraveledto
Xr/C r= 0.10.The nozzlewakecontinuesmoving downstream,reaching20% rotor
axial chord at position 5 and40% rotor axial chordat position 6. By thetime it has
reachedposition 1,the nozzlewakehasbeenshearedandrotatedsothat it is
parallel to therotor pressuresurface.Thusthe velocity defectwould bespreadout
overa large axial distance,andit cannotbedetectedat position 1and2.
Comparingthis figure to thecontour plotspreviously shown,the location of the
nozzlewake coincidesfor both the contourandmass-averageplots.
The mass-averagedcycleaveragedabsolutetotal velocity is shownin
Figure 6.34.Upstreamof therotor, thecomparisonbetweenthe mass-averaged
absolutevelocity derived from the five hole probeandthe mass-averagedcycle-
averagedabsolutevelocity derived from theLDV is alsoexcellent,beingwithin
1.0%of eachother.The absolutevelocity is constantfrom thenozzle trailing edge
(at Xr/C ,= -0.27) to the rotor leadingedge.In contrastto the relative total
velocity, the absolutevelocity dropsthroughthe rotor. This is becauseaturbine
extractskinetic energyfrom theflow field to producework.
Figure 6.35apresentsthe mass-averagedcycle averagerelative flow angles.
The mass-averagedrelative flow anglesarecalculatedfrom the mass-averaged
relative tangentialvelocity andaxial velocity asfollows:
(6.22)
Thelarge turning of theflow (110 degrees)that is a characteristicof turbine rotors
is seenin this figure. (Higher flow turning produceslargerpressureand
temperaturedrops,andtherebyhigher work output.) Upstreamof the rotor, the
comparisonbetweenthemass-averagedrelative flow anglederived from the five
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hole probe and the mass-averaged cycle-averaged relative flow angle obtained with
the LDV is excellent being within 0.5% of each other.
The mass-averaged relative flow angle for each nozzle/rotor position are
shown in Figure 6.35b. The location of the nozzle wake can be identified by the
lower relative flow angle occurring at that axial location. This results from the
overturning of the flow in the wake discussed earlier. Using this criteria the nozzle
is seen upstream of the rotor leading edge at position 2. Continuing onto the next
position, the nozzle wake is seen move through the passage until position 1, where
it cannot be identified any longer. This is because the nozzle wake has rotated until
it is parallel to the rotor pressure surface as discussed earlier.
Figure 6.36a presents the mass-averaged cycle-averaged axial velocity in
the rotor. Just as with the previously discussed mass-averaged values the
comparison between the mass-averaged axial velocity derived from the five hole
probe and the LDV is excellent upstream of the rotor. Just upstream of the rotor
leading edge there is an increase in axial velocity. This is due to the potential effect
of the rotor blade. Traveling downstream of the leading edge, the axial velocity
increases steadily until 60% rotor axial chord, which is caused by the decreasing
area of the rotor passage. The maximum velocity is at Xr/C _ = 0.60 which is just
upstream of the blade throat (the blade throat is at X r/Cr = 0.65). Downstream of
65% rotor axial chord until the trailing edge, the axial velocity decreases sharply
due to the increase in rotor passage area. The axial velocity then level off to a fairly
constant velocity downstream of the rotor trailing edge.
Examining the mass-averaged axial velocities for each nozzle/rotor position
(presented in Figure 6.36b), the nozzle wake can be distinguished clearly by the
velocity defect associated with it (as compared to the mass-averaged cycle-
averaged axial velocity shown in Figure 6.36a). Using this method, the location of
the nozzle wake in the rotor passage is the same as in the previous mass-averaged
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plots and the trajectory of the nozzle wake can be identified. While inside the rotor
passage, the trajectory of the nozzle wake can be clearly seen, this is not the case
downstream of the rotor. The nozzle wake trajectory downstream of the rotor is
much more difficult to interpret for three reasons. The first is that the absolute flow
angle changes direction (see Figure 6.37), which would cause the nozzle wake to
move in the opposite direction downstream of the rotor as compared to inside the
rotor passage (since the nozzle wake follows the flow direction), and the second is
the absolute flow velocity decreases. The third reason is that in some nozzle/rotor
positions, the nozzle wake is in the rotor wake freestream and decays slower
(position 5), and in other locations (position 2), the nozzle wake is inside the rotor
wake and decays faster. Despite this, the nozzle wake can be identified in the flow
field downstream of the rotor at several locations. At nozzle/rotor position 5, there
is an axial velocity defect at Xr/C r = 1.2, which probably corresponds to the
nozzle wake. At position 4, there is a defect at X,/Cr = 1.6 and at position 3, there
is a defect at X_/C_ = 2.0, both of which could correspond to the nozzle wake.
The mass-averaged cycle-averaged absolute flow angle in the rotor is shown
in Figure 6.37.The flow angle continuously decreases from the rotor leading edge
to the trailing edge, changing sign just upstream of the rotor trailing edge (at
X_/C_ = 0.8). Downstream of the trailing edge the absolute flow angle remains
constant. Figure 6.37 also shows the comparison between the mass-averaged
absolute flow angle derived from the five hole probe and the mass-averaged cycle-
averaged absolute flow angle obtained with the LDV upstream of the rotor. As
with the previously discussed mass-averaged properties, the comparison is
excellent being with 0.3% of each other at X_/Cr = -0.08.
The mass-averaged cycle-averaged relative total unresolved unsteadiness is
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shown in Figure 6.38a. Starting from upstream of the rotor and moving
downstream, the unresolved unsteadiness decreases as the rotor leading edge is
approached. This is caused by the nozzle wake decay. At the leading edge there is a
sharp increase in unresolved unsteadiness as discussed earlier. The total unresolved
unsteadiness decreases as one continues to travel downstream, since the relative
velocity increases. Downstream of the trailing edge there is a sharp increase
between the trailing edge and 10% axial chord downstream. While the unsteadiness
downstream of the rotor includes both nozzle wake and the rotor wake
unsteadiness, this increase is only caused by the unsteadiness in the rotor wake.
Continuing on downstream, the rate of increase in unresolved unsteadiness
decreases until close to one chord downstream where the magnitude of relative
total unsteadiness levels off.
Figure 6.38b presents the mass-averaged relative total unresolved
unsteadiness for all six nozzle/rotor locations. Using the increase in total
unresolved unsteadiness in the rotor blade passage to identify the nozzle wake, the
position of the wake is at the same locations where the previous mass-average plots
found it to be at. Downstream of the blade the nozzle wakes are harder to identify,
since the overall level of unresolved unsteadiness is higher than in the blade
passage and thus the nozzle wakes are not as noticeable. But looking closely at the
plot, there are regions of higher unsteadiness that could be associated with the
nozzle wake. Starting with position 5, there is a high unresolved unsteadiness
region just downstream of the trailing edge (at X,/C r = 1.10). At position 4, there
is a region at Xr/Cr = 1.30, while at position 3, the peak unsteadiness occurs at
Xr/C_ = 1.50. At both nozzle/rotor positions 2 and 1, there are high unresolved
unsteadiness regions (at X r/C_ = 1.8 and 2.0, respectively), that possibly could
correspond to the nozzle wake. While the regions of high unresolved unsteadiness
matched the axial position of the other mass-averaged properties in the rotor blade,
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theregion of high unsteadinessdonot occurat the samelocation asthelow axial
velocity regionsdownstreamof therotor blade.This is because,althoughin the
nearwake the maximum unsteadinessoccursat the wakecenter (positionwhere
velocity defect is largest),far downstreamof thenozzlethe maximum turbulence
intensity occursaway from the centerdueto the spreadof the wake.Hah and
Lakshminarayana(1982) alsonoticedthis featurein thewake of an isolatedairfoil.
The mass-averaged cycle averaged unresolved velocity cross-correlation
ooo
(u'v') is presented in Figure 6.39a. The unresolved velocity cross correlation is
zero upstream of the rotor leading edge. There is a sharp increase in unresolved
velocity cross correlation at the leading edge due to the high unresolved velocity
cross correlation in the stagnation region. The high levels of mass-averaged
unresolved velocity correlation at midchord results from the high unresolved
velocity cross correlation levels in the pressure surface boundary layer. The sharp
increase in negative mass-averaged unresolved velocity cross correlations just
downstream of the trailing edge is because high levels of negative unresolved
velocity cross correlations in the rotor wake. Moving downstream of the trailing
edge the mass-averaged unresolved velocity cross correlation decays very rapidly
to zero at X r/C_ = 1.25. This is mainly caused by the rapid decay of the rotor
wake. The mass-averaged unresolved velocity cross correlation for each
nozzle/rotor location is shown in Figure 6.39b. The regions of increased unresolved
velocity cross correlation correspond to the nozzle wake location. These regions
corresponds with the regions of increase total relative unsteadiness, thus giving
added confirmation of the nozzle wake trajectory, especially downstream of the
rotor.
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6.5 Nozzle Relative Flow Field (Time-Averaged Properties)
The time-averaged properties at each stationary measuring location are used
to discern the wake pattern in the absolute frame without any reference to the rotor
blade positions. The time-averaged values Q are defined as
lffW
= 1 ,_ (6.23)
Q =_ j=,
where Q is any ensemble averaged property and NW is the total number of
measurement windows. The time-averaged velocity is a time average of all
measurements acquired at a fixed point in space. This is equivalent to equation 6.6.
Figure 6.40 are the time-averaged total unresolved unsteadiness (normalized
by U m to see the nozzle wake more clearly). The data represents two nozzle pitches
(the data from one pitch was doubled). The rotor blade is not visible due to the
integration method. The nozzle wake, identified by increased unresolved
unsteadiness, moves on a curved path through the rotor blade, changing direction
from the inlet of the rotor to the exit. It seems to follows the path of the absolute
flow. The absolute flow path can be seen more clearly by looking at the time-
averaged absolute velocity vectors shown in Figure 6.41. By comparing the path of
the nozzle wake with that of the absolute flow, the nozzle wake is seen to follow
the absolute flow.
The time-averaged axial velocity is presented in Figure 6.42. The regions of
low velocity correspond to the nozzle wake. By comparing the path of the low
velocity regions with that of the high unresolved unsteadiness, the paths coincide in
the rotor blade, while downstream of the rotor blade they deviated from one
another. This is due to wake spreading which was discussed earlier. The time-
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averagedunresolvedvelocity crosscorrelationis shownin Figure 6.43.The
increasedunresolvedvelocity crosscorrelationresulting from the nozzlewake can
be seen.Thepathof thenozzlewake is clearly markedout downstreamof the
rotor, while in therotor someof thehigh unresolvedvelocity crosscorrelation
region result from the increasedunresolvedvelocity crosscorrelation at the
pressuresurface,thusmakingthedeterminationof the nozzlewake pathmore
difficult.
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CHAPTER 7
ROTOR FLOW FIELD WAKE CHARACTERISTICS
An understanding of the steady and unsteady characteristics of turbine
nozzle and rotor wakes are important for the efficient design of axial flow
turbomachinery. A major cause of noise and vibration characteristics of
turbomachinery is caused by wakes. Turbine wakes represent a source of loss in
efficiency, since the mixing of the wakes with the freestream dissipates energy.
The three-dimensional characteristics of the wake, the decay characteristics and the
path that it follows is important in the design of the following blade rows. This
information is essential for both the prediction of the aerodynamic and mechanical
performance of a turbine and for building quieter turbomachines.
7.1 Nozzle Wake Characteristics in Rotor Passage
The nozzle wake absolute velocity profiles upstream of the rotor blade, in
the rotor blade passage and downstream of the rotor blade are presented in Figures
7.1 and 7.2a, and b respectively. (The bar over the velocity and angle notation in
the figures in Chapter 7 represents ensemble averaging.) The measurement
upstream of the rotor were acquired with the five hole probe which was discussed
in Chapter 5. For the measurements in and downstream of the rotor, each axial
location represents the axial location for each nozzle wake segment where the
maximum velocity defect occurs. (A nozzle wake segment is defined as follows.
As the nozzle wake enters the rotor passage, it is divided in to individual segments
the rotor leading edge and these segments subsequently propagate through the rotor
passage independent of each other.) The data is displayed over two rotor blade
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pitches (the data from one rotor pitch is doubled) to aid interpretation.
Upstream of the rotor, the nozzle wake decays very rapidly as the rotor
leading edge is approached. As the nozzle wake moves through the rotor passage,
the absolute magnitude of its defect grows and then decreases. Downstream of the
rotor trailing edge, the nozzle wake defect remains constant until X,/C r = 1.64.
(The nozzle wake is the smaller of the two velocity defects in the flow field
downstream of the rotor while the rotor wake is the larger defect.) The variation in
nozzle wake defect is demonstrated more clearly in Figure 7.3, which shows the
nozzle wake defect normalized by the local maximum velocity. (The local
maximum velocity is the velocity that would exist at the location where the nozzle
wake occurs if the nozzle wake did not exist.) This is consistent with the
normalization of the nozzle wake velocity defect upstream of the rotor measured by
the five hole probe, which is also presented in this figure. Examining this figure,
one can see that the velocity defect decreases sharply from the nozzle trailing edge
(located at X_/C r = -0.27) to the rotor leading edge. This rapid decay is due to
pressure gradients, high turbulence intensities and wake centerline curvature along
with the effect of the rotor. The relative motion between the rotor and the nozzle
causes periodic variations in the potential flow field around the blades which
causes the wake to decay faster. A more detailed discussion of the nozzle wake
decay between the nozzle and rotor is given in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
The nozzle wake then enters the rotor passage where the velocity defect
increases from the rotor leading edge up to Xr/C r = 0.30 and decreases after that
until the trailing edge. Downstream of the trailing edge the velocity defect is
constant. Matsuuchi and Adachi (1983) have observed a similar feature in their
axial flow fan. The maximum velocity defect for each upstream stator wake
segment in their axial flow fan rotor is presented also in Figure 7.3. As the stator
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wake travels throughthe rotor its velocity defect increases.This is because,
accordingto Hill et al. (1963), apositive (adverse)pressuregradient slows the
wake decayandif thepressuregradientis largeenoughthewake decaywill be
stoppedcompletelyandthewake will grow in size.This is what is happeninghere,
sincethere is a positive pressuregradientin a compressorotor.
The reasonsfor thevelocity defect increaseanddecreasein the turbinerotor
aremore complex.A possibleexplanationcanbegivenby looking at the mass
averagedcycle-averagedrelative velocity, presentedin Figure 6.33a.The relative
velocity slightly decreasesfrom theleadingedgeuntil Xr/C r = 0.30, increases
sharply from X r/C r = 0.40 until thetrailing edgeandthen is constantdownstream
of the trailing edge.The changein wakedefectseemsto correspondto the relative
velocity change,with the defectincreasinguntil Xr/C r = 0.30andthen decreasing
downstreamof X r/C r = 0.40. Downstreamof the rotor trailing edge,the wake
defect is constant.As discussedearlier,Raj andLakshminarayana(1973) found
that the wake decayratecorrespondsto thevariation in wakeedgevelocity. In the
regionwhere therelative velocity decreases,anadversepressuregradientoccurs,
thuscausingthenozzle wakevelocity defectto increase.BetweenX,/C_ ---0.40and
the trailing edge,the relative velocity increases,resulting in a favorablepressure
gradientwhich causesthe nozzlewaketo decay.
Blade to bladeprofiles of total unresolvedunsteadiness(definedby eqn.
6.12)at the axial locationwherethe maximum total unresolvedunsteadiness
occursin eachnozzlewake segmentareshownin Figure7.4. The total unresolved
unsteadinessis normalizedby Umherein orderto comparethe fluctuating velocity
at different axial locations,sincethevelocity outsideof the nozzlewake changes
significantly in the rotor. Oneinteresting featureis that thepeakmagnitudeof total
unresolvedunsteadinessin the nozzlewakedoesnot continuouslydecayasit
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travels through and downstream of the rotor passage. This is also established in
Figure 7.5, which presents the peak total unresolved unsteadiness for each nozzle
wake segment. The peak total unsteadiness increases slightly from the rotor leading
edge to Xr/C r = 0.30 after which it decreases dramatically.
This increase and decrease in total unresolved unsteadiness is related to the
nozzle wake velocity defect increase and decrease in the rotor passage shown in
Figure 7.3. Where the nozzle wake velocity defect increases in the rotor passage
(from the rotor leading edge to X r/Cr = 0.30), the total unresolved unsteadiness
increases and where the nozzle wake decays (from X_/C_ =0.40 to the rotor trailing
edge) the nozzle wake total unresolved unsteadiness decays. An additional effect
that could cause the decrease in total unresolved unsteadiness from X_/Cr --0.40 to
the rotor trailing edge can be seen by examining Figure 6.33a, which is the mass-
averaged cycle-averaged relative velocity in the rotor. The relative velocity
increases sharply downstream of X,/C r = 0.30 and since the total unsteadiness
decays in an accelerating flow field, the maximum total unsteadiness in each
nozzle wake segment decreases also. Downstream of the rotor, the nozzle wake
total unsteadiness increases in magnitude until at one half chord downstream of the
rotor it is at the same value as it is at the rotor inlet. Sharma et al. (1985) also
notice in their axial flow turbine that the nozzle wake total unsteadiness
downstream of the rotor is the same order of magnitude as it is upstream of the
rotor. Another interesting feature of this flow field can be seen downstream of the
rotor in Figure 7.4. Close to the trailing edge, the total unsteadiness of the rotor
wake is much higher than the nozzle wake. As the wakes travel downstream, the
rotor wake total unsteadiness decreases while the nozzle wake total unsteadiness
increases until at one half chord downstream of the rotor the total unsteadiness for
both the nozzle and rotor wakes are equal in magnitude.
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Blade to blade profiles of unresolved velocity cross correlation (defined by
eqn. 6.14) at the axial location where the maximum unresolved velocity cross
correlation occurs in each nozzle wake segment are presented in Figures 7.6a and
b. As the nozzle wake travels through the rotor passage, the velocity cross
correlation grows until rnidchord, after which is decreases sharply. This is clear
from Figure 7.7, which is the variation of peak unresolved velocity cross
correlation in each nozzle wake segment. The unresolved velocity cross correlation
increases as the nozzle wake travels through the rotor passage until midchord, after
which is decreases. This decrease occurs at the same location as the decrease in
total unresolved unsteadiness and they are probably related.
7.2 Rotor Wake Characteristics
The rotor wake can be classified into three different categories, the trailing
edge region, the near wake and the far wake. The trailing edge region is confined to
the area just downstream of the trailing edge. The velocity defect is very large in
the region. In the near wake region, the physical characteristics of the blade and the
aerodynamic loading on the blade have a major impact on the development of the
wake, causing the wake to be asymmetric. The wake defect is of the same order of
magnitude as the mean velocity in this region. In the far wake the wake structure is
almost symmetric and the physical characteristics and the aerodynamic loading
have minor effects on the development of the wake. The velocity defect is also
small in the far wake region. For the turbine rotor wake data presented in this
thesis, the individual regions are defined as follows:
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Trailing Edge Region: Xr/C r < 1.014
(Z/cos _o < 0.035)
Near Wake Region: 1.014 < Xr/C r <1.22
(0.035 < Z/coSl]o < 0.555)
Far Wake Region: Xr/C_ > 1.22
(Z/cos_o > 0.555)
where Z/cos [30is the streamwise distance downstream of the rotor (Z is the axial
distance downstream of the rotor with Z = 0.0 at the trailing edge and [30 is the
rotor blade outlet angle).
7.2.1 Cycle-Averaged Properties
Figures 7.8a and 7.8b show the cycle-averaged relative velocity profiles at
several axial locations in the rotor wake. (As in chapter 6, all velocities presented
in chapter 7 are ensemble averaged.) The abscissa in the figure represents the
tangential distance normalized by the rotor blade pitch, with Y equal to 0.0 at the
wake center. The velocity gradients in the tangential direction are very large just
downstream of the rotor trailing edge. This feature results from the development of
the flow as it transitions from the blade boundary layer to the wake. Farther
downstream the gradient becomes much smaller due to wake spreading and mixing
with the freestream as well as interchange of momentum and energy on either side
of the wake. Also, the wake profdes are asymmetrical about the wake center due to
the differential growth of the boundary layer on the two surfaces of the blade. The
suction side of the wake has a larger width than the pressure side wake width since
the suction surface boundary layer at the blade trailing edge is larger than the
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pressuresurfaceboundarylayer.As thewake movesdownstream,the differences
betweenthe pressuresideandthe suctionsideof thewakediminish until X r/Cr =
1.22,wherethe wakeprofile becomessymmetricalaboutthe wake center.This
alsoresultsfrom wake spreadingandmixing asdiscussedearlier.
The cycle-averagedtotal unresolvedunsteadiness(normalizedby U,, to
showthe absolutelevel of thefluctuations anddefinedby equation6.12) is
presentedin Figures7.9aand7.9b.The total unresolvedunsteadinessis highest
nearthe trailing edgeanddecreasesfurther downstream.The high valuesnearthe
trailing edgeresult from thevortex streetshedfrom the trailing edgeandthehigh
productionof turbulencein this region.The unsteadinessprofiles areasymmetric
aboutthewake centerin the nearwake becomingsymmetricfarther downstream.
This results from the differential growth of the boundarylayer on the pressureand
suctionsurfacesof theblade.The unsteadinessprofiles havea dip in unsteadiness
at thewake centerwith highervaluesof unsteadinesson either sideof the dip. This
is to beexpectedsincethetotal unsteadinessis zeroon thebladesurfacewith the
maximum valueoccurring slightly away from the surface.This dip in total
unsteadinessdisappearsdueto wake spreadingandmixing, asthe wake travels
downstream.The highesttotal unsteadinessis observedon thepressureside of the
wakewhich demonstratesthat thepressuresurfaceboundarylayer hasa higher
total unsteadinessthan thesuction surfaceboundarylayer.This is dueto the
concavecurvatureeffect on the pressuresurfaceandthe interactionof thenozzle
wakewith the pressuresurfaceboundarylayer, discussedearlier.This increasesthe
unresolvedunsteadinesswhich persistsevenin thewake.The maximum total
unsteadinessoccurscloseto the wakecenterin thenearwake.Fartherdownstream,
themaximum total unsteadinessoccursaway from thewake centerdueto the
spreadof the wake.
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The cycle-averagedunresolvedvelocity crosscorrelation in the streamwise-
normal coordinatesystem(def'medby equation6.15) is shownin Figures 7.10aand
7.10b.The streamwise-normalcoordinatesystemis usedto aid physical
interpretation.The unresolvedvelocity crosscorrelationis very small in thefree
streamandreachesa maximumvaluein the wakecenter.This is to be expected
sincetheunresolvedvelocity crosscorrelationresultsfrom velocity andturbulence
intensity gradients.Thevelocity crosscorrelationchangessign nearthe wake
centerdueto theoppositevelocity gradientson either sideof the wake center,but
closeto the trailing edgethezerounresolvedvelocity crosscorrelation doesnot
occurat the point of minimum velocity. Other researchers,suchas
LakshminarayanaandReynolds(1979)alsoseethis featurein their rotor wakes.
BeyondX r/Cr = 1.035,themaximum valueof unresolvedvelocity cross
correlation occursat thepoint of minimum velocity. In thenearwake, the
unresolvedvelocity crosscorrelationprof'llesareasymmetricaboutthe wake
center,with the magnitudeof the crosscorrelationon thepressuresidebeing larger
than the magnitudeon thesuctionside.The differencein the unresolvedvelocity
crosscorrelation betweenthepressureand suctionsideof the wakedecreasesasthe
wake travelsdownstreamuntil Xr/C r = 1.22,wherethe crosscorrelation profile
becomessymmetricaboutthewake center.The unresolvedvelocity cross
correlationdecaysratherslowly with significant valuesof this correlation still
occurringone half chord downstreamof therotor.
The relative flow anglein thecycle-averagedrotor wake is presentedin
Figure 7.11.Justdownstreamof therotor trailing edge,the flow is overturnedon
the suctionsideof thewake andunderturnedon thepressuresideof the wake.This
is due to the differencein flow directionon thepressureandsuction surfaceof the
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rotor. This over and undertuming of the flow angle decreases rapidly from a
maximum of 17 degree difference at the trailing edge to a three degree difference
in flow angle at 10 % chord downstream.
7.2.2 Cycle-Averaged Wake Decay Properties
A knowledge of the rate of decay for the rotor wake defect is necessary for
an understanding of the rotor-stator interaction as discussed earlier. The decay of
the velocity defect is influenced by the pressure gradient, turbulence intensity,
curvature and viscous effects. The velocity defect decay for the cycle-averaged
rotor wake is shown in Figure 7.12. The very rapid decay in the trailing edge
region results from the high unresolved unsteadiness and possibly the three
dimensional effects in this region. In the near and far wake regions, the velocity
defect decay is less rapid. The rotor wake velocity defect is also compared to the
decay of the AFTRF nozzle wake, and the decay of two linear rotor cascades,
Sitaram and Govardhan's (1986) and Ho and Lakshminarayana's (1994) who
computed the flow field in Gregory-Smith's rotor cascade, which has similar flow
turning as the present turbine rotor. The AFTRF rotor velocity defect decays much
slower than the velocity defects of the other blades. This is in contrast to a
compressor rotor wake which decays faster than the wake of a compressor cascade.
This reason for this is not understood as of yet. It is possible that the low
momentum fluid from other spanwise locations is being convected into the
midspan wake and thus causing the midspan wake to be deeper and to decay
slower. Future measurements at midspan and other spanwise locations that include
the radial velocity are needed to verify this.
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Schlichting's (1979)analysisindicatesthat aplanewake defectdecaysfar
downstreamaccordingto
Vc o, S-_ (7.1)
v_,
where Vc is thevelocity defect, V,_,_is themaximum velocity in the free stream
outsideof thewake,and Sis streamwisedistance.Using this relationship to
correlatetherotor wake velocity defect resultsin thefollowing equation
(7.2)
ooe ooo
where W c is the cycle-averaged velocity defect, W,_ x is the cycle-averaged
maximum relative velocity in the free stream outside of the wake, Z/cos 15ois the
streamwise distance downstream of the rotor (Z is the axial distance downstream of
the rotor with Z = 0.0 at the trailing edge and 150 is the rotor blade outlet angle).
This correlation can be seen to match the data quite well over most the region
downstream of the rotor in Figure 7.12. It is not very good just downstream of the
rotor trailing edge. In this region, the flow is very complex and is dominated by
flow separation and trailing edge vortices along with the high levels of total
unsteadiness, thus the wake decays much faster than farther downstream. And since
the correlation was developed for a far wake, it does not hold in the trailing edge
region. The constant in eqn. 7.2, 0.14, probably depends on the aerodynamic
properties of the blade such as blade loading and turbulence intensity. These
properties need to be varied for a more general wake decay correlation to be
derived.
The variation of the cycle-averaged rotor semi-wake width with streamwise
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distanceis shownin Figure 7.13.Semi-wakewidth is definedasthe width of the
wakewherethetotal relative velocity defect is half. Thedatafrom the Sitaramand
Govardhan's(1986)rotor cascadeis alsopresentedtherefor comparison.Both
wakewidth's increaserapidly just downstreamof thetrailing edge(in the trailing
edgeregion) andthengrow moregradually in thenearand far wakeregions.Very
far downstream(beyondZ/coS[3o=1.5),theAFTRF rotor wake width grows at a
muchslowerrate.Sincethe interchangeof mass,energyandmomentumis
continuouson both sideof the wakeasthewaketravelsdownstream,thegrowth
shouldbecontinuousandthis is seenin Figure7.12.
Schlichting's (1979)analysisindicatesthat the increaseof rotor semi-wake
width is proportional to streamwisedistanceasfollows,
.t
L_S 2 (7.3)
where S is streamwise distance and L is semi-wake width (the wake width at half
the maximum velocity defect). Using equation (7.3), the variation of semi-wake
width over most of the streamwise distance can be represented quite accurately by
the equation
I
L/S = 0.389(Z/coS_o)5
for 0.088 < (Z/cos [3o) < 2.5
(7.4)
The semi-wake width variation of Sitaram and Govardhan (1986) turbine rotor also
matches this equation. Their turbine rotor has similar loading as the AFTRF
turbine rotor (AFTRF rotor flow turning is 110 degrees and Sitaram and
Govardhan's rotor flow turning is 120 degrees). Since wake width depends on the
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aerodynamicpropertiesof thebladeandthis shouldbea function of the blade
loading, equation(7.4) probablywould needto bemodified to matchthewake
width dataof a turbine rotor with different loading.
An interestingfeaturein the variationof semi-wakewidth is observed
betweenthetrailing edgeandnearwakeregions.The semi-wakewidth grows
rapidly in the trailing edgeregion (from thetrailing edgeto Z/cos13o = 0.061) and
then decreases sharply between the trailing edge region and the near wake region
(between Z/cosl]o = 0.061 and 0.088). It then increases more gradually beyond
Z/cos[_ o = 0.088. Reynolds et al. (1979) also see this feature in their compressor
rotor wake width. This phenomenon is a characteristic of rotor wakes, since the
two turbine cascade wake widths do not have this decrease in wake width. It is
caused by the effect of three-dimensional flow (radial flows) on the wake which
are not present in cascade wakes. The radial transport of mass, momentum and
energy could be responsible for the small decrease in wake width between the
trailing edge and near wake regions, although the wake defect is decaying steadily
there.
The decay of the maximum cycle-averaged relative total, axial and
tangential unsteadiness is presented in Figure 7.14. The relative total unresolved
unsteadiness is def'med by equation (6.9) while the relative unresolved axial and
tangential unsteadiness is defined as follows:
Tu x = _x 100%
W
Tu o = _x 100%
W
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The relative total, axial andtangentialunresolvedunsteadinessis thencycle-
averagedusingequation(6.8).While theunsteadinessis very high in thetrailing
edgeregion, it decaysrapidly asthewake travelsdownstream.In the far wake
region,beyondZ/cos[3°= 1.50,therelative unsteadinesshasdecayedto its
magnitudeupstreamof therotor blade.Eachof therelativeunsteadinessesdonot
decayat the sameratebut canbeshownto decayat arate givenby
,Tu,(&)° (7.5)
according to Raj and Lakshminarayana (1976), where K and n assume different
values for each unsteadiness. For the AFTRF turbine rotor, the rate of decay of the
maximum cycle-averaged relative total, axial and tangential unsteadinesses are
given by the following expressions, based on the data:
... _ Z 1 "0"219
(Tur)max = 9.85 tco--_o j
(7.6)
oeo /" \--0.269
(Tux) _ =6.56[ ---_Z ]
t,co lLJ (7.7)
/ \-0.179
(iu;)m_ , = 7.87[----_Z /
t.coslLJ (7.8)
The above expressions match the data quite well, as seen in Figure 7.14. The good
match of the equation (7.5) with both Raj and Lakshminarayana's (1976)
compressor rotor maximum unsteadiness and the AFI]_ turbine rotor data shown
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heregives confidencethat it canbeusedasa generalequationfor the decayof
Reynolds' stresses downstream of turbine and compressor rotors. Since the
exponent n varies from -0.18 to -0.22 for the turbine rotor and -0.19 to -0.24 for the
streamwise and normal components of relative unsteadiness in the compressor
rotor (see Raj and Lakshminarayana, 1976), assuming the exponent is equal to -0.2
will give a fairly good fit for the expression. The constant K probably depends on
factors such as the blade drag coefficient, the inlet unsteadiness and the mean
velocity. Including the effect of these factors into the equation could collapse the
data into a universal curve and lead to good correlation. For this to be done,
though, the unsteadiness in the rotor wake at other conditions, such as different
blade loading, inlet unsteadiness and mean velocity needs to be measured since the
turbine rotor data here represents the only turbine rotor unsteadiness data the
author has knowledge of.
The decay of the maximum cycle-averaged streamwise-normal unresolved
velocity cross correlation is presented in Figure 7.15. The unresolved velocity
cross-correlation is very high in the trailing edge region and it decays very rapidly
as the wake travels downstream. The rate of decay seems to follow the same trend
as the decay of the relative unsteadinesses and using an equation of the form of
equation (9.5), the maximum cycle-averaged unresolved velocity cross correlation
decay rate can be given by
I)_ z)--u_v_ = 0.335 cos 13° (7.9)
This correlation agrees with the data quite well as can be seen in Figure 7.15.
The decay of the maximum cycle-averaged periodic and unresolved
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unsteadyvelocity axial tangentialandcrosscorrelationsareshownin Figures7.16,
7.17 and7.18.For all threecorrelations,themaximum periodic unsteadyvelocity
correlationsaremuch larger than the maximum unresolvedcorrelationsin the
trailing edgeregion. This is becausethe periodic velocity correlationsaredueto
the periodic variation in velocity over therotor bladepitch, which is large in the
rotor wake.But the periodic correlationsdecaymuch fasterthan the unresolved
ooo
correlations so that the maximum periodic axial velocity correlation (_iE) is less
ooo
than the maximum unresolved axial velocity correlation (u'u') downstream of
Z/cos 13o --0.25, while the magnitude of the maximum periodic tangential velocity
ego
correlation (VV) becomes lower than the maximum unresolved tangential velocity
ooo
correlation (v'v') downstream of Z/cosl3 o --0.75. While the maximum periodic
ooo
unsteady velocity cross correlation (_-7) decays more rapidly than the maximum
oeo
unresolved velocity cross correlation (u'v'), the magnitude of the maximum
periodic cross correlation never is lower than the magnitude of the maximum
unresolved cross correlation. Both decay to negligible values in the far wake. The
decay of the maximum cycle-averaged unresolved velocity correlation reflect the
same trend as the relative unsteadiness and can be modeled using equation (7.5) as
follows:
ooo Z
- 1.64
C
\ ,," IlklX O
(7.10)
"" (zv,v,   .41(co- o (7.11)
= 2.83
_- / ITIRX C O
(7.12)
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The decayof the maximum periodic velocity correlations,on the otherhand,only
follow this trend in thenear andfar wakeregions; in thetrailing edgeregion the
decayis linear.Thus in the trailing edgeregion the maximum cycle-averaged
periodic velocity correlation decayratesconform to thefollowing relationships:
0aIcoZ )_fi = -87. + 21.29
O
(7.13)
(_lm, = -62-59 (cZ_o) + 24-26
(7.14)
I-l fi_ = -75.7 + 21.79 (7.15)
while in the near and far wake regions the maximum periodic velocity decay rate
correspond to the equations:
(_1, =0556/cZ_o )-_3s
(7.16)
"- ( Z _-'"
r¢('7---_ = 1.775 (co--_o _
(7.17)
(-L ( /ooe Z_ = 0.688 C o (7.18)
where 0.17 < Z/cosl3o<2.5. The above correlations correspond the experimental
data quite closely. They also give added confidence that equation (7.6) can be used
to correctly model both the decay of each component of the Reynolds stress tensor
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and theperiodic velocity correlations,too. Sincetheperiodic velocity correlations
alsocorrespondto the velocity defect,theabovecorrelationscould beusedto
model the total velocity defectdecay,too.
The cycle-averagedwakemomentumthicknessand shapefactor variations
downstreamof therotor areshownin Figures7.19and 7.20.The momentum
thicknessfor therotor wakewasdeterminedusingthe equation,
1 1- .-7_-.[rdO (7.19)
where the integration was performed in the tangential direction over one blade
spacing. The momentum thickness implies the loss of momentum in the wake as
compared with potential flow. The wake shape factor in the wake was found using
the following equation,
_5 t
H = -- (7.20)
0
where _5"is the displacement thickness. The displacement thickness is defined by
the expression,
6"= Is' 1- rd0
Wo)
(7.21)
where the integration was also performed over one blade spacing in the tangential
direction.
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Figure 7.19showsthat the momentumthicknessdecreasesin the trailing
edgeregion, then increasesasthe wake travelsdownstreamandthendecreasesin
thefar wake region. Both Raj and Lakshminarayana(1973)andRavindranath
(1979)explainedthe variation in momentumthicknessin their compressorcascade
androtor wakes,respectively,on the basisof thevon Karman momentumintegral
equationwith zerowall shearstressasfollows,
dO 0 dW o
-0ds ds
(7.22)
Equation (7.22) shows that the increase of decrease of 0 depends on the variation
of Wo. If Wo increases then 0 decreases and if W o decreases then 0 increases.
While this holds for both the compressor cascade and rotors, it does not hold for
the turbine rotor wake presented here. The wake edge velocity continuously
decreases downstream of this turbine rotor while the momentum thickness
variation does not correspond to the wake edge velocity decrease. This is due to the
radial transport of properties in the rotor wake which cause the variation in
momentum thickness.
The variation of shape factor with streamwise distance is presented in
Figure 7.20. The shape factor decreases sharply in the trailing edge region and then
decreases at a slower rate as the wake travels downstream. The high value of shape
factor just downstream of the trailing edge (H = 1.95) shows that the flow has a
tendency to separate there. Since a turbine blade has a thick trailing edge, the flow
does have a tendency to separate there. Other researchers such as Hobson and
Lakshminarayana (1990) have also predicted flow separation at the trailing edge of
a turbine blade.
The variation of the shape factor with streamwise distance downstream of
thetrailing edgeof anisolatedairfoil wasgiven by Spence(1953),
(1-1)=/1- _,_ 1140(co-_o/+ If _ (7.23)
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where H,eis the shapefactor at the trailing edge.Raj andLakshminarayana(1973)
demonstratedthat eqn.(7.23)canbe usedto accuratelyusedto predict the variation
of shapefactor downstreamof acompressorcascade.Figure 7.20showsthe
comparisonof this equationwith the experimentallymeasuredshapefactor. In the
trailing edgeregion thecomparisonis not good,but farther downstreamthe
agreementbetweeneqn. (7.23)and theexperimentaldatais better.In therotor far
wakeregion, eqn.(7.23)accuratelypredictsthemagnitudeof shapefactor.The
poor agreementin thetrailing edgeregionis dueto the largethree-dimensional
natureof the flow in thetrailing edgeregion,while the goodagreementin thefar
wakeregion resultsfrom thereductionof thethree-dimensionaleffects far
downstreamof the trailing edge.
7.2.3 Rotor Wake Profiles at Individual N0zzle/Rot0r Locations
Figures 7.21 a and b show the relative velocity profiles in the rotor wake at
different axial locations close to the rotor trailing edge. The data is presented at two
selected nozzle/rotor locations that have large difference in flow properties
between them (locations 3 and 5). The wake width at position 3 is wider than that
at position 5. This is because the nozzle wake is located on the suction side of the
rotor wake at position 3 and is located in the freestream region outside of the rotor
wake at position 5. While the magnitude of the minimum velocity in the wake
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center is similar close to the trailing edge at both positions, the freestream velocity
is quite different. The nozzle wake causes the freestream relative velocity to be
lower at position 5 than the freestream velocity at position 3.
The total unresolved unsteadiness in the rotor wake at nozzle/rotor positions
3 and 5 are shown in Figure 7.22a and b. At both positions the unsteadiness profile
is asymmetrical about the wake centerline which results from the different
unresolved unsteadiness profiles in the blade surface boundary layers upstream of
the trailing edge. The unsteadiness is much higher in the rotor wake and the region
of increased unsteadiness occurs over a larger area at position 3 than at position 5
due to the presence of the nozzle wake inside of the rotor wake at position 3. On
the other hand, the free stream region of position 5 contains twice the magnitude of
total unresolved unsteadiness as the free stream region of position 3. This also
results from the nozzle wake which is located in the free stream region of position
5.
Figures 7.23a and b and 7.24a and b present the streamwise-normal
unresolved velocity cross correlation and the relative flow angle, respectively, at
nozzle/rotor positions 3 and 5. The magnitude of unresolved velocity cross
correlation in the pressure side of the rotor wake at position 3 is twice that in the
pressure side of the rotor wake at position 5. On the suction side of the rotor wake
at position 5 the unresolved velocity cross correlation is negligible while the
suction side of the wake at position 3 contains a large area of negative unresolved
velocity cross correlation. The higher unresolved velocity cross correlation in the
position 3 rotor wake results from the presence of the nozzle wake inside the rotor
wake at this position.
A noticeable difference between the relative flow angle in the rotor wake at
these two nozzle/rotor positions is also seen in Figures 7.24a and b. At position 3,
the overturning in the suction side rotor wake is larger than the overturning in the
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suction side rotor wake of position 5, while the overturning in the freestream
region outside of the rotor wake at position 5 is higher than that in the freestream
region of position 3. The higher overturning regions result from the presence of the
nozzle wake in these areas.
Figure 7.21 through 7.24 show that rotor wake varies between individual
nozzle/rotor positions. Thus one can conclude that the rotor wake is not steady in
the rotor time frame. This can be seen more clearly by looking at Figures 7.25 and
7.26 which show the rotor wake relative total velocity and total unresolved
unsteadiness just downstream (X r/Cr = 1.066) of the rotor trailing edge at all six
nozzle/rotor positions. There is a variation in both the velocity inside the wake and
in the freestream for all six positions (there is an 8% difference between the highest
and lowest freestream velocity and an 18% difference in velocity inside the wake).
The lowest velocity at the wake center occurs at position 3 due to the presence of
the nozzle wake inside the rotor wake at this position. At position 4, the nozzle
wake has moved toward the rotor wake freestream region. This causes the suction
side wake width to increase and the freestream velocity to decrease, since the
nozzle wake is located partly in the suction side of the rotor wake and partly in the
freestream region. The nozzle wake has moved out of the rotor wake at position 5,
since the wake center velocity has increased and into the freestream region where
the velocity has decreased.
The total unresolved unsteadiness, presented in Figure 7.26, shows the
increased levels of unsteadiness in suction side of the rotor wake at position 3 due
to the nozzle wake. At position 4, the level of the unsteadiness has decreased in the
wake but has increased in the freestream region since the nozzle wake now is in
both the rotor wake and freestream region. And at position 5, the nozzle wake has
moved entirely into the freestream region as shown by the higher level of
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unsteadiness in the freestream region and lower level in the rotor wake.
The decay of the rotor wake velocity defect with streamwise distance is
shown in Figure 7.27 for each of the different nozzle/rotor positions. The decay
rate for each of the positions is similar but the magnitude of the velocity defects are
different at each streamwise location. In the trailing edge and near wake region the
defects for positions 3 and 4 are larger than the defects at 5 and 6 due to the
presence of the nozzle wake inside the rotor wake at positions 3 and 4. Thus while
the nozzle wake does not seem to have an impact on the velocity defect decay rate
it does influence the magnitude of the velocity defect.
The nozzle wake interaction with the rotor wake also affects the rotor wake
semi-wake width as shown in Figure 7.28. The semi-wake width is def'med as the
width of the wake at half the defect of total velocity. The rate of increase in wake
width for each of the nozzle/rotor positions is similar but the magnitude of the
semi-wake width at each streamwise location is not the same for each nozzle/rotor
location. In the trailing edge and near wake regions, the rotor semi-wake width for
positions 3 and 4 are larger in magnitude than the semi-wake width for positions 5
and 6 due to the presence of the nozzle wake inside the rotor wake at positions 3
and 4. Thus, just as for the velocity defect, the nozzle wake influences the
magnitude of the semi-wake width but does not affect the semi-wake width rate of
increase.
Figures 7.29 and 7.30 present the decay of the maximum total unresolved
unsteadiness and streamwise-normal shear stress, respectively. Just as with the
velocity defect and the semi-wake width, the rate of decay is similar for all six
nozzle/rotor positions; just the magnitude of the unsteadiness and shear stress is
different for each streamwise location. Therefore, the nozzle wake interaction with
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therotor wake doesnot changetherate of decayor increaseof the various
properties,but it doeschangethe magnitudeof thepropertiesfor eachnozzle/rotor
position at eachstreamwiselocation.
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CHAPTER 8
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The three-dimensional steady flow field inside an axial flow turbine nozzle
and the two-dimensional unsteady flow field inside a turbine rotor have been
investigated experimentally. The nozzle flow field was studied in order to better
understand the nozzle secondary flow and the nozzle wake properties. A complete
flow field survey was carried out at two locations inside the nozzle passage at X/C
= 0.56 and 0.935 and at two locations downstream of the nozzle at X/C = 1.025 and
1.09. The nozzle surface and endwall static pressures were also measured. The
nozzle flow field measurements were carried out with a five hole probe, a single
sensor hot wire and a two component LDV.
The rotor flow field was measured at midspan with a two component LDV
in order to better understand the steady and unsteady flow field in a turbine rotor.
Measurements were acquired at 37 axial locations from just upstream of the rotor
to one chord downstream of the rotor and at 50 tangential locations (relative to the
rotor) over one rotor pitch. To account for the non-uniformity of the rotor inlet
flow field (due to the nozzle wake), measurements were made at six tangential
locations (relative to the nozzle) equally spaced over one nozzle pitch. The rotor
wake was also studied in detail in order to understand the rotor wake properties and
its decay characteristics. Some important conclusions that can be drawn based on
the results of the present investigations are presented below.
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8.1. Nozzle Flow Field
The major conclusions of the nozzle flow field investigation are as follows:
1. The nozzle surface static pressures were predicted better by the three
dimensional inviscid code of Katsanis than by the panel code, thus demonstrating
that some of the departure between the design and the measured data is caused by
the three-dimensional inviscid effects. The agreement of the yaw angle and the
total velocity prediction by Katsanis' code and the experimental data is excellent,
demonstrating the usefulness of using an inviscid code in early design.
2. The endwall static pressures show that the minimum static pressure on
both endwalls occurs at the hub wall/suction surface comer. The minimum static
pressure location on the hub occurs downstream 0UC = 0.80) of the minimum
static pressure region on the casing, which occurs at midspan. This low pressure
region is the location where the passage vortex lifts off the endwaU and begins to
grow rapidly as it moves up the suction surface. Thus the casing passage vortex
covers a larger area than the hub passage vortex by the time it reaches the nozzle
trailing edge, due to the longer distance it has traveled between the endwaU/suction
surface intersection point and the trailing edge.
3. Near midchord, the LDV measurements indicate the existence of the
casing passage vortex by the high turbulence intensities and the underturning of the
flow in the casing wall/suction surface comer. On the other hand, at the hub there
is no indication of the hub wall passage vortex. This is in agreement with the
endwall static pressure distribution, discussed above. While the casing passage
vortex meets the suction surface at midchord, where it begins to grow rapidly and
starts to move up the suction surface (away from the endwall), the hub passage
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vortex is still beingconvectedacrossthepassageat midchordand is small. Thus
thehub passagevortex shouldbe ratherweak andhardto detectat midchord.
4. Justupstreamof the trailing edge(X/C = 0.935),the five hole probedata
clearly show that thecasingpassagevortex is very strong.Radially inward flow in
the suction surfaceboundarylayer augmentsthe casingpassagevortex. The suction
sideleg of the horseshoevortex is not visible nearthecasing.On the otherhand,
thepassagevortex in the hub/suctionsurfacecomer is very weak.The radially
inward flow in thesuction surfaceboundarylayer is in theoppositedirection as
thoseinducedby thepassagevortex andthuscounteractsit. A vortex rotating in
the oppositedirection asthe hub passagevortex is visible abovethepassagevortex.
This might be the suctionsideleg of the horseshoevortex.
5. Downstreamof thenozzle, weakradial inward flow wasobservedover
the whole span,which wasmorepronouncedin thewake.Casingandhub passage
vorticeshavebeenidentified on the suctionsideof thewake.There is also
indication of othervortices locatedin thewake center,nearthe casingand thehub.
They rotateoppositeto the passagevorticesandarecausedby the interactionof the
passagevorticesand thewake.On theotherhand,thereis conflicting evidenceon
theexistenceof the suctionsideleg of the horseshoevortex. While thereis no
evidencefor its existenceat thehub, thereis aregionof negativevorticity nearthe
casingat X/C = 1.025that could correspondto this vortex, but the secondaryflow
vectorsdo not show theexistenceof avortex. It hasprobably decayedby the time
it hasreachedthis axial location (X/C = 1.025).
6. Comparingthenozzleflow field just upstreamof the trailing edgeto that
downstreamof the nozzle,the casingpassagevortex is seento remainstrongasit
progressesandno dramaticchangein secondaryflow occursat thetip. At thehub,
however, the radially inward flow of the suction surfaceboundarylayer has
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reverseddirection andis moving outward asa resultof therotating hub located
downstreamof thenozzle.The rotatinghub alsocausesthehub passagevortex to
dissipate,which canbeseenfrom thesecondaryvelocity vectorsatX/C = 1.09.
7. A nozzlewake surveywasalsodoneat severalaxial locationsat midspan
to determinethe wakedecaycharacteristics.TheAFTRF nozzlewake decaysmuch
fasterthana compressorcascadewake,anannularturbine nozzlecascadewakeor
a turbinenozzle wake with a largerotor-nozzlespacing.This is dueto thepresence
of arotor in close vicinity, aswell asthe influenceof afavorablepressuregradient
downstream.
8. The radial variationof nozzlewaketotal velocity defect showslarger
velocity defectsin the hub andcasingsecondaryflow regions.Theselargerdefects
result from the interactionof the passagevorticesandthewake which causedeeper
andwider wakes.
8.2 Rotor Passage Steady and Unsteady Flow Field
The major conclusions of the rotor passage flow field investigation are as
follows:
1. Detailed measurements were made near the rotor leading edge. These
measurements showed that the rotor leading edge has a major influence on the flow
field, with large velocity gradients and flow angle changes in the vicinity of the
leading edge. The axial velocity in the stagnation region decelerates to a value of
30% of the freestream axial velocity. The rotor leading edge has an influence on
the flow field even 9% of the rotor axial chord upstream of the rotor leading edge,
with the change in flow angle between the freestream and stagnation region being
18 degrees at this location. This effect increases as the rotor leading edge is
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approachedwith thechangein flow angleincreasingto 35degreesjust upstreamof
therotor leadingedge.
2. High levelsof relative total unresolvedunsteadinessareobservedat the
leadingedge.This is causednot only by areduction in relative velocity, but alsoby
an increasein the absolutemagnitudeof the velocity fluctuationsat the leading
edge.As the leadingedgeis approached,this large increasein the meanflow
velocity gradientscausean increasein theproduction of unresolvedunsteadiness
which overshadowsits dissipation.
3. Higher levels of relativetotal unresolvedunsteadinessarealso observed
nearthe rotor pressuresurface.This increasein unresolvedunsteadinessis dueto
theinteractionof the nozzlewake with thepressuresurfaceboundarylayer, along
with the concavecurvatureeffects,which destabilizethe flow. Concavecurvature
effectsresultsfrom thefact that the unresolvedunsteadinessin thin shearlayersis
highly sensitiveto streamlinecurvaturein the planeof themeanshear.The
unresolvedshearstressandunsteadinessareincreaseddueto curvaturewhenthe
angularmomentumof the flow decreasesin thedirection of theradiusof curvature.
4. The nozzlewakecanbeclearly identified in therotor passage.Compared
to the flow field outsideof thewake, thenozzle wakehasa velocity defect, a
higherunresolvedunsteadiness,overturning of the flow angleand ahigher
unresolvedvelocity crosscorrelation.
5. As thenozzlewake enterstherotor passage,it is choppedinto individual
segmentsby therotor blades.Theseindividual segmentscannow move
independentlyof eachother.At therotor inlet, thenozzlewake becomesbowed
becausethe convectionvelocity at midpitch is higher thanat the rotor leadingedge.
As the nozzlewakestravels further through therotor passage,it becomesdistorted
with theregion of the nozzlewake nearthe rotor suctionsurfacemoving fasterthan
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theregionnearthe pressuresurface.This is dueto thelargedifferential in the
convectionvelocity betweenthepressureand suctionsurface.Inside therotor
passage,thenozzlewake actslike anegativejet, drawing fluid from therotor
pressuresurfaceto rotor suctionsurface,which causesthenozzlewake to thin out
neartherotor pressuresurfaceandthicken nearthe suctionsurface.This movement
of low momentumfluid toward thesuction surfacealsocausesthehigh momentum
fluid in the free streamto move in anoppositedirection to replacethe migrated
wakefluid.
6. The nozzlewakepropagatesthroughtheturbine rotor until it hasturned
more than30degreesfrom its orientation at therotor leadingedgeandis spread
out along therotor pressuresurfacefrom midchord to thetrailing edge.This is in
contrastto othermeasurementsof thenozzlewake in the rotor passage(Hodson,
1984andBinder et al., 1985)who show that at therotor trailing edge,thenozzle
wake still spanstherotor passagein thepitchwisedirection, from the pressure
surfaceto the suctionsurface.This is causedby the largedifferencein velocity
betweentherotor suctionandpressuresurfaces.In thepresentturbine, theratio of
suctionsurfacevelocity to pressuresurfacevelocity is twice the suction to pressure
surfacevelocity ratio of Hodson'sand Binder'sturbine rotors.This largedifference
betweenthe velocities nearthe suction andpressuresurfacesof the author's
turbine,causesthe regionof thenozzlewake neartherotor _ction surfaceto travel
muchmorerapidly than theregion of thenozzlewakenearthe rotor pressure
surface.Thus thenozzle wakerotatesabouttheregionof the nozzlewakenearthe
rotor pressuresurface,endingup spreadout along thepressuresurface.In Hodson's
andBinder's turbine rotors,the differencebetweenthe suctionandpressuresurface
velocitiesis not asgreat,thusthe nozzlewake doesnot turn asmuch in the rotor
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passageandby the time it reachesthe rotor trailing edgeit still spansthe rotor
passagein the pitchwisedirection, from the pressureto suction surfaces.
7. By thetime thenozzlewake haspropagatedthrough therotor passage
andis spreadout along therotor pressuresurfacefrom midchord to the trailing
edge,it haselongatedandthinnedout considerably(comparedto its shapeat the
rotor leading edge).This results from two reasons.Thefirst is thefact that vorticity
mustbeconservedin thenozzlewake, thusasthewake lengthgrows, the wake
width mustbecomesmaller.The secondis due to the largevariation in convective
velocity acrossthe rotor pitch. Sincethe velocity is fasteralongthe rotor suction
surfacethannearthepressuresurface,theregion of the wakenearthe suction
surfacemoves fasterthan the regionnearthe pressuresurface.Thus the wake
stretches,becomingnarrowerandlonger.
8. As the nozzlewakeinteractswith the rotor leadingedge,an increasein
unresolvedunsteadinessat the leadingedgeis observed.The tangentialcomponent
of the unresolvedunsteadinessalso increasesin theregionof thenozzlewake at
rotor midpitch. This increasein unresolvedunsteadinessresultsfrom thetwo
counter-rotating vortices,one oneachsideof thenozzlewake.Thegenerationof
thesevorticescausean increasein the velocity fluctuations.
9. The periodic velocity correlationsaresimilar in magnitudeto the
unresolvedvelocity correlationsin thenozzlewake,which indicatesthat bothhave
anequalimpact on thethrough-flow mixing in this turbine rotor.
10.As thenozzlewake movesthroughthe rotor passagethe magnitudeof
the velocity defect increasesfrom the leadingedgeuntil X,/C, = 0.30, after which
it decreases. This can be explained by examining the mass-averaged cycle-
averaged relative velocity. The relative velocity decreases from the rotor leading
edge until X r/Cr = 0.30, causing an adverse pressure gradient, which causes the
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nozzlewake velocity defect to increase.Downstreamof Xr/C r= 0.30, the relative
velocity increases,resulting in afavorablepressuregradient,which causesthe
nozzlewake to decay.Downstreamof therotor trailing edgethe nozzlewake
velocity defect is constant.
11.The peakmagnitudeof thetotal unresolvedunsteadinessin thenozzle
wake increasesinitially andthendecreasesasthenozzlewaketravels throughthe
rotor passage,until at onehalf chorddownstreamof the rotor trailing edgeit is at
the samevalueasit wasupstreamof therotor.
12.Both themass-averagedandtime-averagedpropertiesshow that inside
therotor blade,the regionof high unresolvedunsteadinessthat correspondsto the
nozzlewake occursat the samelocationasthelow velocitiesdueto thenozzle
wake.On the otherhand,downstreamof therotor, theregionof high unresolved
unsteadinessdue to the nozzlewakedoesnot occurat thesamelocation asthelow
velocitiesdueto thenozzlewake.This is because,althoughin thenearwake the
maximum unresolvedunsteadinessoccursat the wakecenter(position wherethe
velocity defect is largest),far downstreamof thenozzle,the maximum unresolved
unsteadinessoccursaway from thecenterof the wakedueto the spreadof the
wake.
8.3. Rotor Wake Properties and Characteristics
The major conclusions based on the rotor wake investigation are as follows:
1. The rotor wake mean velocity profiles in the trailing edge and near wake
regions are asymmetrical and tend to become symmetrical in the far wake region.
2. The rotor wake total unresolved unsteadiness is highest m the trailing
edge region and decreases further downstream. This is caused by the vortex street
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shedfrom the trailing edgeandthe productionof turbulencein this region. Also in
thetrailing edgeregion, theunresolvedunsteadinessprofiles areasymmetricwith a
dip in unsteadinessat thewake center.Theasymmetryresultsfrom thedifferential
boundarylayer growth on thepressureandsuction sideof the rotor blade,while the
dip in unsteadinessis dueto the fact that thetotal unresolvedunsteadinessis zero
on thebladesurfacewith a maximum valueoccurringslightly away from theblade
surface.The asymmetryanddip in unresolvedunsteadinessdisappearasthe rotor
waketravelsdownstream.
3. The streamwise-normalunresolvedvelocity crosscorrelation in therotor
wake is also asymmetricclosethe rotor trailing edge,becomingsymmetric farther
downstream.Closeto thetrailing edge,the zerounresolvedvelocity cross
correlationpoint doesnot occurat thepoint of minimum velocity, but farther
downstreamit does.The unresolvedvelocity crosscorrelation decaysratherslowly
with significant valuesstill occurringonehalf chord downstreamof therotor.
4. The rotor wakevelocity defectdecaysvery rapidly in the trailing edge
region,becoming lessrapid in the nearandfar wakeregions.The very rapid decay
in thetrailing edgeregion resultsfrom thehigh unresolvedunsteadiness,separation
andpossibly the threedimensionaleffects in this region.The rotor wake velocity
defectdecaysmuch slowerthan the velocity defectof turbine cascades.Thedecay
of the rotor wake velocity defectdecaysaccordingto 1/ _/z / cos 13o where z / cos 13o
is the streamwise distance downstream of the rotor blade. Using this property of the
rotor wake, a correlation has been presented which matches the decay of the
velocity defect in the near and far wake regions.
5. The rotor wake semi-wake width increases rapidly in the trailing edge
region and then grows less rapidly in the near and far wake regions. The rate of
semi-wake width increase is proportional to _/z / cos 9o. Using this property of the
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rotor wake,a correlationhasbeenpresentedwhich matchesthe growth of thesemi-
wake width.
6. Decayof themaximum unresolvedunsteadinessandmaximum
unresolvedvelocity crosscorrelationis very rapid in thetrailing edgeregionand
this trendslows in the far wakeregion. Equationshavebeenpresentedwhich
matchtheir decayrates.
7. In the trailing edgeregion, the maximum periodic velocity correlations
aremuchlarger thanthe maximum unresolvedvelocity correlations.But the
periodic velocity correlationsdecaymuch fasterthanthe unresolvedcorrelations.
Equationswerepresentedthat matchedtheexperimentaldecayof themaximum
periodic andunresolvedvelocity correlationsin therotor wake.
8. Therotor wakeshapefactor decreasessharplyin thetrailing edgeregion
andthendecreasesat a slowerratefartherdownstream.The high value of shape
factorjust downstreamof therotor trailing edgeindicatesthat the flow hasa
tendencyto separatethere.Thevariation of the rotor wake shapefactor with
streamwisedistancedownstreamof therotor was found to matchthe correlation
developedby Spence(1953)quite well in the far wakeregion andnot asgood in
the nearwakeregion.
9. While the interactionof thenozzlewake with the rotor wake doesnot
influence thedecayrateof thevariouswakeproperties,it doeschangethe
magnitudeof theproperties.
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CHAPTER 9
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The present investigation has provided a good understanding of the whole
nozzle flow field. One unanswered question in the nozzle flow field is what
happens to the suction side leg of the horseshoe vortex. Flow visualization on the
nozzle endwall surfaces and hot wire or five hole probe surveys close to the
endwaUs could be used to trace the path of the suction side leg of the horseshoe
vortex as it travels through the nozzle passage.
The nozzle wake could be investigated in more detail. By measuring the
properties of the nozzle wake with the rotor removed, the difference between the
nozzle wake decay with and without the rotor could be quantified.
This investigation has also provided an understanding of the rotor flow field
at midspan and the interaction of the nozzle wake with the rotor flow field. To
better understand the rotor flow field including the secondary flow and the tip
leakage vortex, a knowledge of the flow field at other radii is critical. Measurement
of the radial velocity component is also essential for a complete understanding of
the flow field. The LDV can be used to measure the radial velocity and to measure
the flow field at other spanwise locations. Measurement of the losses in and
downstream of the rotor would also be useful. This could be accomplished with a
rotating five hole probe. The AFTRF has a rotating traverse that the five hole probe
could be installed in. With this traverse the losses in the entire flow field could be
measured.
There are numerous static pressure taps on the rotor blade surface and
endwalls which should be used to measure the pressure distribution on the rotor
blade. The unsteady pressures and the shear stress on the rotor blade surface can be
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measuredby the Kulite transducersandthe shearstressgauges,respectivelyon the
rotor bladesurface.The rotor bladeboundarylayerscould alsobe measuredby
using a two sensorhot wire mountedin therotating traverse.By completing all
thesemeasurements,the completeflow field in therotor could bemeasured.
The influence of the inlet turbulenceintensity on the flow field could be
quantified by repeatingselectedmeasurementswith the inlet turbulencegrid
installed andcomparingthem with themeasurementscompletedwithout the
turbulencegrid. The influence of theReynoldsnumberandtheincidenceangleon
the turbine flow field could alsobequantifiedby measuringthe flow field at
severallocationsat off-design conditions.
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APPENDIX A
ERROR ANALYSIS
All experimental results have a certain degree of error associated with them.
This error needs to be quantified in order for the results to be correctly interpreted.
Thus an error analysis based on the ASME measurement uncertainty methodology
(Abemathy et al., 1985) is given below.
An error is the difference between the measurement and the true value.
Uncertainty is the maximum error that might be expected from a measured
quantity. The total error is a combination of both bias (fixed) and precision
(random) errors. The precision error, S, is the random part of the total error which
for N measurements (Xt,X2,...,Xr_) of the parameter X, is
]_(X i "_)2
S-11i =l
-v
(A.1)
where X, the average value (mean) of X is
-- 1 N
X=-_i___lXi (A.2)
The precision index of the sample mean X can be also found from
S
S_=_f-_ (A.3)
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The bias error is a fixed or systematicerror. It remainsconstantduring an
experiment.In repeatedmeasurements,eachmeasurementhasthe samebias.There
is no statisticalequation,asfor the precisionerror, to define thebias error, B. It
mustbeestimated.This estimatecanbebasedon calibrationsor comparisonwith
otherexperimentaltechniques,but in generalthe estimateof bias must bebasedon
judgment.
To obtain theprecisionerror of a given parameter,the root sumsquare
(RSS)methodis usedto combinetheprecisionerrors from K sourcesof error as
follows,
S +S2+...+Sx] ½ (A.4)
The bias of a given parameter can be similarly found as
B=[B_ 2 2 ½+ B2+...+B x ] (A.5)
The total uncertainty is obtained for a 95% confidence level) by combining the
precision an bias errors in the following manner
U = [B 2 + p2]_ (A.6)
where P = tS_. For a large number of samples (>30), t=2.0. U is then the
uncertainty in the measured value of a single variable. If, on the other hand, the
value of the experimental result is not directly measured, but the values of several
variable are measured and then they are combined into a data reduction equation to
obtain the value of the desired variable, the following is used.
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Considera generalcasein which an experimentalresult, r, is afunction of J
variablesX i
r = r(X_,X2.....Xj) (A.7)
The precision limit of theresult is given by
+... + (A.8)
wherethe Sx,arethe precision limits in the measuredvariables Xi. It is assumed
that the relationshipgiven by equation(A.7) is continuousandhascontinuous
derivativesin the domainof interestandthat theprecision limits Sx,are
independentof one another.
This samemethodcanbeusedto calculatetheexperirnentalbias error from
the biaslimits of eachmeasuredvariablethat the experimentalresult is afunction
of (shown in equationA.7) as is doneasfollows
(A.9)
Theuncertainty of the result is again given by (for 95% confidence level)
U = [B, 2 + p2]_ (A.IO)
where Pr = tSr and t=2.0 when N>30.
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If it is difficult to separatelyestimatethebiaserrorsandthe precisionerrors
for eachmeasuredvariable,anuncertaintywhich is a combinationof thebias and
precision errorscanbeestimatedfor eachmeasuredvariable asfollows,
u_--ttJ_+u_+...+u_j_ (A.11)
where U ,U 2..... U are the sources of error for the measured variable X i, and U,,
is the uncertainty in X i. Then the total uncertainty of the experimental result, r,
which is a function of J variables X i as shown in equation (A.7), is then
1)2]2+... + Ux, (A. 12)
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APPENDIX B
FIVE-HOLE PROBE AND STATIC PRESSURE UNCERTAINTY
ANALYSIS
B.1 Sources of Error
A detailed discussion on the errors involved in the five hole probe and static
pressure measurements in given by Sitaram, Lakshminarayana and Ravindranath
(1981) and by Zierke, Straka and Taylor (1993). The present discussion is based on
the above mentioned references using the ASME measurement uncertainty analysis
described in Appendix A to calculate the uncertainty.
The accuracy of the five hole probe measurements is dependent on several
factors including transducer error, wall and blade vicinity effects, Reynolds number
and compressibility effects, misalignment of problem probe blockage effects and
turbulence effects. Each of these factors are discussed in detail below:
(1) Transducer uncertainty: The error in the transducer is 0.15 inches of
water. This error affects both the five hole probe and static pressure measurements.
The remaining errors discussed below only affect the five hole probe
measurements.
(2) Wall Vicinity Effect: When a probe is located near a solid surface, the
flow accelerates in that region introducing errors in the measurements. Sitaram,
Lakshminarayana and Ravindranath (1981) found that for a five hole probe, the
error is negligible when the distance between the probe and the solid surface is
more than two probe diameters. Thus this error is negligible since all
measurements were made at a distance greater than two probe diameters from the
wall.
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(3) Reynoldsnumbereffects:The calibration of the five hole probewas
carriedout at aReynoldsnumberapproximatelyequalto that in themeasuredflow.
Thusthe Reynoldsnumbereffectsareaccountedfor in the calibration.
(4) Compressibilityeffects:Although thefive holeprobewascalibratedat
the sameReynoldsnumberasthat in themeasuredflow, the calibration wasdone
in an incompressibleflow (water).To accountfor compressibilityeffectsof the
flow, thepitch andyaw calibration constantswere modified using thePrandtl-
Glauert rule asfollows,
Cp._ (B.1)
Cp,,_ -fi_M 2
(B.2)
where the subscripts c and i represent compressible and incompressible calibration
coefficients. The total velocity is then calculated using,
(B.3)
Thus the error due to compressibility can be neglected since it is accounted for.
(5) Misalignment of the probe: The probe was aligned using a protractor.
The error in aligning the probe is 0.25 degrees.
(6) Probe and stem blockage effects: The error in probe and stem blockage
is negligible since the probe was calibrated with its stem and the ratio of the probe
diameter to both the vane spacing and pitch is 1.4% and 1.5%, respectively.
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(7) TurbulenceEffects:The five hole probewascalibratedin a low
turbulencecalibration tunnel. Measurementsweretaken in the nozzle wake where
theturbulenceintensity is around10%.Goldstein(1936)hastheoretically
investigatedtheeffect of turbulent velocity componentsonpressureprobe
measurements.Sitaram,Lakshminarayana,andRavindranath(1981)have modified
Goldstein'sanalysisto estimatethe errordueto turbulenceon the five hole probe
measurements.Basedon their analysis,theerror in thecalibration angleand
pressurecoefficients is 0.67%,assuming10%turbulenceintensity in thenozzle
wake.
(8) Pressureand Velocity GradientError: Thefive hole probeusedin this
investigation wascalibratedin a uniform flow, but wasusedto measureflow where
steep gradients in pressure and velocity exist (such as in the nozzle wake). Since
each hole is located in a differing pressure field, an error is introduced. This is
corrected by using a linear interpolation of the pressures at two adjacent measuring
locations in the direction of the gradient, as devised by Prato (1992). Thus, the
pressure and velocity gradient error can be neglected.
B.2 Uncertainty Analysis
The error in static pressure results mainly from the error in the pressure
transducer which is 0.15 inches of water. Thus for the static pressure measurements
U----zP= 1.0 % (B.4)
P
For the five hole probe measurements, the data reduction equations are based on
the method of Treaster and Yocum (1979) which is modified to include
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compressibility andsheargradienteffects.Theequationsfor this analysisare
presentedandthen thepropagationof uncertainty from the measuredvariable is
given.
The f'u'ststepin thefive hole probedataanalysisis to calculateanaverage
pressure,
1
= _(P2+ P3+ P4+ Ps) (B.5)
where_ is the averagepressure,P2and p3arethepressuresmeasuredin the yaw
plane,andp4andP5arethepressuremeasuredin the pitch plane.The uncertainty
equationis then
1U (B.6)U_= 2 p2
Next, the yawandpitch calibration coefficients arecalculatedas
PI-P J
Cp,.., = _--_.2'E (B 07)
_/l - M.
_ Pl-P )
The general uncertainty equation for these coefficients is then
Ucp'_ =[\P/-P3J kP2-P3) kPl-P) Pl-P _. l-M2 )
and
Uc"_ [\P4-P5 kP,-P5 \_L-_) \Pl-P)
(B.8)
(B.10)
(B.11)
After the uncertainty in Cp,,. and Cp,_ are computed, then the uncertainty in
the angles can be calculated. Since the values for the pitch angle, 7, and yaw angle,
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a, come from the calibration plots, the partial derivatives in the general uncertainty
equation are replaced with finite differences to obtain
Lk,,c,,,_..-
c_ LkAc_,.Vc.. (B.13)
The calibration pressure coefficients, which are used to compute the pressures from
five hole probe calibration plots, are calculated next. The uncertainty in these
coefficients are
and
F _C___,
+(-_ uo
(B.14)
(B.15)
The total and static pressures are then calculated using the following equations
Po = p,-C_._(p,-_) (B.16)
p = p-Cp_,(Pl -P) (B.17)
Thus the general uncertainty equations for the total and static pressures are
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• (B.18)
(B.19)
The total velocity can then be calculated as follows,
and the uncertainty equation for V 2 is
2 2 /2] _
(B.20)
03.21)
Finding the magnitude of the velocity vector from the squared value leads to
Uv = Uv' 03.22)
2V
Next, the axial, radial and tangential components of velocity in the probe
coordinate system are computed as
Wx, = Vcos_/cos(z (B.23)
V,, = VsinT (B.24)
V0, = Vcos7 sin(x (B.25)
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The uncertaintyequationsfor thesecomponentsarethen
Ov,=[_,cos_os_+/-_s_n_cos_;+/-_Vc°s_sm_;]_ (B.26)
_vo--[_vs _+/_,_cos_;]_ (B.27)
Uv_ = [(Uv cos_/sintx): + (-UvV sin _'sin a) 2 "+ _-U_VcosTcosa)':l_J (B.28)
The final step in the five hole probe data analysis is to convert the velocities
from the five hole probe coordinate system to the turbine coordinate system. This
is done as follows,
V_ =Ivy, cosa- Ve, sina]cos6- Vr_ sin8 (B.29)
Vr = [V_ cosa- Ve sin a]sin _- Vr cos_5 (B.30)
V e = Ve, cosa - Vx, sink (B.31)
where a and 5 are the yaw and pitch angle offset, respectively, of the five hole
probe relative to the turbine coordinate system. The uncertainty equations for these
components are then calculated as
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UV
X
= U V cosacos8 + V
x 1 Xl
-v cosasin_+ V01 cosasin_- V 1
(- sin ac°s8 UVel )2 +[- sin8 UVrl _]
sin a cos_- V01
c°sS_U81
cos a cos_5_U a I
+
+
(B.32)
Uv r II /2= U V cosasin8
x 1
I cosacosS- V0Vxl 1
-sinasin8 UV0 ' 12
 I/_Vxlsinasin -V0,
.-I-
+
(B.33)
I/ /2UVe = U V sink
x 1
UaVo,sinai2 cos l2 cosa )21_
(B.34)
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Using equations(B.12), (B.13), (B.18), (B.19), (B.22), (B.32), (B.33). and(B.34),
the uncertaintiesfor the propertiesmeasuredby the five hole probearecalculated
to be
U_ = 0.5 degrees
Uv = 0.5 degrees
Uvo= 30Pa
Up= 33 Pa
Uv =lm/s
Uv x
Uv.
Uv r
Using typical values downstream of the
velocities are:
= 0,78 m/s
= 0.45 m/s
= 0.78 m/s
nozzle, the percentage uncertainty for the
Uv -0.6%
V
Uvx -2.5 %
vx
u_e - 0.5 %
v0
Uv, -22%
vr
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APPENDIX C
HOT WIRE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
The accuracy of hot wire measurements can easily be quantified and are
limited only by the accuracy of the calibration, the anemometer and voltmeter error
and by ambient temperature drift. Each of these factors are discussed below.
C.1 Probe Calibration
The single sensor hot wire was calibrated in a low turbulence (< 1.0 %)
calibration jet. The sensor was placed perpendicular to the flow. The probe was
calibrated over a range from 0 to 0.6U m. A pitot-static probe connected to a
manometer was used to measure the calibration jet velocity. The air velocity
measured by the pitot-static probe is given by
(2RTp. ogh
= _ p_ / ½ (C.1)
where h is the manometer reading in inches of water. The manometer is used to
measure the difference between the static and total pressures for the pitot-static
probe. The error in reading the manometer is
Uh, = 0.025 inches H20 (C.2)
The uncertainty for the thermometer and barometer that are given by the
manufacturer are respectively.
Ur, = 0.1 degrees K (C.3)
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Up,= 0.05 inchesHg (C.4)
Thesignificant sourceof error resultsfrom thepitot-static tube installation.
According to Holman (1994)and Bradshaw(1970),the major sourceof error in a
low turbulenceflow away from solid surfacesis dueto probemisalignment.The
error dueto the pitot-static installation is then
Uh= 0.01h= 0.02 inchesH20 (C.5)
since h=2.0 inches of water is the h corresponding to the maximum velocity
measured by the hot wire.
The uncertainties in each of the measured variables is
u 2 )_U, =(U2h, + h_, (C.6)
u_--(u_+u_)_ (c7_
u_=(u_+u_)_ (c.8>
and the uncertainty in the calibration velocity measured by the pitot-static probe is
T=L_kT; _kT; +_ (C.9)
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Substitutingthenominal valuesfor T, h andP andequations(C.8), (C.9), and
(C.10) into (C.11)gives
U V
= 0.8 % (C. 10)
V
C.2 Measurement Errors
The velocity measured by the hot wire sensor is obtained from King's law
which is
E 2 = A + BV °'45 (C.11)
where E is the anemometer output voltage taken across the Wheatstone bridge in
the anemometer, V is the fluid velocity and A and B are the calibration constants.
The uncertainty in the measured velocity is thus
l
Uv=,t_ __ + U A + U B (C.12)
To find U v, the uncertainties in E, A and B need to be found ftrst. The error stated
by the manufacturer for the anemometer bridge output voltage and the voltmeter
output voltage are
UE, = 0.0002V (C. 13)
UE2 = 0.002V (C.14)
and the error due to reading the voltmeter is
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UE3= 0.0005V (C.15)
Another source of error that can change the anemometer output voltage is ambient
temperature drift. A change in ambient temperature causes a change in the heat
transfer rate of the sensors. This results in a corresponding change in the measured
output voltages from the anemometer. A correction scheme by Kristensen (1973) is
used to correct the variation in anemometer output voltage due to temperature.
Thus this error is neglected. The total uncertainty in E is then found from
u_:(u_, +u_+u_)_ (C.16)
The calibration constants A and B are obtained by fitting a straight line in
the form
lnA =AlnV+B (C.17)
through the calibration data. The uncertainty in A and B are then obtained from the
equations
U A = L(.oE E + -_Uv (C.18)
[(aBu ]_+(aBu f] _o,,=Lt_aE_) _av v (C.19)
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(OA/_Band 3B/_A areassumedto bezero.)Thus, substitutingtheuncertaintiesin
A, B andE into equation(C.12)alongwith the nominal valuesfor A, B and E
yields
W V
- 1.9 % (C.20)
v
which is the total uncertainty in the measured velocity. Yavuzkurt (1984) states
that the mean and rms components of velocity have the same percent error, thus
Ur,, _ 1.9 % (C.21)
Tu
which is the total uncertainty in the measured turbulence intensity.
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APPENDIX D
LDV ERRORS
LDV measurements are subject to numerous errors, most of which can be
qualified. The discussion here, which is based on the error analysis of Patrick
(1987) uses the ASME measurement uncertainty analysis described in Appendix A
to calculate the uncertainty. The errors are separated into both precision and bias
errors. Bias errors include errors from laser beam geometry, counter processor
errors and seeding bias errors. The laser beam geometrical errors consist of finite
probe volume bias, beam location bias, beam orientation bias, fringe spacing
uncertainty bias, negative velocity beam bias, angle bias and frequency broadening
bias. The processor bias errors are made up of errors due to comparison accuracy,
clock synchronization, quantizing, threshold limit, electronic noise and pedestal
filter removal. Finally, the seeding bias errors include errors resulting from the
flow distortion, particle lag, statistical or velocity bias and Bragg bias. Most of the
bias errors are very small compared to the precision errors (discussed below), and
thus are neglected. The bias errors which can be on the order of magnitude of the
precision errors are discussed in detail below.
Statistical or velocity biasing was fn'st mentioned by McLaughlin and
Tiederman (1972). It occurs as a result of two reasons. The ftrst is that the velocity
magnitude varies with time. The second is that in a uniformly seeded flow, more
particles pass through the probe volume per unit time during periods when the
velocity is faster than the mean velocity than when the velocity is slower than the
mean velocity. Thus a high data rate causes the measured values to be biased
toward a higher value than the true mean. In the nozzle, where the turbulence
intensity was less than 5 %, the error due to statistical bias is less than 0.5% based
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on theanalysisof StrazisarandPowell (1980).In therotor, basedon the same
analysis,this error is about 1%outsidetherotor wake and5% inside therotor wake
(wherethe highestturbulenceintensitiesoccur).But in the rotor the needfor
statistical biasingcorrectionsis questionable.According to Hathaway(1993) and
Bell et al. (1993),measurementstakenusing conditional samplingtechniques(such
aswith anoptical shaftencoder)shouldnot needthis correction, sincethe velocity
datais groupedinto individual time windows andaveragedfor eachwindow, and
just becausetherearemoremeasurementsat highervelocitiesmeansthereare
moremeasurementsat that particularwindow,but theaveragevelocity is unbiased.
Basedon this, thevelocity bias error is neglected.
Angle bias occurswhenthe flow is not parallel to the plane containing the
laser beams. The factor controlling the angle bias is the ratio N/Nfr, where N is the
minimum number of cycles required by the signal processor and Nfr is the number
of measurable fringes. The angle bias can be minimized by reducing the N/Nfr
ratio. Frequency shifting was used to minimize the angle bias, and thus this error is
negligible also.
The precision errors in LDV measurement are data processing errors which
result from averaging a finite number of data samples per data point. In LDV
measurements, the velocity being measured does not remain constant during the
sampling period but fluctuates due to turbulence. Thus the precision error is
where
= v' (C.1)
V= 1 _Vi--
N i=i
(c.2)
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where V i is the velocity of the i'th sample and V is the sample mean velocity. The
precision error calculated by equation (C. 1) is an estimate of the rms turbulence
level. For an infinite number of samples, S becomes an exact measurement of the
turbulence level. For a finite number of samples, both the rms turbulence level, v',
and the mean sample velocity V, will deviate from the true turbulence level and
mean velocity of the flow field by precision errors S v, and S v , respectively.
Patterson (1982) states that the mean square turbulence intensity has a Chi-square
distribution. Thus for a large sample size (N>50) the precision error of the
turbulence intensity measurement can be found from
S v • 1
v' 2,_ (C.3)
Relative to the mean velocity measurements, the sampling distribution of V is
normal about the population mean Vp (true mean) as a mean with a standard
deviation of vp/-CrN. Thus the precision error in the mean velocity measurement
can be estimated as
(C.4)
1 _ \ / _
which is a function of the true turbulence intensity,tv;/Vp). The quantity, tv;/vp
is unknown but can be approximated by the measured ratio of the turbulence to the
mean velocity, (v'/-V).
For the LDV measurements in the rotor, 120,000 axial and tangential
coincident samples were taken at each measurement position for the entire rotor
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revolution. Sincethedatawere phase-lockedaveragedto obtain an "average"rotor
bladepassagewith 50 measurementwindows, therewereon average2400 samples
per bin. Thus outsideof therotor wake,the precisionerrors in themeanvelocity
andturbulenceintensity are lessthan0.2%and 1.4%respectively.In the rotor
wake,wherethe samplesperbin aremuchsmallerandtheturbulenceintensity is
muchhigher, theprecisionerrorsin themeanvelocity andturbulenceintensity are
2% and7%, respectively.For theLDV measurementsin thenozzle, wherethe
samplesizewas200, theprecisionerrorsin themeanvelocity and turbulence
intensity are0.1% and5.0%,respectively.Thususingequation(A.6), the total
uncertainty for a95% confidencelevel is asfollows,
Nozzle flow field: Sv/@V = 0.2 %
Svj//V,= 10%
Rotor flow field:
Outsideof rotor wakes:
Insiderotor wakes:
SV_V= 0.4 %
Sv)//V,= 2.8 %
SV_V= 4.0 %
SV_v, = 14.8%
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